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INTRODUCTION & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Although the audience for a book on investing in community bank stocks is limited by
the very nature of its somewhat narrow and obscure subject matter, I decided to write
one anyway. Why? Clearly I’m a glutton for punishment.
To describe community bank analysis as a dry topic would be an understatement, to say
the least. So, with that said, let me address a few issues about the book itself. First, this
is a book about community banks and thrifts, which I define as those depositories with less
than $15 billion in assets. If you want to know more about how to analyze larger banks
like Bank of America, JP Morgan or Northern Trust, you’re reading the wrong book.
Second, use of the terms “bank,” “institution” and “depository” throughout this book
also refers to thrifts (that is, Savings & Loans), unless specifically noted to the contrary.
Third, almost all of the italicized terms – where italics are not used for emphasis – are
either defined in the text or in the glossary. Finally, you will notice that there is no
chapter on a bank’s statement of cash flows. While all banks, obviously, have a cash
flow statement, I chose not to spend any time on this subject. Unlike most industrial
companies, banks don’t have meaningful amounts of depreciation and short-term
receivables. Consequently, unless a bank is engaging in accounting shenanigans (as
addressed in Chapter 6), its net income should be a close approximation of its operating
cash flow. And there’s no great mystery about a bank’s investment and financing cash
flows. So, rather than having a two-page chapter explaining the obvious, I just left
analysis of the cash flow statement out of the book altogether.
I encourage you to read the footnotes. I actually have little pride of authorship where
specific ideas are concerned. In many respects, this book is a compilation of both my
thoughts (primarily) and those of others (secondarily) on bank analysis. Consequently, I
have borrowed liberally, and at times verbatim, from others – I don’t believe in
reinventing the wheel. Rather than dot the book with quotation marks, however, I have
merely documented in the footnotes where such verbatim passages are located (along
with the corresponding footnote number in the body of the text, of course).
My goals in writing this book were to provide (1) a good introduction to bank stock
investing to someone somewhat familiar with accounting and investing, in general, and
(2) a source of reference for bank analysts that occasionally forget some of the minutiae
of the trade, like the proper risk-weighting for multi-family residential loans (50%, by the
way). Whether or not I’ve accomplished this goal is for you to decide.
I would like to thank the following for generously donating their time to offer helpful
comments and suggestions on early drafts of the book: Matt Allen, Stan Farrar, Kelly
Hinkle, Mark Merlo, Ian Nimmo, Troy Norlander, Chris Raffo, Steve Rippe, Hans
Schroeder, David Volk, Jim Volk and Joey Warmenhoven. Needless to say, any errors
or omissions can be attributed to these “editors,” as a group. Kidding, of course. I
would also like to thank Anamarta Laviaguerre for formatting assistance and Carol
i

Podesta for allowing me to reproduce in Chapter 11 three research reports I originally
wrote while employed by Podesta & Co.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO BANKS AND
BANK INVESTING
The Nature of Banking
At its core, the banking industry is relatively easy to understand. In its simplest form, the
business of banking entails yield curve arbitrage; that is, banks borrow at the short end of
the yield curve and lend at the long end. More specifically, banks take in funds, in the
form of deposits and borrowings, at one interest rate and lend those funds out or invest
them at (presumably) higher rates in the form of loans and investment securities.
In its more evolved form, the banking business entails the creation and distribution of a
wide array of credit-related (e.g., loans and lines of credit) and non-credit-related (e.g.,
cash management and trust administration) services to businesses and individuals. In
order to accomplish this task successfully, while providing an adequate return to
shareholders, a bank’s management must be adept at several different activities, including
marketing, pricing, risk management, operations and expense control, to name just a few.
In addition, bankers must be able to operate in a highly competitive, heavily regulated
environment, frequently competing against unregulated competition.1
A Financial Intermediary
Banks are financial intermediaries. By underwriting loans, banks transfer money deposited
by consumers, businesses and governments, as well as funds invested by shareholders,
and lend these funds to other consumers, businesses and governments for spending and
investment. Banks are also known as depositories because they hold deposits that are
insured against loss (up to $100,000 per depositor currently) by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC).
As financial intermediaries, banks serve three entities: depositors, borrowers and
shareholders. A bank that loses a significant portion of any one of these groups will not
remain in business for very long. Without depositors, a bank has no funds with which to
generate a profit through lending and investments. Without borrowers, there is no one
to lend to or invest in. (There are banks that invest solely in securities, as opposed to
underwriting loans, but such institutions are extremely rare.) And without shareholders,
there would be no funds with which to capitalize the bank.2
Excluding the bank itself, lending involves two primary parties: the suppliers of funds
(the depositors) and the users of funds (the borrowers). As intermediaries, banks

1
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transfer money from those who wish to save to those who wish to borrow. It is
important to understand and appreciate the goals and objectives of these two parties.

Depositors’ Objectives
Depositors have three primary objectives: convenience, rate of return on deposited
funds and safety.
A major advantage most banks enjoy over other financial institutions that compete for
deposits is convenience, as depositors can reach a bank via telephone, computer, car or
on foot. Some banks provide courier services for commercial customers that make
frequent deposits. Furthermore, the over 9,000 banking institutions (with roughly
90,000 individual branches) spread around the country offer depositors the convenience
of location.
Banks also enjoy a competitive advantage in another area: they both solicit deposits from
and make loans to many of their business customers. Banks, for example, frequently
make loans to owners of businesses who already maintain deposit accounts at the bank
for covering operating expenses.3
For obvious reasons, depositors are sensitive to the rate of interest their deposits earn.
Bank customers want the highest rate of interest available for their deposited funds.
Today’s bank customer is much more likely to transfer funds and change financial
institutions in search of higher interest rates than were customers twenty years ago.4
It is imperative that banks maintain a reputation for fiscal soundness. Federal insurance
coverage (through the FDIC) on most types of deposits, federal and state regulatory
oversight and a record of fiscal prudence on the part of the banking industry all
contribute to depositor confidence in the safety of their funds.5

Borrowers’ Objectives
The borrowers’ primary objectives are favorable terms, service and advice.
To most borrowers, interest charged on a loan is a major consideration. Aside from
lowering the borrower’s cash expenses, a low interest rate is the equivalent of the bank
saying, “You’re a low risk.” As with the interest rate, the amortization schedule and
maturity date of the loan determine the amount of the monthly payments and,
consequently, whether the business or individual will be able to meet those payments. In
today’s competitive banking environment, many borrowers expect a long amortization
and maturity date. Most customers, however, are willing to pay higher interest rates for
these longer terms. In addition, to the greatest extent possible, borrowers want to
pledge the least amount of collateral possible and avoid personal guarantees.6

2
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Service is extremely important to borrowers, and particularly to business borrowers.
While most consumer lending has become somewhat commoditized over the last 20
years, business borrowers still place a high value on service. Commercial clients often
interview several bankers to find the one that best understands and recognizes the
uniqueness of their business and its needs. To the average commercial borrower, the
most important elements of service are (1) responsiveness to loan requests (quicker =
better), (2) ability and willingness to help the customer solve financing problems, and (3)
flexibility with terms.7
In today’s banking environment, commercial bankers often serve as financial and
business advisers to clients. For example, business owners often solicit advice within the
context of a loan request. The business banker, as financial adviser, helps the borrower
appreciate the risks and rewards of the business decision the bank is being asked to
support by extending credit. Having said that, commercial bankers must be careful
acting in the capacity of financial adviser. A banker who becomes too involved in the
affairs of a client runs the risk of exposing the bank to liability issues.
Distinguishing between Banks and Thrifts
It is important for investors new to bank research to be able to differentiate between a
bank and a Savings & Loan (“S&L” or “thrift”). The loan portfolio of a typical bank is
generally dominated by commercial/industrial (“C&I”) loans and commercial real estate
loans. Thus, the loan theme for most banks is clearly “commercial.” Thrifts, on the
other hand, hold loan portfolios that are dominated principally by residential real estate
mortgages and, to a lesser extent, mortgages on commercial real estate. In fact, in order
to qualify for a thrift charter (that is, in order to be recognized as a thrift by federal
regulators and the Federal Home Loan Bank), a depository institution must have at least
65% of its assets invested in “qualified thrift investments,” which include real estate
mortgages or securities collateralized by real estate such as mortgage-backed securities
(“MBS”).
Thus, before even discussing the respective deposit structures of banks and thrifts, one
should see that a typical thrift operates in a much more competitive lending environment
than the average bank. The residential mortgage business is, after all, a considerably
more commoditized business than that of originating commercial loans. Although, to be
fair, commercial lending typically entails greater risk than mortgage lending.
Nevertheless, on the asset side of the balance sheet, thrifts are clearly at a disadvantage
relative to banks from a yield perspective.
On the liability side of the balance sheet, thrifts are also at a disadvantage relative to
banks. Because banks tend to have a larger customer base of commercial borrowers
who are in need of deposit accounts than do thrifts, banks tend to have much higher
balances of low-cost deposits (e.g., demand deposit accounts – “DDAs” – which pay no
interest). Conversely, thrifts, which tend not to have as many commercial relationships
3
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as banks, generally attract higher-cost, retail deposit customers (i.e., individuals who are
merely looking for the highest rate they can receive on their deposits). Consequently, the
typical bank’s cost of deposits is significantly lower than that of the average thrift.
Now, you can probably see where this is heading: because most of the loans on banks’
books are less commoditized (with correspondingly higher yields) than those of most
thrifts, and because most banks’ interest costs are lower than those of most thrifts, the
typical bank has a wider spread between the average yield generated on its assets and the
average rate paid on its liabilities than the typical thrift. And, as one might expect,
greater spreads beget greater profitability, all else being equal.
Importantly, however, there are many different business models among banks and
thrifts. In fact, in some cases, despite the inherent competitive disadvantages (as
outlined above) they face, thrifts can operate quite profitably, and occasionally more
profitably than their bank counterparts.
Bank and Thrift Business Models
As one might expect, not all banks and thrifts are created equal. Among banks, there are
four primary business strategies, each with a different focus: (1) retail, (2) business, (3)
commercial real estate and (4) private banking.
Importantly, virtually all banks and thrifts engage in multiple lines of lending. That is,
even the typical humdrum thrift has a few C&I loans on its books, just as most
commercial banks have some residential loans in their portfolio. In order to more easily
discuss the various banking strategies, however, we have segregated these companies
below into identifiable groups based on their lending focus.
Retail banks are those banks that cater primarily to individuals. The typical retail bank is
heavy in consumer deposits (e.g., checking, money market and certificates of deposit)
and consumer-oriented loans (e.g., credit cards, home equity, auto, etc.). Consequently,
retail banks tend to establish branches primarily in suburban areas and/or residential
urban neighborhoods.
Business banks, as the name implies, cater principally to businesses. The typical business
bank has large balances of low-cost DDAs and higher-yielding C&I loans. Thus,
business banks tend to establish branches in commercial centers.
Commercial real estate banks concentrate on – you guessed it – commercial real estate.
The typical commercial real estate bank has a deposit base that resembles that of a retail
bank (although generally heavier in certificates of deposit) and a loan portfolio
dominated by credits collateralized by income-producing commercial real estate. Like
retail banks, commercial real estate banks tend to establish branches near consumer
depositors.
4
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Private banks cater principally to wealthy individuals and business owners, providing
them with asset management (as well as trust and estate planning) services in addition to
standard lending services. The private banking model is typically the most profitable of
all of the banking business models because asset management is a business with very
high returns on capital. In addition, private banks tend to have very low-cost deposit
bases. We will not spend much time on private banks in this book because most private
banks are relatively large and few fit under the “community bank” umbrella.
Among thrifts, there are also three primary business strategies, each defined by a unique
lending focus: (1) single-family residential, (2) multifamily residential (i.e., apartment
buildings), and (3) commercial real estate. Of the three lending focuses, single-family
residential is the most competitive (and least risky), followed by multifamily residential
and commercial real estate, respectively. Thus, as one might expect, yields on single
family residential loans are lower than those on multifamily residential loans and
commercial real estate loans. And, while thrifts may differentiate their lending strategies,
their deposit gathering strategies tend to be quite similar, with a heavy reliance on highcost certificates of deposit (CDs). Consequently, interest rate spreads for those thrifts
that concentrate on single family residential loans tend to be smaller (and profitability
lower) relative to those S&Ls that concentrate on multifamily residential loans and
commercial real estate loans.
Despite the fact that the different bank and thrift business models discussed above have
inherent strengths and weaknesses, there are highly profitable and calamitously
unprofitable examples of each type. Typically, the primary determinants of profitability
within a particular business model are management’s ability to control operating
expenses, funding costs and credit costs (i.e., avoid credit losses associated with
underwriting bad loans). In Exhibit 1A, representative examples are presented of
organizations that follow the various strategies outlined above.
Exhibit 1A
Typical Bank and Thrift Business Models
(Retail Bank)
Bank of America

(Business Bank)
RSF Bank

(CRE Bank*)
Centennial Bank

Yield on Int.-Earning Assets
Yield on Int.-Bearing Liabilities
Interest Rate Spread
Net Interest Margin
Operating Expenses/Avg. Assets
Return on Avg. Assets

6.71%
2.49%
4.22%
3.78%
2.86%
1.37%

6.32%
1.43%
4.89%
5.26%
2.96%
1.51%

8.77%
4.17%
4.60%
4.97%
1.50%
1.76%

DDAs/Total Deposits
CDs/Total Deposits

29.98%
22.68%

32.98%
16.62%

0.43%
77.53%

(SFR Thrift*)
St. Francis Bank

(MFR Thrift*)
Ind. Comm. Bancorp

(CRE Thrift*)
ITLA Capital Corp.

Yield on Int.-Earning Assets
Yield on Int.-Bearing Liabilities
Interest Rate Spread
Net Interest Margin
Operating Expenses/Avg. Assets
Return on Avg. Assets

5.80%
3.45%
2.35%
2.52%
2.30%
0.95%

6.81%
2.96%
3.85%
4.22%
2.18%
1.50%

8.01%
3.42%
4.59%
4.90%
1.99%
1.35%

DDAs/Total Deposits
CDs/Total Deposits

6.35%
51.13%

10.71%
34.93%

0.42%
82.05%

Source: SNL Securities Datasource (First Quarter 2002)
* CRE: Commercial Real Estate, SFR: Single Family Residential, MFR: Multifamily Residential
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It is not mere coincidence that institutions with similar business strategies often post
similar bottom-line operating results, regardless of whether they operate under a bank or
thrift charter. For example, many banks that concentrate on commercial real estate
lending have financial statements that are practically indistinguishable from thrifts with
the same focus. That is, the difference between these institutions is in name only. I
refer to such depositories as “bifts” or “thranks” because they display elements common
to both banks and thrifts.
Loan Driven vs. Deposit Driven Business Models
Banks can also be subdivided into those that are loan driven and those that are deposit
driven. Most thrifts are, by definition, loan driven, as they merely try to expand their
balance sheets with real estate loans and fund this expansion primarily with CDs and
FHLB borrowings. Most commercial banks, on the other hand, are deposit driven, as
they are more concerned with keeping funding costs as low as possible and using this
liquidity to fund commercial loans.
The size of a loan-driven bank’s balance sheet is determined primarily by loan demand.
Liquidity is obtained principally through higher-cost funding sources – CDs and FHLB
borrowings. Asset/Liability management is focused on matching maturities and/or
durations. Finally, profitability is determined by loan volume, the yield on loans, leverage
and operating expense management. The typical loan-driven bank’s net interest margin
(interest income less interest expense as a percentage of average earning assets), or NIM,
will be less than that of the average deposit-driven bank.
Most loan-driven banks believe that they underwrite loans better than the average bank.
They tend to think that their customers are less subject to the business cycle than those
of other banks. The primary dangers associated with loan-driven banks are that (1)
increased overhead puts pressure on banks to generate higher loan volumes and loan
quality suffers, and (2) management ignores the core deposit base.
The size of a deposit-driven bank’s balance sheet is determined primarily by growth in
core deposits (i.e., non-Jumbo CD deposits). Importantly, however, community banks have
a difficult time growing deposits without making loans unless they are demographically
endowed with a retail client base. Liquidity is obtained principally through low-cost
funding sources – DDAs and other transaction deposit accounts. Asset/Liability
management efforts focus on maturity/duration matching of non-deposit funding.
Finally, profitability is determined in large measure by deposit economics – the mix and
cost of deposits – and management of operating expenses.
The primary dangers associated with deposit-driven banks are that (1) loan growth lags
deposit growth to the degree that it impairs profitability and (2) operating expenses
associated with gathering low-cost deposits are prohibitive, thus offsetting the benefits
of paying lower rates. As a general rule, deposit-driven banks are less risky than loan6
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driven banks because a large base of low-cost core funding is capable of mitigating a lot
of problems in other areas.
Accounting
Most investors knowledgeable about the accounting for manufacturing, retail and other
non-financial firms find the accounting for banks and thrifts peculiar, to put it mildly.
Unlike non-financial firms, whose balance sheets are a byproduct of (1) their historical
ability to produce goods or services at a profit and (2) management’s opinions regarding
optimal capital structure, banks literally use their balance sheets to generate profit.
Consequently, while the basic business of banking is fairly simple from a conceptual
viewpoint, the accounting used in the banking industry often appears complicated to
those only familiar with the financial statements of non-financial companies. It is for
this reason that a majority of this book addresses and attempts to clarify bank accounting
issues either directly or indirectly.
Why Invest in Banks?
So, the banking industry is highly competitive, highly regulated, there are a wide variety
of business strategies and, to add insult to injury, the accounting used in the industry is
quite unlike that used in other industries. What, exactly, is attractive about this industry
from an investment perspective you might be wondering?
Specifically, there are five good reasons why the banking group (which includes thrifts)
might be attractive from an investor’s perspective:
1. Well-run banking organizations that operate in attractive markets have

been able to consistently generate mid- to high-double digit returns on
equity through varied economic climates, while providing above-average
dividend yields. Consequently, investors with long-term investment horizons

have tended to do quite well in bank stocks over longer periods of time. The
key, of course, is to know which banks are well-run and which markets are
particularly attractive.
2. The banking industry is highly fragmented. And, as the vast majority of
banks are small and have little institutional ownership, it is easier to add value to
the investment process in the banking sector relative to other sectors.
3. The banking industry continues to undergo rapid consolidation. Although
consolidation in the banking sector has been significant over the last 15 years,
there are still over 7,500 banks and almost 1,500 thrifts in the United States. Of
these 9,000 companies, approximately 1,000 are publicly traded. Over the last
ten years, over 4000 banks and thrifts have been acquired by larger institutions.
4. Banks are good vehicles for profiting from the differences that exist in the
economic trends of various regions because a bank’s earnings are generally
7
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tied closely to the local economic environment in which it operates. To wit,
economist Arthur Laffer has referred to investments in community banks as
investments in “mutual funds on a regional economy.”

5. The volatility of bank stocks has tended to be lower than that of other

investment sectors despite these stocks’ above-average historical returns.

In the parlance of modern financial theory, bank stocks have added “alpha” –
positive risk-adjusted returns – to portfolios over long periods of time.

8
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CHAPTER 2

THE BALANCE SHEET
An understanding of the balance sheet is the beginning of wisdom where bank analysis is
concerned. Balance sheet strategies, after all, have an enormous influence on the overall
profitability – or lack thereof – of any depository.
In Exhibit 2A, I’ve presented the balance sheet of a typical community bank that I’ve
named First Second Bancorp. I’ll refer to First Second throughout this book so that we
have a consistent template for analytical purposes.

Assets
Cash and due from banks represents the most liquid category of any bank’s assets, followed
by fed funds sold, which are essentially overnight loans made (at the fed funds rate) to banks
in need of liquidity. These liquid assets are necessary in order to meet the bank’s
operating expenses as well as to meet withdrawals by depositors. Most banks keep
approximately 15% to 25% of total assets in the sum of cash and due from banks, fed funds
sold and short-term investment securities (those with maturities of less than two years), in order
to satisfy these liquidity requirements. It’s important, however, not to keep too much
cash on hand because this cash, as a non interest-earning asset, doesn’t generate any
interest income.
Clearly, the most prominent asset on First Second’s balance sheet is the loan portfolio
(gross loans). Gross loans comprise 65% of First Second’s total assets, which is fairly
typical for a commercial bank. In Appendix I (at the end of this chapter), I’ve presented
a representative sampling of the types of commercial loans that one encounters on a
typical bank’s balance sheet. The allowance for loan losses (ALL or loan loss reserve) and
unearned loan fees are deducted from gross loans to arrive at net loans. The ALL is a reserve
set up to cover bad credits, or those loans that are not repaid in full. (See Chapter 5 for
more detail regarding the calculation and adequacy of the ALL.) Loan fees are fees
collected by a bank at the time a loan is underwritten to compensate for the time and
expense associated with originating the credit. These fees are collected up front, and
recognized as income over the expected life of the loan. Unearned loan fees represent
that portion of the loan fees that have been collected but not yet recognized as income.
The investment securities portfolio is, along with loans, a bank’s other principal interestearning asset category. In this regard, most banks stick to short-dated Treasuries,
mortgage-backed securities and investment grade corporate bonds.
Real estate owned (REO) is comprised of real estate that once served as collateral for a loan
but is now owned by the bank as a result of the lender defaulting on his or her
9
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Exhibit 2A
First Second Bancorp: Balance Sheet
Balance Sheet (in $000s)
Assets
Cash and Due From Banks
Fed Funds Sold
Investment Securities

$

Gross Loans
Loan Loss Reserve
Unearned Loan Fees
Net Loans
Real Estate Owned
Securitization Residuals
Goodwill and Other Intangibles
Other Assets
Total Assets

Average
Balance

YE2001

25,000
25,000
100,000

$

29,942
25,000
104,000

YE2002

$

Yield/
Rate

34,883
25,000
108,000

0.00%
1.75%
5.00%

325,000
(5,000)
(1,000)
319,000

349,500
(5,095)
(1,075)
343,331

374,000
(5,189)
(1,150)
367,661

7.50%
N/A
N/A

1,000
5,000
5,000
20,000
$ 500,000

1,125
5,500
5,000
21,500
$ 535,397

1,250
6,000
5,000
23,000
$ 570,794

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$

$

$

92,000
92,000
92,000
92,000
92,000
460,000

0.00%
0.50%
1.00%
2.50%
3.50%

Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity
Demand Deposit Accounts (DDA)
NOW Accounts
Savings Accounts
Money Market Accounts
Time Deposits (Certificates of Deposit)
Total Deposits

80,000
80,000
80,000
80,000
80,000
400,000

86,000
86,000
86,000
86,000
86,000
430,000

Federal Home Loan Bank Borrowings
Subordinated Debt
Other Liabilities
Total Liabilities

40,000
10,000
5,000
55,000

42,500
10,000
5,281
57,781

45,000
10,000
5,561
60,561

4.00%
8.00%
N/A

Trust Preferred Securities

10,000

10,000

10,000

8.50%

750
33,250
1,000
35,000
$ 500,000

750
36,117
750
37,617
$ 535,397

750
38,983
500
40,233
$ 570,794

N/A
N/A
N/A

Common Stock
Retained Earnings
Net Unrealized Gain on AFS Securities
Total Shareholders' Equity
Total Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity
Balance Sheet Ratios
Equity/Assets
Tangible Equity/Tangible Assets
Liquidity Ratio
Loans/Deposits
Borrowings/Deposits
DDAs/Deposits
CDs/Deposits

7.00%
6.06%
10.00%
81.25%
12.50%
20.00%
20.00%

7.03%
6.15%
10.26%
81.28%
12.21%
20.00%
20.00%

7.05%
6.23%
10.49%
81.30%
11.96%
20.00%
20.00%

Asset Quality
NPAs + 90+ Days Past Due
Other Real Estate Owned
Charge-offs
Recoveries
(NPAs + 90+ Days Past Due)/(Loans + OREO)
Reserves/(NPAs + 90+ Days Past Due)
Reserves/Gross Loans

$

1,300
1,000
650
325
0.71%
217.39%
1.54%

$

1,496
1,250
1,348
337
0.73%
188.97%
1.39%
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loan obligation. Before a property reaches REO status, it is “marked to market,” a
process by which the asset is written down to an estimate of its fair market value. REO
is a non-interest earning asset.
Securitization residuals are assets that arise from loan securitizations (See Appendix IV). In
a loan securitization, investors purchase bonds that are backed by the interest payments
arising from a pool of loans, typically residential or auto loans. The residual portion of
the securitization that ends up on an issuing bank’s balance sheet represents the present
value of the “excess spread,” or the spread between the yield on the pool of assets and
the rate paid to the bondholders. The value of a securitization residual can be quite
volatile due to assumptions regarding loan loss rates, loan prepayment rates and discount
rates, among other things, that must be incorporated into the asset’s valuation.
Consequently, it is important to review the assumptions embedded into a residual’s
valuation, as opposed to merely accepting its valuation at face value (pardon the pun).
Goodwill is an intangible asset that represents the difference between the price paid in an
acquisition and the tangible book value of the company acquired. (Note: tangible book
value equals GAAP common equity less goodwill and any other intangible assets.) In
First Second’s case, the Bank at some point made an acquisition in which the price paid
for the company was $5 million greater than the tangible book value of the company
acquired.
Beginning in 2003, GAAP accounting required that a portion of the goodwill created in
bank acquisitions be re-classified as a core deposit intangible (CDI). Typically, the CDI is
equal to 2.5% to 3.5% of the core deposit base acquired in the transaction, based upon
certain subjective assumptions. Unlike goodwill, which is no longer amortized, the CDI
is generally amortized over a period of 7 to 10 years. Because the CDI is generally very
small in comparison to goodwill, I won’t spend any time on it herein. But, it’s still
important to be aware of the CDI and what it represents.
Other assets are typically comprised of interest receivable on loans, property and
equipment and any other miscellaneous assets.

Liabilities
Deposits represent the largest liability classification on a bank’s balance sheet. Deposits
represent money that individuals and businesses (“depositors”) have entrusted to a bank.
First Second’s deposit base is pretty typical for a commercial bank, with all of the major
deposit categories represented. As noted previously, Demand Deposit Accounts are business
or personal accounts that pay no interest. In exchange for paying interest, banks offer
DDA depositors services such as check writing and unlimited withdrawal privileges.
NOW Accounts (Negotiated Order Withdrawal) are essentially checking accounts for
individuals that typically pay very low rates of interest. Savings Accounts are accounts for
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individuals from which cash can be withdrawn but against which checks cannot be
written. Savings Accounts generally pay a slightly higher rate of interest than NOW
Accounts. Money Market Accounts are similar to NOW Accounts except that (1) there is a
strict (and low) limit on the number of checks that can be written, and (2) the interest
rate paid, while completely at management’s discretion, is generally loosely tied to money
market securities (e.g., commercial paper), which are higher than the rates paid on
Savings Accounts. Certificates of Deposit are, literally, certificates of deposit (also called time
deposits) under which the depositor agrees to receive a certain interest rate over a
specified period of time, generally anywhere from three months to five years. The
depositor may redeem the CD early, but there is a penalty attached to such early
redemptions. CDs yield the highest rate of all of a bank’s deposit offerings. Currently,
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) insures member bank deposits for
up to $100,000 per account.
Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB) borrowings are, as suggested by the name, borrowings
from one of the Federal Home Loan Banks. The Federal Home Loan Banks are
privately-owned wholesale banks that provide readily available, low-cost funding, known
as “advances,” and other credit products to almost 8,000 stockholder members. FHLB
System members include commercial banks, savings institutions, credit unions, and
insurance companies. Each member belongs to one of 12 regional Federal Home Loan
Banks. FHLB borrowings are generally available at rates slightly above those on
Treasury securities with comparable maturities. Most institutions utilize these borrowings
to match longer duration assets on their balance sheets. Some institutions, however, use
such borrowings to engage in arbitrage investment strategies, as explained in Chapter 4.
Subordinated debt requires no explanation and other liabilities are comprised primarily of
accounts payable and interest payable.
Trust Preferred Securities (TPS) are fixed income hybrid securities that combine the features
of preferred stock and corporate bonds. The Federal Reserve Board allows Trust
Preferred Securities to count towards Tier 1 Capital (up to certain limits, as explained in
Appendix II at the end of this chapter), a capital measure designed to assess the capital
adequacy of banks (regulatory capital ratios are addressed in Chapter 7). In addition, the
dividends paid on Trust Preferred Securities are deductible for income tax purposes
(technically, it is the interest paid on the subordinated debt held by the trust that is
deductible, but this is also explained in greater detail in Appendix II), unlike the
dividends paid on generic corporate preferred securities. In Appendix II I’ve provided
the typical terms of a basic Trust Preferred offering.

Important Balance Sheet Ratios
(Note: A discussion of regulatory capital ratios, which are also ratios derived from the
balance sheet, is saved for Chapter 7, where I can give them the individualized treatment
they deserve.)
12
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Equity-to-Asset Ratio: Total shareholders’ equity as a percentage of total assets
The equity-to-asset ratio is the simplest measure of a bank’s leverage. Leverage is a
crucial concept in banking because banks are highly leveraged relative to industrial
companies. And when one is operating or investing in a highly-leveraged institution, it is
critical to properly value the company’s assets.
An example will illustrate this point. Let’s start with a typical community bank, which
operates with an equity-to-asset ratio of approximately 8%. Thus, the ratio of assets to
equity in this example is 12.5 to 1. Consequently, if the bank’s assets are actually worth
1% less than their stated value, the bank’s book value is overstated by 12.5%. If the
bank’s assets are actually worth 12.5% less than their stated value, the bank’s equity is
worthless. Clearly, leverage can be a killer in the banking business.
As a result of the banking industry’s use of leverage, it is said that a bank’s assets are
its liabilities, and its liabilities are its assets. Which, in essence, means that a bank’s
potential problems (re: future liabilities) will be on the asset side of the balance sheet (in
the form of bad loans), while its primary economic asset is the value of its deposit base
(liabilities from a balance sheet perspective), and the lower the costs associated with that
deposit base, the more valuable it is.

Tangible Equity Ratio: Tangible equity (total shareholders’ equity – intangible assets)
as a percentage of tangible assets (total assets – intangible assets)

For some analysts, the tangible equity ratio is a more representative measure of a bank’s
true leverage than the equity-to-asset ratio because intangible assets, which have no true
liquidation value, are taken out of the equation. First Second, for example, has an
equity-to-asset ratio of 7.00% at the end of 2001 while its tangible equity ratio is just
6.06%.
For analytical purposes, I prefer to use the tangible equity ratio when looking at a bank’s
leverage because it’s a more conservative way of viewing balance sheet risk than using
the equity-to-asset ratio. Having said that, as long as the intangible assets on a bank’s
balance sheet are fairly valued, then it’s fine to use the equity-to-asset ratio. The
problem, of course, is that it’s often difficult to value intangible assets.

Liquidity Ratio: Liquid assets (cash and due from banks + fed funds sold + short-term
investment securities – pledged securities) as a percentage of total liabilities

The liquidity ratio measures a bank’s ability to fund its liability structure – most
importantly, its deposits. As depositors withdraw money from their accounts, a bank’s
liquid assets provide the funds to meet these withdrawals. There is a balance to strike,
however, between maintaining liquidity and investing in higher-yielding assets. Cash, fed
funds sold and investment securities, after all, yield less than loans. Consequently, banks
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must manage liquidity carefully – too much liquidity and profits will suffer; too little
liquidity and depositors and regulators may get nervous. Most community banks operate
with a liquidity ratio in the range of 15% to 25%. Many thrifts, however, operate with
lower liquidity ratios than banks because their deposit bases tend to be less concentrated
and subject to immediate withdrawal.

Loan-to-Deposit Ratio: Gross loans held for investment as a percentage of deposits
The loan-to-deposit ratio is just another measure of how much leverage a bank is
applying to its balance sheet; that is, how risky the bank’s balance sheet is. The higher
the loan-to-deposit ratio, the riskier the balance sheet, all else being equal. Most well-run
community banks operate with a loan-to-deposit ratio in the range of 70%-85%. With a
loan-to-deposit ratio of less than 70%, a bank is said to be “under-loaned,” which means
that the bank has too much money in low-yielding assets relative to higher-yielding loans.
When this occurs, investors often suggest that the under-loaned bank “grow the balance
sheet,” which is industry parlance for underwriting more loans. Assuming a “normal”
interest rate yield curve (that is, low rates at the short end and higher rates on the long
end), a bank’s NIM will expand as its loan-to-deposit ratio increases.
Once a bank’s loan-to-deposit ratio moves into the 70%-85% range it is said to be
“loaned up,” meaning that the bank has achieved an appropriate balance between loans
and other interest-earning assets. Once the loan-to-deposit ratio moves above 85% the
bank may be taking on more risk than it should, although there are exceptions.
Having said that, many thrifts operate with loan-to-deposit ratios well north of 100%,
some as high as 130%. Thrifts typically fund this “excess” of loans with FHLB
borrowings. Relative to banks, thrifts tend to have longer-term assets that cannot be
matched with deposits. FHLB advances matched with these longer-term assets reduces
interest rate risk, although it often increases the loan-to-deposit ratio. Thrifts can
operate with higher loan-to-deposit ratios because their primary assets – single-family
residential mortgages – are considered less risky than those of banks (commercial loans).
Consequently, although a thrift’s balance sheet may be more leveraged than that of a
bank, the thrift’s overall risk profile may be roughly the same as the bank’s because the
former’s asset mix is less risky than the latter’s. Leverage is often used by thrifts to
increase their risk profiles and, hence, the expected long-term return to their
shareholders.

Borrowings/Deposits: Borrowings (FHLB advances + long-term debt) as a percentage
of deposits

Borrowings/Deposits is another leverage-related ratio. Obviously, as a bank’s ratio of
borrowings to deposits rises, so does its ratio of debt to equity. Many community banks
operate without any borrowings whatsoever. However, one will occasionally run across
a bank with a large amount of borrowings because it is growing loans more rapidly than
deposits. Often, this is a sign that either (1) the bank has been growing its loan portfolio
14
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too quickly (with asset quality issues to follow in many cases) or (2) the bank doesn’t
have a good deposit gathering strategy. In either case, the bank likely has a problem to
address.
Importantly, thrifts often have a high ratio of borrowings to deposits relative to banks.
This leverage is often necessary in order to achieve a reasonable ROE because thrift
interest rate spreads tend to be smaller than bank spreads. However, as discussed
previously, because the asset side of the typical thrift’s balance sheet is less risky than
that of the typical bank, such leverage isn’t necessarily imprudent. But, this issue should
be analyzed on a case-by-case basis.
Generally, if a community bank’s borrowings total more than 20% of its deposits,
improper leverage may be an issue. Likewise, if a thrift’s borrowings total more than
35% of its deposits, caution is in order.

DDAs/Total Deposits: Demand Deposit Accounts as a percentage of total deposits
Most highly profitable community banks can trace their profitability to the presence of
large DDA deposit balances, on which no interest is paid.
A DDA typically arises from a relationship with a commercial borrower who has a loan
and/or credit line outstanding with the bank. It is not unusual for a community bank to
refuse to loan money to a commercial borrower unless the borrower also maintains a
certain level of deposit balances with the bank. This reflects the banking reality that it is
easier to underwrite a good loan than find a good commercial deposit customer. As the
banking industry continues to consolidate, however, community banks increase their
leverage with small commercial borrowers because these customers have fewer banks to
choose from when seeking out credit lines.
At a successful community bank, DDAs will typically comprise at least 15%-20% of the
total deposit base, and there are some community banks in which DDAs comprise as
much as 40% of the total deposit base. Clearly, when 40% of a bank’s deposits are
interest free, the bank can make a lot of other mistakes (in the area of operating
expenses, for example) and still remain quite profitable.
At the average thrift, on the other hand, DDAs generally amount to less than 5% of total
deposit balances, which is one reason why thrifts typically have a much higher cost of
funds than banks.

CDs/Total Deposits: Certificates of Deposit as a percentage of total deposits
CDs are the most volatile and expensive deposits from a funding standpoint. Because
they carry higher yields than the other deposit account types, CDs tend to attract retail
customers that “rate shop,” or simply look for the highest deposit yield attainable for
their savings. Consequently, CD buyers are not typically as stable from a funding
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standpoint as transaction depositors (DDAs, savings, checking, etc.) – they will often
leave the bank if another bank offers higher CD rates.
This is not to say that all CD depositors are rate shoppers. In fact, many CD buyers stay
with banks for several years even after the bank lowers CD rates to “below market”
levels (that is, below the average interest rate available on a particular CD product in a
particular geographic market). Nevertheless, CD depositors are not as valuable to a bank
as transaction depositors.
Typically, CDs should not comprise more than 30% of a community bank’s total deposit
base. Thrifts, on the other hand, often have deposit bases comprised of 70% or more
CDs. As pointed out previously, because thrifts tend to have a dearth of commercial
relationships, their transaction deposit bases are generally sparse relative to banks.
Thrifts appeal to the retail customer, and retail customers love CDs.

Jumbo CDs/Total Deposits: Jumbo Certificates of Deposit as a percentage of total
deposits

Jumbo CDs (or “Jumbos”) are large time deposits sold only in denominations of $100,000
or more. More often than not, banks buy jumbos from investment banks and other
large financial institutions. For this reason, jumbos, along with FHLB borrowings, are
referred to as wholesale funding.
Of all the CD products, jumbos offer the highest yield, which means they are the least
desirable form of deposit funding for a bank. In fact, leverage issues notwithstanding,
jumbo funding is only slightly preferable to simply borrowing from the FHLB for many
banks.
For most highly profitable community banks, jumbos comprise less than 10% of total
deposits. For thrifts, however, jumbos often comprise 20% or more of the total deposit
base.
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APPENDIX I
COMMON BORROWING ARRANGEMENTS1
While it’s highly unusual for an analyst to get the opportunity to peruse a bank’s loan
files, it’s important to understand the basic features of the various types of loans. To
that end, I have provided below descriptions of the most common loans that banks
make available to borrowers. While the list below is not exhaustive, it covers roughly
90% of all the loans one will encounter when analyzing banks and thrifts.
Commercial and Industrial Loans

Special Commitment Loans: Special commitment loans, needed for an unusual or
special set of circumstances, support an increase in current assets. They are used, for
example, to purchase additional inventory to fulfill an unanticipated sales contract or to
obtain interim financing until other lending arrangements are completed.
Special commitment loans are repaid within a designated period, for example, 30, 60, 90
or 120 days. Special commitment loans are usually single-payment loans and are repaid
with cash generated by converting non-cash current assets to cash. Before the loan is
underwritten, the banker stipulates a specific primary and secondary source of
repayment.

Seasonal Lines of Credit: Borrowers use seasonal lines of credit to finance a periodic

increase in current assets, such as inventory, in anticipation of a seasonal surge in sales
volume. For example, most retailers rely on seasonal lines of credit to stock up on
inventory for the holiday season when, in a period of two months, sales can account for
35 to 50 percent of total yearly sales. In the agriculture industry, seasonal credit is used
extensively to finance expenses for planting, growing, harvesting and storing a crop.
Once the crop is sold, the loan is repaid by converting non-cash current assets to cash.
Seasonal lines of credit are underwritten on a demand basis or as single-payment notes.

Revolving Lines of Credit: Revolving lines of credit are generally granted in order to

finance the working capital needs of businesses and usually have maturity dates of less
than two years. Lines of credit, repaid by converting current assets to cash, are
underwritten on the assumption that there will always be a balance outstanding.
Therefore, the revolving period may span a number of years. The loan can always be
repaid, however, by converting to cash the non-cash assets sufficient to repay the loan in
full.
Lines of credit are offered on either a secured (typically by inventory or accounts
receivable) or unsecured basis and are typically structured such that interest-only
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payments are made monthly, with the principal due at maturity. The interest rate paid on
lines of credit generally floats with the Prime rate.
Primary users of revolving credit lines are new companies or rapidly growing companies
with inadequate cash flow and trade credit to finance the accounts receivable and
inventory necessary to support their sales volume.

Letters of Credit: Although not technically a loan, a letter of credit is an instrument

used to purchase inventory or other current assets. With a letter of credit, a bank
guarantees payment for goods and services purchased by a customer in a contract with a
third party. By substituting the bank’s credit for its own, the customer (the purchaser in
the transaction) is not required to pay in advance.

A letter of credit, though, should be treated as a loan. Because the bank is required to
pay the letter even if the customer is no longer in business, a letter of credit is usually
secured, and a reimbursement agreement is signed. Although letters of credit are off
balance sheet in nature, banks should monitor letters of credit as diligently as loans.
There are two types of letters of credit: commercial and standby. A commercial letter of
credit usually is drawn against the seller, after which the bank is repaid with the
customer’s cash. Commercial letters of credit typically are issued for up to 90 days, with
renewals possible. Standby letters of credit are usually not drawn against; they simply
represent a source of funds to be tapped if needed. Often, they are issued for a year,
with a commitment to review annually. Letters of credit usually are issued to a bank’s
most creditworthy clients because the letters can be called for payment, even if the
customer’s financial situation has deteriorated. Letters of credit are typically used to
finance international trade.

Term Loans: Term loans are the most common kind of loan made to businesses. A
term loan is any loan that calls for monthly payments of principal and interest for a
period of more than one year. The lender ties a definite amortization schedule to the
cash flow generated by normal business operations. The maximum maturity of the
typical term loan is five years, but a longer term can be obtained in some instances by
obtaining SBA financing. The interest rate paid on term loans generally floats with
LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate).
Term loans are typically made for one or more of the following purposes:
•
•
•
•

Increased working capital needs
Business expansion or modernization
Purchase of new equipment
Refinancing of present debt
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The amount of investment, or down payment, required of the borrower varies
depending on the useful life of the asset(s) being financed. The repayment amortization
depends on the depreciable and useful life of the asset financed and the borrower’s cash
flow.

Lease Financing: Lease financing is used to finance fixed assets whereby a bank or

leasing company purchases fixed assets (such as cars or trucks) and retains ownership
while these assets are used by customers. Depending on the terms of the lease, asset
ownership may or may not transfer to the customer once the lease ends. As purchaser
of the asset, the bank or leasing company enjoys certain tax advantages (such as
depreciation) that come with ownership.
For the customer, a lease arrangement offers several advantages over a long-term loan.
A lease usually results in 100 percent financing, whereas a loan might require a down
payment. Also, leases are often structured to be paid over longer periods of time than
standard loans, after which ownership of the asset may pass to the customer.

SBA (Small Business Administration) Loans: The Small Business Administration
offers various programs to eligible small businesses through participating banks. The
SBA defines a small business as one that is independently owned and operated, not
dominant in its field, and meets the agency’s employment or sales standards. The
proceeds from SBA loans can be used for just about any legitimate business purpose.
The business and owner are typically expected to pledge available collateral for the loan,
but lack of collateral, in and of itself, is not grounds for declination.
SBA loans are fully amortized and carry no prepayment penalty. The maximum loan
term is 25 years for real estate purchases/refinancings, 7 years for working capital, and
10 years for equipment/leasehold improvements.
Seventy percent of the face value of an SBA loan is insured by the U.S. Government.
Consequently, if an SBA loan goes sour on day one and there is a 100% write off, the
owner of the loan writes off 30% of the loan and the government covers the remaining
70%.

Asset-based Loans (Accounts Receivable Financing):

Asset-based loans are
working capital loans that are collateralized by the borrower’s trade accounts receivable
and/or inventory. The lender loans up to a certain percentage – typically 80% to 85% –
of the collateral value of the borrower’s accounts receivable or inventory. The loan is
structured as a line of credit with a predetermined limit and a maturity of one to three
years. The interest rate paid on asset-based loans generally floats with the Prime rate.

Factoring: A form of accounts receivable financing in which the factor actually

purchases accounts receivable from a company at a discount. The factor assumes the
credit risk of the selling company and achieves a return by collecting enough cash from
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the account debtors to cover the amount paid for the accounts receivable as well as an
imputed rate of interest.
Real Estate Loans

Single-family Residential Loans: Mortgages with single-family residences as the
underlying collateral.

Fixed-rate mortgages bear a fixed rate of interest over the life of the loan, which typically
ranges from 10 to 30 years. These loans are fully amortized, so the monthly payment for
interest and principal never changes. Down payments for single-family residential loans
typically range from 5% to 20%.
Fixed-rate single-family residential loans accompanied by down payments equal to at
least 20% of the home’s appraised value and a principal balance of less than $333,700 (as
of 2004) are called “conforming loans” because they conform with guidelines that allow
them to be purchased and securitized by Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae (both GovernmentSponsored Enterprises). All else being equal, a conforming loan will carry a lower
interest rate than a non-conforming loan.
Adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs) typically start at a lower interest rate than fixed-rate
mortgages, and interest rates and payments fluctuate based on market interest rates. A
typical ARM is adjusted annually and increases are usually capped for any given year and
for the life of the loan. For example, a typical ARM might include an annual cap of two
percentage points and a cap over the life of the loan of six percentage points.
Balloon mortgages are loans that have a somewhat lower interest rate than conventional
30-year loans but the entire loan is due in five to seven years.
Interest-only loans require that the borrower pay only interest on the outstanding
principal balance for a period of time, typically 3 to 10 years, after which the borrower
pays both interest and principal. The interest rates for interest-only loans are typically
fixed for some period of time (3 to 10 years), after which they fluctuate based on market
interest rates.
Low documentation (“lo doc”) and no documentation (“no doc”) loans are for those
borrowers that don’t want to provide to the lender documentation, such as income or
employment history, that is generally required when applying for a residential loan. Lo
doc and no doc loans are typically used by borrowers who are self-employed with
sufficient cash flow to cover a mortgage, but they may be lacking in reportable income
from a tax standpoint. Such loans typically require a higher down payment and carry a
higher interest rate than conforming loans.
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Mini-Perm Loans: Mini-Perms are loans that have maturities from 3 to 10 years with a

25 to 30-year amortization, and are collateralized by commercial, industrial, or multi-unit
residential properties (i.e., apartments). Mini-Perms can have fixed or variable rates and
typical loan-to-values are 50% for raw land and 70%-80% for apartments, commercial
industrial properties, office buildings and retail space. Mini-perms collateralized by
commercial or industrial properties are generally referred to as commercial real estate
loans.

Construction Loans: A loan to provide the funds necessary to pay for the construction
of buildings or homes. Construction loans are usually variable-rate interest-only loans
designed to provide periodic disbursements to the builder as the project progresses.
These loans typically have a term of 1 to 2 years, after which more permanent financing
replaces the construction loan.
Consumer Loans

Home Equity Loans: Home Equity Loans are collateralized by the equity in a singlefamily residence and represent a junior claim to the first mortgage on the residence. The
two most common types of home equity loans are the home equity line of credit
(“HELOC”) and the fixed-rate advance.
A home equity line of credit is merely a credit line tied to the equity in a residence.
Home equity credit lines have variable rates and the payments consist of both interest
and principal repayment. Most home equity credit lines have 10 to 20 year draws and
repayment periods. These loans are particularly popular with homeowners engaged in
projects or purchases that will see more than one bill, such as a large home improvement
project or college tuition.
A fixed-rate advance is a one-time disbursement of funds to the borrower with fixed
monthly payments for the term of the advance. Fixed-rate advances are typically
available with terms up to 15 years. These loans are a popular choice for major one-time
purchases (e.g., a car or boat) or debt consolidation.

Automobile Loans: Automobile loans are – you guessed it – loans collateralized by

automobiles. Auto loans typically have a fixed rate and a term of 3 to 6 years. Monthly
payments are comprised of both interest and principal.

Credit Card Advances: Credit card advances are unsecured loans made to holders of
credit cards. The credit card holder has a great deal of flexibility in making monthly
payments, so long as a minimum payment is made.
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Hierarchy of Yields and Rates
In Exhibit Ia I’ve provided a typical hierarchy of asset yields and funding rates to
provide a general understanding of how various loan and deposit products are typically
priced relative to one another.
Exhibit Ia
Typical Hierarchy of Asset Yields and Funding Rates
Typical Asset Yield Ranking (Highest to Lowest)
Credit Card Loan
High Loan-to-Value Home Equity Loan
Subprime Home Equity Loan
Construction & Development Loan
Standard Commercial Real Estate Loan
Standard Commercial/Industrial Loan
Multifamily Real Estate Loan
Prime Auto Loan
Prime Home Equity Loan
Prime SFR 30-Year Mortgage
Medium Duration Mortgage-Backed Security
AAA Corporate Bond
10-Year Treasury
Prime Interest Rate
2-Year Treasury
Commercial Paper
London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)
Federal Funds Rate

Typical Funding Rate Ranking (Lowest to Highest)
Demand Deposit Account
NOW Account
Passbook Savings Account
Money Market Account
Certificate of Deposit (<$100K)
Jumbo Certificate of Deposit (>$100K)
Federal Home Loan Bank Borrowings
Adjustable-rate Trust Preferred Securities
Subordinated Debt
Fixed-rate Trust Preferred Securities
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APPENDIX II
TRUST PREFERRED SECURITIES
Trust Preferred Securities (TPS) are hybrid securities that combine features of preferred
stock and corporate bonds. Due to the favorable tax treatment TPS receive (as with a
bond, interest paid on this instrument is tax deductible to the issuer), these hybrids
began replacing traditional preferred stock on corporate balance sheets as a less
expensive after-tax source of funds following the first issuance of these securities by
Texaco in 1993. The use of TPS gained momentum in October 1996 when the Federal
Reserve Board allowed certain cumulative preferred securities, including TPS, to count
towards Tier 1 capital.
There are three fundamental parts in the structure of a generic Trust Preferred Security.
First, a bank or thrift holding company sets up a wholly-owned special purpose
subsidiary (a Grantor Trust not subject to federal or state taxation) which owns all
common equity and at least 3% of the Trust’s total equity. The Trust is typically
organized as a Delaware business trust under the Delaware Business Trust Act. Second,
the Trust issues preferred stock to third party investors. Third, the holding company
issues subordinated debt to the Trust in exchange for loan of the proceeds of the
preferred issue. The terms of the junior subordinated debt mirror those of the TPS.
One or more of the holding company’s subsidiaries dividends capital up to the holding
company, which the holding company uses to pay interest on the junior subordinated
debt, and the Trust company forwards the interest to the TPS investors. Through the
trust agreement, the TPS holders have a beneficial interest in the junior subordinated
debt.2
Basic Trust Preferred Terms3

Maturity

The Federal Reserve states that TPS must have the “longest
feasible maturity,” which has been defined to-date as a minimum
of 30 years with the issuer’s option to extend the maturity up to
another 19 years.

Redemption

The issuer usually has the option to call the security after a period
of time. For publicly-traded TPS, this time period is typically
after the issue’s fifth anniversary. Also, the issuer can generally
redeem the security prior to maturity if, at some future date (1)
the TPS is not allowable as Tier 1 capital as ruled by the Federal
Reserve, (2) a taxing authority negatively alters the net tax burden
to the holding company, and (3) by change in regulation, the
Trust is considered an “investment company” by the SEC. All of
the above-mentioned trigger events are subject to Federal
Reserve approval.
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Call Protection

All TPS were originally required to offer 10-year call protection.
TPS may now be issued without any call features.

Distributions

Distributions are in the form of dividends, are cumulative and
payable quarterly.

Extension Period

Trust preferred stock issuers can defer interest payments for a
maximum of 20 consecutive quarters (5 years) without being in
contractual default. This provision is intended to cushion a
company in times of financial distress. However, if the holding
company defaults past 20 consecutive quarters, the TPS investors
have the right to appoint a trustee to take over the Trust,
accelerate the debt and sue for collection.

Guarantee

The parent company typically provides a full guarantee on a
subordinated basis of the preferred stock payments by the Trust.

Ranking

TPS are unsecured and, through the parent company guarantee,
rank subordinate and junior in right of payment to all current and
future senior and subordinated debt of the parent company, the
amount of which is normally unlimited. TPS are typically only
senior to the company’s common stock.

Voting Rights

TPS holders generally have limited voting rights, emerging solely
upon modification of the preferred securities or the dissolution,
winding-up, or termination of the Trust.

Regulatory Issues

TPS qualify as Tier 1 capital for up to a maximum of 25% of the
company’s total Tier 1 capital. (Effective March 31, 2009, TPS
will qualify as Tier 1 capital for up to a maximum of 25% of the
company’s total Tier 1 capital net of goodwill less any associated deferred
tax liability.) Amounts above 25% are disallowed as Tier 1 capital,
but such excess qualifies as Tier 2 capital.

Trust Preferred Security Structure
In itial Fun din g Flo w s:

Bank Holding Company
(Parent Company)

Long-Term
Subordinated
Debentures

Proceeds

Special Purpose Subsidiary
"BHC Capital I"
(Delaware Business Trust)

Sourc e: Keefe, Bruy ette &Wo o ds, In c . (Jeffrey Spetaln ic k/Stephen Sc hulz)

Struc tural Co n sideratio n s:
- The BHC forms the SPS, which is ty pically a Delaware
Business Trust.
- The BHC purchases all of the common stock of the SPS
(usually an amount equal to at least 3% of the total SPS
capitalization).
- The SPS uses the gross proceeds from the Trust Preferred
offering to purchase from the BHC deeply subordinated,
long-term debentures.

Proceeds
Investors
Trust Preferred Stock
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CHAPTER 3

THE INCOME STATEMENT
Line Item Explanations
Interest income is found at the top of a bank’s income statement (See Exhibit 3B).
Typically, as in the case of our First Second, interest income is subdivided into interest
earned on fed funds sold, investment securities and loans. Importantly, interest income
earned on loans includes the recognized portion of any fees earned upon loan
origination.
Interest expense falls beneath interest income on the income statement. Interest expense is
generally disaggregated into interest paid on deposits, FHLB borrowings, subordinated
debt and TPS.
Interest income less interest expense equals net interest income before provision, or the dollar
value of the net interest margin (NIM). The provision for loan losses (or provision), which is the
periodic amount that banks set aside to cover bad loans, is subtracted from the NIM to
get to net interest income after provision.
Non-interest income, as its name suggests, is revenue generated through non-interest
sources. Among the many sources of non-interest income that a bank might have
include deposit fees, asset management and trust fees, mortgage banking fees,
securitization income and gains on sales of loans and/or investment securities.
Deposit fees include transaction-based charges as well as overdraft fees, among others.
Asset management and trust fees arise from providing asset management and trust
services, and typically represent a percentage of the assets under management. Mortgage
banking fees arise from “points” earned on originating mortgages for other lenders as
well as the sale of mortgages into the secondary market. Securitization income results
from securitizing a stream of expected cash flows from an asset (See Appendix IV).
Finally, gains on sales of loans arise from selling loans at values above those at which the
loans were originated, much as gains on sales of securities result from selling securities at
prices above those at which they were originally purchased. While there are other
sources of non-interest income for banks, the aforementioned are undoubtedly the most
common.
Non-interest expense is principally comprised of costs related to personnel (e.g., salaries and
benefits) and occupancy and equipment (e.g., lease expense for buildings and
depreciation of technology/systems). Compensation expenses tied directly to loan
originations are capitalized and expensed over the life of the loan. Other non-interest
expense includes miscellaneous costs related to professional services (e.g., legal and audit),
postage, phone services, stationery, etc. Finally, restructuring charges are non-recurring
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costs related to some restructuring of the bank (e.g., severance for employees laid off) or
acquisitions made by the bank (e.g., severance, legal and investment banking fees,
professional services, etc.).
Mortgage Banking
Because mortgage banking activity contributes heavily to the banking industry’s noninterest revenue stream, it’s worthwhile to spend a bit more time understanding this
business line.
The role of a mortgage bank is to act as an intermediary between home buyers (in search
of loans) and residential lenders. When a residential mortgage is originated, the
mortgagor typically pays a fee to the mortgage banking company in the form of “points”
(one point represents one percentage point of the original loan) to compensate the
mortgage bank for its role in getting the loan processed and funded. Importantly, most
mortgage banks don’t actually hold residential mortgages on their balance sheets, instead
they merely funnel the mortgages off to the ultimate lender. Those mortgage banks that
do hold mortgages on their balance sheets do so for a very short period of time, typically
30 to 60 days, before securitizing the loans or selling them into the secondary market.
Some mortgage banks are independent and shop for the best terms and interest rates
from a large number of lenders. Other mortgage banks are subsidiaries of depositories
and send most of their production to their parent.
Ownership issues aside, mortgage banking can be a very profitable business when
interest rates are declining. First, falling rates make home ownership more affordable
through lower interest payments, thus inducing renters to purchase their own homes. In
addition, falling rates act as an incentive for homeowners to refinance their high interest
rate mortgages with new loans that have lower interest rates. Consequently, declining
interest rates lead to higher mortgage volumes and, thus, greater mortgage banking
revenue.
Rising rates, as one might expect, have the opposite effect on mortgage banking revenue.
As rates rise, buying a new home becomes more expensive and refinancing activity dries
up. Thus, rising rates lead to lower mortgage volumes and reduced mortgage banking
revenue, all else being equal.
Unfortunately, there is a tendency for mortgage banks to bulk up with staff and office
space when interest rates are falling and business is good. When rates begin to increase,
however, such companies are faced with declining revenue and a bloated cost structure –
a recipe for disaster. Thus, mortgage banks have a considerable degree of operating
leverage, which is great when times are good and problematic when times are bad.
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Due to its cyclical nature, it’s important to understand how much mortgage banking
contributes to a bank’s overall revenue stream and bottom line. In a falling interest rate
environment, after all, a bank with a large mortgage banking component may appear to
have greater core profitability than the facts actually justify.
In addition to its cyclicality, the other principal challenge associated with mortgage
banking is that the business is extremely competitive due to the commoditized nature of
the product offering. Consequently, although the business always seems attractive

when times are good, the fact remains that it’s difficult to earn an economic profit
in mortgage banking over a full interest rate cycle because the troughs are so
deep.

Interest vs. Noninterest Income
Since the early-1990s, noninterest revenue has come to comprise an increasingly greater
portion of total revenue for the U.S. banking system as a whole. This trend is largely the
result of the larger national and regional banks’ desire to reduce earnings sensitivity to
changes in interest rates (by diversifying their revenue streams) and increase their ability
to cross sell multiple products to their various customer bases. To achieve this goal, many
banks have acquired insurance agencies, mortgage banks, asset managers and/or
broker/dealers in recent years.
While these banks’ revenue streams have been diversified – true by definition – it’s
debatable as to whether their earnings are less volatile as a result. While insurance
agencies are relatively non-cyclical, mortgage banking, asset management and brokerage
activities are highly sensitive to changes in interest rates. Mortgage banking slows
considerably as rates rise, all else being equal. Likewise, the performance of both stocks
and bonds is negatively correlated with the direction of interest rate movements over the
long term, significantly impacting the profitability of asset managers. Finally, brokerage
firm profits are also negatively correlated with interest rate moves over long periods of
time. Poor stock and bond performance, after all, does not augur well for trading
activity or advisory work (e.g., raising capital, mergers and acquisitions, etc.).
Another issue to consider when evaluating the effectiveness of the banking industry’s
diversification drive over the last several years is the perceived quality of the businesses
banks have been acquiring. While asset managers and insurance brokers tend to trade at
relatively high price/earnings multiples (and for good reason), mortgage banks and
broker/dealers tend to trade at earnings multiples below those of banks. Which begs

the question: Why do so many banks get into businesses that most market
participants deem to be inferior to that of the business of simply gathering
deposits and underwriting loans? Other than managerial “animal spirits,” I have
no idea.
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Fortunately, community banks – the focus of this book – tend to have far less exposure
to these ancillary businesses as compared to the regional and national banks.
Consequently, I don’t spend much time discussing these businesses herein.
Important Profitability Ratios

Return on Average Assets (ROAA): Net income as a percentage of average assets

(annualized).

ROAA is the best measure of overall profitability for a bank because it removes the
effect of leverage (unlike return on average equity, as discussed below). The typical
community bank generates an ROA of around 1.00%. There are, however, community
banks that generate ROAs of as much as 1.50%-2.00%. These banks generally have a
very low cost of funds and are run very efficiently from an operating perspective.
Exhibit 3A illustrates the calculation of ROAA in terms of net profit margin and asset
yield. In First Second’s case, using the “reported” results (see Exhibits 2A and 3B), we
see that ROAA = $8,820/$14,700 × $14,700/$535,397 = 60.00% × 2.75% = 1.65%.
Exhibit 3A
Calculation of Return on Average Assets
ROAA

=

NET PROFIT MARGIN

x

ASSET YIELD

NET INCOME AFTER TAXES
AVERAGE TOTAL ASSETS

=

NET INCOME AFTER TAXES
TOTAL OPERATING INCOME

x

TOTAL OPERATING INCOME
AVERAGE TOTAL ASSETS

(Note: For simplicity’s sake, I did not alter the balance sheet – most importantly,
shareholders’ equity – in Exhibit 2A for the adjustments made in the Bank’s “adjusted”
2002 operating results. Consequently, if you decide to work through the math yourself,
note that the adjusted ROAA and ROAE would be ever so slightly different had I
incorporated the adjustments from Exhibit 3B’s adjusted income statement into Exhibit
2A.)
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Exhibit 3B
First Second Bancorp: Income Statement
Income Statement (in $000s)
In terest In co m e:
Interest on Fed Funds Sold
Interest on Investment Securities
Interest on Loans (incl. amortized loan fees)
Total Interest Income

2002
Reported

2002
A djusted

$

$

In terest Expen se:
Interest Expense on Deposits
Interest Expense on FHLB Borrowings
Interest Expense on Subordinated Debt
Interest Expense on TPS
Total Interest Expense
Net Interest Income before Provision
Provision for Loan Losses
Net Interest Income after Provision
No n -in terest In co m e:
Deposit Fees
Trust Fee Income
Mortgage Banking Fees
Gain on Sale of Securitization
Gain on Sale of Investment Securities
Total Non-Interest Income
No n -in terest Expen se:
Personnel
Occupancy & Equipment
Restructuring C harges
Other
Total Non-interest Expense

438
5,200
26,213
31,850

6,450
1,700
800
850
8,950

6,450
1,700
800
850
8,950

22,900
(1,200)
21,700

22,900
(1,800)
21,100

2,000
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
8,000

2,000
1,500
1,500
750
0
5,750

10,500
3,500
500
500
15,000

10,500
3,500
0
500
14,500
12,350
4,940
$ 7,410

Pre-Tax Income
Income Tax Provision
Net Income

$

14,700
5,880
8,820

Basic EPS
Fully -Diluted EPS

$
$

1.76
1.71

Basic Shares Outstanding
Fully -Diluted Shares Outstanding
Dividends Paid

438
5,200
26,213
31,850

$
$

1.48
1.44

5,000
5,150
3,087

5,000
5,150
3,087

1.65%
23.45%
4.79%
4.40%
51.02%
2.71%
1.49%

1.38%
19.70%
4.79%
4.40%
50.61%
2.71%
1.07%

Profitability Ratios
Return on Average Assets
Return on Average Equity
Net Interest Margin
Interest Rate Spread
Efficiency Ratio
Operating Expense/Average Assets
Non-Interest Income/Average Assets
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Return on Average Equity (ROAE): Net income as a percentage of average equity

(annualized).

ROAE is one of the most important measures of profitability where the investor is
concerned. While ROAA removes the effects of leverage, and thus is a more “pure”
measure of profitability than ROAE, ROAA doesn’t tell us how efficiently management
is allocating shareholders’ capital, which is a critical determinant of a bank investor’s
return from holding a bank stock over the long term.
Let’s look at First Second Bancorp as an example (See Exhibit 3C). First Second
generated an ROAA and ROAE (on a “reported” basis) of 1.65% and 23.45%,
respectively, for 2002. This ROAE was achieved partially as a result of leverage or, more
specifically, by keeping the “E” (equity) at a reasonable level relative to assets. First
Second’s ratio of average equity to average assets was 7.03% during 2002. Thus, if we
multiply the Bank’s ROAA of 1.65% by the reciprocal of its equity-to-asset ratio (called
the leverage multiplier), 14.23, we come up with its 23.45% ROAE (note: I’ve done a touch
of rounding with the numbers here).
Exhibit 3C
Calculation of Return on Average Equity
ROAE

=

ROAA

x

LEVERAGE MULTIPLIER

NET INCOME AFTER TAXES
AVERAGE EQUITY

=

NET INCOME AFTER TAXES
AVERAGE TOTAL ASSETS

x

AVERAGE TOTAL ASSETS
AVERAGE EQUITY

Now, let’s assume that First Second had an equity-to-assets ratio of 10%, as opposed to
its actual ratio of 7.03%, and let’s further assume that its ROAA of 1.65% remained the
same. Using these assumptions, the Bank’s ROAE would have been 16.50%, or 695
basis points less than in our previous example. Assuming that First Second is not taking
on excessive risk in operating with an equity-to-assets ratio of 7.03%, then most
investors would prefer to see the Bank’s book value build at 23.45% rather than at
16.50% (assuming the absence of dividends, of course). (Note: I’ll delve more deeply
into “appropriate” capital structures, excess capital and regulatory capital for banks in
later chapters.)

Net Interest Margin (NIM): Net interest income as a percentage of average interestearning assets (annualized).

The NIM is the key to profitability for most community banks, and the primary driver of
the NIM is a low-cost deposit base. Obviously, the higher the NIM the more profitable
the bank will be, unless the company gives too much of it back in the form of loan losses
and excessive operating expenses. The size and stability of the NIM are determined by
several factors, including: (1) the bank’s mix of earning assets, (2) its sources of funds, (3)
pricing competition, (4) its sensitivity to changes in interest rates, (5) the slope of the
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yield curve, (6) the size of spreads available in the market, such as the spread between the
prime lending rate and the fed funds rate, and (7) the overall health of its loan portfolio.
Clearly, successful management of the NIM is a rigorous process that requires a very
detailed knowledge of the bank’s asset and liability structures, maturities and prepayment
characteristics. As a general rule, most bank investors are more comfortable with a bank
that has demonstrated the ability to minimize the size of swings in its NIM than with
one that produces a wider, but more volatile margin.
More often than not, when one comes across a bank with a wide NIM, it is the result of
a low cost of funds, not a high yield on interest-earning assets (that is, presumably riskier
loans). It is typically more profitable over the long term for a community bank to

build a competitive advantage on the basis of deposit relationships as opposed to
trying to get higher-than-market yields on its loans. The most profitable

community banks tie the deposit relationship to the lending relationship in dealing with
commercial customers. That is, they will agree to a lending relationship only if there is a
deposit relationship to go with it. This aids in gathering and keeping low-cost deposits,
thus enhancing the NIM.

Loan Loss Ratio: Net charge-offs as a percentage of average loans (annualized)
Net charge-offs are defined as charge-offs (that portion of a loan that is written off) less
recoveries (that portion of a previously charged-off loan that is subsequently recovered).
Net charge-offs, which directly affect the size of the loan loss provision, are too often
the most variable factor in the earnings equation. Although the loan loss ratio is
generally viewed as an indicator of current asset quality, for well-run banks it should be a
lagging indicator. Properly managed, problem loans should affect earnings through the
loan loss provision before they are charged off. Unfortunately, it doesn’t always work
that way. From time to time, we must endure an unpleasant earnings surprise when a
credit turns sour very quickly, or when management wasn’t paying attention to the
deterioration taking place within the loan portfolio.
History has shown that the marketplace will not allow banks to price commercial loans
at significantly higher rates than the average bank is offering to borrowers with similar
risk profiles. Or, in economic parlance, the market for commercial loans is fairly

“efficient.” Therefore, a strategy to loosen credit standards in an attempt to
increase loan yields and loan volume is rarely, if ever, successful in the long run.
History has shown that the most consistently profitable banks are those with
conservative lending policies.
Efficiency Ratio: Operating expense as a percentage of (net interest income + non-

interest income)

The efficiency ratio measures the operating efficiency of a bank relative to its revenue
generating capabilities. Thus, a bank can have an excellent (that is, low) efficiency ratio
by having either low operating expenses (compensation, occupancy, etc.) or a wide NIM,
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or of course some combination of both. In other words, the fact that a bank has a low
efficiency ratio doesn’t necessarily mean that the bank’s operating expenses are low in an
absolute sense, despite the fact that use of the term “efficiency” suggests as much. To
repeat, the efficiency ratio measures operating costs relative to revenue. Banks with wide
NIMs, for example, tend to have higher operating expenses than those with slim NIMs
because the former typically spend more money on customer service, in order to gather
and retain low-cost deposit relationships, than the latter.
An efficiency ratio of less than 55% is typically considered to be pretty good for a bank.
An efficiency ratio of above 65%, on the other hand, suggests that the bank’s cost
structure is bloated. Banks that manage to sustain efficiency ratios of less than 45% are
unusual, although not unheard of.

Non-interest Expense/Average Assets: Non-interest expense as a percentage of
average assets (annualized).

Unlike the efficiency ratio, the ratio of non-interest expense to average assets gets at the
heart of a bank’s operating efficiency on an absolute basis. A bank with a lean cost
structure will have a low ratio of non-interest expense to average assets, and a bank with
a high cost structure will display the opposite. Importantly, a high cost structure is not
necessarily a bad thing in and of itself, so long as the additional costs are offset by
increased corresponding revenues. Community banks with wide NIMs, for example,
often have a high ratio of non-interest expense to average assets – because the customer
service required to attract low-cost deposits is often substantial – coupled with a low
efficiency ratio. Likewise, banks with large mortgage banking and/or asset management
subsidiaries may have high ratios of non-interest expense to average assets. These
expenses, however, are generally offset by the prodigious amounts of non-interest
income generated by these businesses. Nevertheless, all things being equal, it’s
(obviously) better for a bank to have a lower cost structure as opposed to a higher one.

Non-interest Income/Average Assets: Non-interest income as a percentage of

average assets (annualized).

Most banks strive to have a high ratio of non-interest income to average assets because
non-interest income often represents a more stable revenue source than spread income
and typically yields a higher return on capital employed than does spread income. All
non-interest income is not created equally, however. Income derived from deposit
charges and asset management fees, to use just two examples, require very little
incremental investment capital and tend to be fairly low-risk in nature. Fees generated
from mortgage banking and the sale of SBA (Small Business Administration) loans, on
the other hand, are highly cyclical, require substantial incremental investment capital and
entail considerable risk. Thus, it’s important to dissect the components of non-interest
income to determine the quality of and risk associated with the non-interest revenue
stream. In addition, it’s important to determine what corresponding costs are associated
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with a particular stream of non-interest revenue in order to measure its overall
profitability.
Using First Second’s “reported” financial results, Exhibit 3D shows how all of these
ratios fit together to generate the Bank’s aggregate ROAA and ROAE.
Exhibit 3D
First Second Bancorp: Ratio Disaggregation
YIELD ON
EARNING ASSETS
6.66%
$31,850.0

(-)
(-)

NET INTEREST
MARGIN
4.79%
$22,900.0
NET INTEREST
INCOME/ TOTAL ASSETS
4.28%
$22,900.0

(x)
(-)

SPREAD
4.40%
$22,900.0

LOAN LOSS
PROVISION/ TOTAL ASSETS
(0.22%)
($1,200.0)

(+)
EARNING ASSETS/
INT. BEARING LIAB.
120.68%

SECURITY GAINS (LOSS)/
TOTAL ASSETS
0.28%
$1,500.0

EARNING ASSETS/
TOTAL ASSETS
89.37%

INT. BEARING LIAB./
EARNING ASSETS
82.86%

EFFICIENCY
51.02%

(/)

NON INTEREST
EXPENSE/ TOTAL ASSETS
(2.80%)
($15,000.0)

(-)

YIELD ON INTEREST
BEARING LIABILITIES
2.26%
$8,950.0

WEIGHTED AVG .

NON EARNING ASSETS
LESS OTHER LIAB
$27,845

EQUITY/
ASSETS
7.03%

BURDEN
1.59%
YIELD ON INTEREST
BEARING LIABILITIES
2.26%
ON $396,500

(-)

RETURN ON ASSETS
ROAA
1.65%
$8,820.0

NON INTEREST
INCOME/ TOTAL ASSETS
1.21%
$6,500.0

(x)

INTEREST FREE
FUNDING/ASSETS
24.08%
$128,897

(+)

INTEREST FREE FUNDS
FUNDING EARNING ASSETS
0.00%
ON $101,053

COST OF FUNDING
EARNING ASSETS
1.80%
ON $497,553

(/) TOTAL ASSETS
TAXES
TO ASSETS
(1.10%)
($5,880.0)

NET INCOME
AFTER TAXES
1.65%
$8,820.0

(+ ) ADDITION
(-) SUBTRACTION
(/) DIVISION
(X) MULTIPLICATION

EQUITY
MULTIPLIER
14.23 x

Template source: Mark G. Merlo
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$1.71
ON 5,150 SHARES

(=)

(/)

RETURN ON EQUITY
ROAE
23.45%
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CHAPTER 4
ASSET/LIABILITY STRUCTURE
As explained in Chapter 1, the banking business in its simplest form entails yield curve
arbitrage; that is, banks borrow at the short end of the yield curve and lend at the long
end. Because a bank’s individual assets and liabilities have widely varying rates, yields,
maturities and terms (e.g., fixed versus variable rate), however, it’s critically important
that the institution properly manage its asset/liability structure. Consequently, it’s
imperative that a bank investor understand an institution’s asset/liability structure and
whether the company’s earnings will benefit from or be impaired by a particular change
in market interest rates.
In Exhibit 4A, I’ve provided an interest rate sensitivity table for a typical asset sensitive
bank, which I’ll call ASB (short for “Asset Sensitive Bank”). Such tables are available in
most publicly-traded banks’ Form 10-K, and some banks even provide these tables in
their Form 10-Q.
Exhibit 4A
Asset Sensitive Bank: Interest Rate Sensitivity
Less than
3 Months

Repricing Interval
Deposits with Financial Institutions
Federal Funds Sold
Investment Securities
Gross Loans
Total Rate Sensitive Assets
All Other Assets
Total Assets

$

$

Savings & NOW Deposits
Money Market Deposits
Time Deposits < $100,000
Time Deposits $100,000 or more
Other Interest-bearing Liabilities
Total Rate Sensitive Liabilities
All Other Liabilities (Includes DDAs)
Shareholders' Equity
Total Liabilities & Shareholders' Equity

$

Period Gap1
Cumulative Gap2
Cumulative Ratio of Interest-earning
Assets to Interest-bearing Liabilities3
Cumulative Rate Sensitive Gap
as a % of Total Assets4

$

$

190
36,190
13,788
439,032
489,200
489,200

3 Months
to 1 Year
$

-

$

32,276
25,556
57,832
57,832

53,879
210,053
27,738
43,459
20,108
355,237
355,237

$

133,963
133,963

$

$

19,963
20,832
23,097
323
64,215
64,215
(6,383)
127,580

1 to 5
Years

Over 5
Years

$

-

$

-

$

66,919
29,765
96,684
96,684

$

13,473
7,737
21,210
21,210

$

$

-

$

-

$

$

2,121
405
671
3,197
3,197

$

4
8,000
8,004
8,004

$

93,487
221,067

$

130.4%

152.3%

154.4%

17.4%

16.6%

28.7%

30.4%

Example: for "3 Months to 1 Year" column, $(6,383) = $57,832 - $64,215

2

Example: for "3 Months to 1 Year" column, 127,580 = 133,963 + (6,383)

3

Example: for "3 Months to 1 Year" column, 130.4% = ($489,200 + $57,832)/($355,237 + $64,215)

4

Example: for "3 Months to 1 Year" column, 16.6% = 127,580/770,217

$

$

105,291
105,291
284,267
55,297
339,564

Total
$

$
$

$

190
36,190
126,456
502,090
664,926
105,291
770,217
73,842
210,053
50,695
66,961
29,102
430,653
284,267
55,297
770,217

13,206
234,273

137.7%

1

Non-rate
Sensitive

ASB is considered “asset sensitive” because its ratio of interest-sensitive assets to
interest-sensitive liabilities is greater than one. For example, we can see that ASB’s
Cumulative Gap for assets and liabilities that reprice within one year is $127,580 (See
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bold figures in Exhibit 4A). This means that ASB’s interest-sensitive assets that reprice
within 1 year exceed its interest-sensitive liabilities that reprice within one year by
$127,580. Moving down the table, we see that ASB’s Cumulative Ratio of Interestearning Assets to Interest-bearing Liabilities is 130.4% and its Cumulative Rate Sensitive
Gap as a Percentage of Total Assets is 16.6%. (The calculations for these figures are
provided in the notes below Exhibit 4A.) Another way of describing an asset sensitive
bank is to say that it has a “positive gap” because the gap between its interest-sensitive
assets and liabilities is positive.
It may sound complicated, but the meaning of all this is relatively straightforward: If
interest rates increase in the short term, ASB’s net interest income will likely increase
because the Bank’s assets are, on average, repricing faster than its liabilities. Conversely,
if interest rates decline in the short term, ASB’s net interest income will likely decline for
the very same reason.
Exhibits 4B and 4C (also examples of tables found in most publicly-traded banks’ SEC
filings) illustrate this concept more clearly. Exhibit 4B shows the change in ABS’s net
interest income for a given change in interest rates. Exhibit 4C takes this analysis a step
further and illustrates the mathematics behind these changes.
Exhibit 4B
ASB: Change in Net Interest Income
% Change in
Net Interest
Income
11.1%
3.5%
0.0%
-6.3%
-18.7%

Change in Interest Rates (in Basis Points)
+ 200 bps
+ 100 bps
0 (Base)
- 100 bps
- 200 bps

Exhibit 4C
ASB: Change in NII Resulting from 1% Change in Interest Rates

Total Rate Sensitive Assets
Total Rate Sensitive Liabilities
Net Change in Net Interest Income

Repricing in
< 1 Year
$
547,032
419,452

Increase in Interest Rates
Change in
Interest Rate
Income or
Change
Expense
1.00%
$
5,470
1.00%
4,195
$
1,276

Decline in Interest Rates
Change in
Interest Rate
Income or
Change
Expense
-1.00%
$
(5,470)
-1.00%
(4,195)
$
(1,276)

Exhibits 4D, 4E and 4F illustrate an identical analysis of a liability sensitive bank (LSB), or
a bank with a “negative gap.” LSB’s net interest income will decline if interest rates
increase in the short term and will increase if interest rates decline, or just the opposite as
the case with ASB.
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Exhibit 4D
Liability Sensitive Bank: Interest Rate Sensitivity
Less than
3 Months

Repricing Interval

3 Months
to 1 Year

Deposits with Financial Institutions
Federal Funds Sold
Investment Securities
Gross Loans
Total Rate Sensitive Assets
All Other Assets
Total Assets

$

30,012
143,674
121,031
8,113,073
8,407,790
$ 8,407,790

$

Savings & NOW Deposits
Money Market Deposits
Time Deposits < $100,000
Time Deposits $100,000 or more
Other Interest-bearing Liabilities
Total Rate Sensitive Liabilities
All Other Liabilities (Includes DDAs)
Shareholders' Equity
Total Liabilities & Shareholders' Equity

$ 4,062,215
120,105
2,421,367
1,002,009
1,101,234
8,706,930
$ 8,706,930

$

251,623
510,263
456,894
1,218,780
$ 1,218,780

$

$

$

$

1

Period Gap
2
Cumulative Gap
Cumulative Ratio of Interest-Earning
3
Assets to Interest-Bearing Liabilities
Cumulative Rate Sensitive Gap
4
as a % of Total Assets

(299,140)
(299,140)

$

27,050
123,764
110,510
679,477
940,801
940,801

1 to 5
Years

-

(277,979)
(577,119)

Over 5
Years

$

5,290
10,852
50,612
1,368,315
1,435,069
$ 1,435,069

$

$

$

508,596
438,158
946,754
946,754
488,315
(88,804)

$

$
$

798,270
798,270
798,270
329,000
329,000
329,000

94.2%

99.2%

103.4%

-2.4%

-4.7%

-0.7%

3.1%

Example: for "3 Months to 1 Year" column, $(277,979) = $940,801 - $1,218,780

2

Example: for "3 Months to 1 Year" column, (577,199) = (299,140) + (277,979)

3

Example: for "3 Months to 1 Year" column, 94.2% = ($8,407,790 + $940,801)/($8,706,930 + $1,218,780)

4

Example: for "3 Months to 1 Year" column, -4.7% = (577,119)/12,269,852

$

$
$

687,922
687,922
-

468,376
600,012
$ 1,068,388

Total
$

62,352
278,290
282,153
10,959,135
11,581,930
687,922
$ 12,269,852

$ 4,062,215
120,105
2,672,990
2,020,868
2,325,286
11,201,464
468,376
600,012
$ 12,269,852

469,270
380,466

96.6%

1

Non-rate
Sensitive

Exhibit 4E
LSB: Change in Net Interest Income
% Change in
Net Interest
Income
-6.8%
-4.4%
0.0%
2.6%
3.8%

Change in Interest Rates (in Basis Points)
+ 200 bps
+ 100 bps
0 (Base)
- 100 bps
- 200 bps

Exhibit 4F
LSB: Change in NII Resulting from 1% Change in Interest Rates

Total Rate Sensitive Assets
Total Rate Sensitive Liabilities
Net Change in Net Interest Income

Repricing in
< 1 Year
$ 9,348,591
9,925,710

Increase in Interest Rates
Change in
Interest Rate
Income or
Change
Expense
1.00%
$
93,486
1.00%
99,257
$
(5,771)

Decline in Interest Rates
Change in
Interest Rate
Income or
Change
Expense
-1.00%
$
(93,486)
-1.00%
(99,257)
$
5,771

It is important to understand that these tables are embedded with myriad
dramatically oversimplified assumptions. Forecasting net interest margins is
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always a daunting task and is imprecise due to the multiple variables that impact
asset and liability yields and rates. Consequently, investors should use such
tables to determine the direction and approximate degree of a bank’s interest rate
sensitivity, but they should not rely on the precision of these analyses for
determining future earnings.
More specifically, these exhibits show clearly that ASB is asset sensitive and LSB is
liability sensitive. So, we can be highly confident that ASB’s bottom line will benefit
from an increase in interest rates in the short term while LSB’s bottom line will not
benefit from rates increasing. Having said that, the figures presented in Exhibits 4A –
4F should be taken with a large grain of salt due to the simplifying assumptions
embedded in each. That is, the exact degree to which ASB and LSB’s margins will be
affected by changes in interest rates will not be known until after the fact. As interest
rates change, after all, there are a number of actions that individual banks can undertake
to mitigate the effects of such changes, including asset/liability repricing, balance sheet
restructuring and the use of derivatives, and such actions are not reflected in these
exhibits. Nevertheless, these tables are valuable for providing investors with a general
sense of a bank’s exposure to changing interest rates.
The most important determinants of a bank’s interest rate sensitivity are (1) the ratio of
non-interest bearing demand deposits to total deposits, (2) the level and maturities of
borrowings, (3) the ratio of adjustable-rate loans to fixed-rate loans, and (4) the
institution’s securities yields.
Typically, the greater the proportion of DDAs as a percentage of total deposits, the more
asset sensitive the institution. An example may help to illustrate this point. Let’s say we
have a bank with no FHLB borrowings and whose DDAs comprise 40% of its total
deposit base. Assuming that this bank’s asset base is fairly typical – that is, its securities
portfolio has a relatively short duration and most of its loans have adjustable rates – then
increasing interest rates over the short- to medium-term should lead to an expanded net
interest margin. After all, on the asset side of the balance sheet, the bank’s loans will
eventually reprice (upward) and the investment securities will come due and get
reinvested at higher rates. On the liability side of the balance sheet, however, just 60%
of the bank’s deposits will reprice upward. The DDAs will remain at a 0% interest rate.
Consequently, as the vast majority of the bank’s assets are getting repriced to reflect
higher interest rates while just 60% of its deposits are getting repriced, the institution’s
net interest margin will expand.
Conversely, let’s look at a bank with no DDAs and a loan portfolio of which 30% is
comprised of fixed-rate loans. In the case of this institution, increasing rates will lead to
a smaller net interest margin. On the liability side of the balance sheet, all of the bank’s
deposits will reprice at higher rates over time. On the asset side of the balance sheet,
however, 30% of the bank’s loan portfolio will not reprice upward. Consequently, as all
of the bank’s deposits are getting repriced to reflect higher interest rates while just 70%
of its loans are getting repriced, the institution’s net interest margin will contract.
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One must also be aware of the extent to which a bank’s adjustable-rate loan portfolio is
exposed to caps and floors. A cap is the maximum interest rate permitted over the term of
a loan. A floor is the lowest interest rate that may be charged during the term of a loan.
An example will serve to illustrate how caps and floors affect asset/liability management
and a bank’s NIM. Let’s assume that an adjustable-rate loan with a 6% floor is
originated by a typical commercial bank with a large base of DDA deposits when market
interest rates were 8%. Let’s further assume that market rates decline to 5%. Because
the loan has a 6% floor, its rate will not be reduced below 6%. As rates rise, however,
the loan will not begin to reprice upward until market rates increase above its 6% floor.
Consequently, the bank that holds this loan will not get any net interest margin benefit
from the loan as rates increase from 5% to 6%. But, the institution should begin to see
benefits as market rates increase above 6% and the loan reprices accordingly.
In general terms, commercial banks tend to be more asset sensitive (greater DDA
balances, fewer fixed-rate loans) while savings and loans tend to be more liability
sensitive (lower DDA balances, more fixed-rate loans).
Over the long term, it is generally better to be a commercial bank than a thrift from a
NIM perspective. Even though a commercial bank’s NIM contracts when rates decline,
its NIM is typically still greater than that of the average thrift. Conversely, when rates
increase, a commercial bank’s NIM expands considerably while a typical thrift’s NIM
often contracts disproportionately. The bottom line is that over a full interest rate cycle,
the average bank will have a much fatter NIM than the average thrift.
Consequently, as a general rule, it’s better to be asset sensitive than liability sensitive.
Asset sensitivity, by its very nature, typically suggests a higher level of low-cost funding –
that is, DDAs and other transaction accounts – than liability sensitivity. Consequently,
although liability sensitive companies may benefit more than asset sensitive institutions in
a declining rate environment, the latter tend to have a higher absolute interest spread than
the former regardless of the interest rate environment as a result of higher balances of
low-cost funding.
One issue to be cognizant of when looking at an institution’s asset/liability structure is
the extent to which it uses borrowings and the rationale underlying the use of such
borrowings. Many thrifts, for example, rely heavily on borrowings in order to improve
their NIM. Applied prudently, this isn’t necessarily a bad strategy because thrift assets
tend not to be as volatile as bank assets from a credit quality perspective. Consequently,
a bit of additional leverage isn’t necessarily reckless.
However, one will often come across situations in which an institution isn’t borrowing in
order to fund loans, but rather reinvests the borrowed funds into investment securities in
order to the capture the (presumably positive) spread between the rate paid on the
borrowings and the yield earned on the securities. In my view, such strategies are
flawed on at least two fronts. First, application of these “arbitrage” strategies
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presupposes that the bank’s management is capable of capturing such spreads and
generating a risk-adjusted return that warrants the time, effort and inherent risks
involved. Second, arbitrage strategies assume that their application is the best use of
shareholder capital. (Remember, it takes capital to execute any balance sheet strategy,
even if loans aren’t involved.)
At the end of the day, I don’t think arbitrage strategies are worth the time, effort and risk
that accompany them. They rarely generate enough of a return to shareholders to
warrant their execution. Moreover, such strategies often backfire (i.e., they are
improperly executed) and the company loses money. Institutions the size of community
banks rarely possess personnel with the skill and know-how to execute arbitrage
strategies. Consequently, one should be wary of institutions that engage in big arbitrage
strategies. Typically, the institution would be better off with a smaller balance sheet and
a simple “blocking and tackling” mindset.
The extent to which an institution’s borrowings affect its interest-rate sensitivity depends
on the level of borrowings and the maturity of such borrowings. Banks with few
borrowings tend to have lower-than-average loan-to-deposit ratios and higher levels of
low-cost deposits. Consequently, most banks with low levels of borrowings tend to be
asset sensitive. However, a bank can be asset sensitive with a high level of borrowings if
most of these borrowings have fixed rates with long maturities. Conversely, an
institution that’s heavy in variable rate borrowings with short maturities is likely to be
liability sensitive.
All else being equal, the greater the ratio of a bank’s variable-rate loans to its fixed-rate
loans, the more asset sensitive the institution’s balance sheet. After all, if a bank’s
balance sheet was comprised entirely of fixed-rate loans, and deposits of varying
duration, its margin would get crushed as rates increased – deposit rates would climb as
asset yields remained the same. Conversely, if the bank’s balance sheet was comprised
entirely of variable rate loans and deposits of varying duration, there would have to be
some net benefit to rising rates – all asset yields would climb as interest rates increased,
but some deposit rates (on those CDs with longer durations) would remain the same.
Finally, banks with the highest securities yields are typically those most susceptible to
margin compression in a declining rate environment. As these securities pre-pay (in the
case of MBS) or mature (in the case of notes), the bank has to reinvest these funds at
lower rates. Common sense dictates that the higher the yield on the securities portfolio,
the further such yields have to fall upon reinvestment in a declining rate environment.
Conversely, banks with low securities yields are those most likely to benefit in a rising
rate environment. Banks with low securities yields typically hold securities with short
maturities, making it easier for them to take advantage of rising rates.

Asset/Liability management is part art, part science. The primary challenge, of
course, is to estimate what customers will do – depositors on the liability side of
the balance sheet and borrowers on the asset side of the balance sheet – when
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interest rates change by a given amount. Despite its imprecise nature, however,
asset/liability management is an important element of banking and bank
analysis. It’s critical, after all, to have an approximate idea of how the balance
sheet and income statement will change for a given change in interest rates.
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CHAPTER 5

ASSET QUALITY AND
RESERVE COVERAGE
Asset quality (or credit quality) is the single most critical determinant of any bank’s success
or failure. A slim NIM and high operating expenses, while hindrances to high
profitability, typically won’t bury a bank. Poor credit quality, however, can sink the ship.
To use a simple example, $100 million in loans with a net spread of 5% will generate $5
million in pre-tax income. One $5 million loan that goes bad will offset all of that
income.
If a bank has poor loan underwriting or if its local economy suffers, it will be a poor
financial performer at best, and at worst it will go out of business. The only thing that
can save a bank with poor asset quality is sufficient excess capital to absorb the loan
losses or an injection of additional capital.
Unfortunately, asset quality is probably the hardest area for investors to properly analyze
because we are not given access to individual loan files. We have the help of outside
auditors – accounting firms and government regulatory examiners – to keep bank
management honest. But, these examiners, while helpful, have built a reputation for
being less than completely effective. Consequently, we must depend on the aggregates
and trends in non-performing loans in addition to a subjective judgment of the “credit
culture” that has been established by bank management over a long period of time in
order to make our overall assessment regarding asset quality. Of course, the latter is
helpful only if the investor has followed the company for several years and has interacted
frequently with management.1
From a more objective standpoint, the most useful asset quality ratios measure the
relative size and trend of a company’s problem loans and the size of the reserve that the
company has established to protect depositors and shareholders against potential loan
losses.
The ratio of non-performing assets to loans and OREO (NPA Ratio) gives us a relative
measure of a bank’s reported problem credits. The most common measure of NPAs
includes non-accrual loans (those on which the borrower is so far behind in interest
payments that the bank has ceased accruing interest income), restructured loans (those on
which concessions have been made to the borrower as to interest rates or principal
repayments; also known as troubled debt restructurings, or TDRs) and other real estate owned
(foreclosed properties). A more conservative measure of NPAs includes loans that are
90 days or more past due, but on which the bank is still accruing interest.
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The NPA ratio is generally between 0.40% and 1.25% for most community banks in
good economic times. When the economy is in the doldrums, these numbers more than
double in the aggregate. When analyzing banks with NPA ratios north of 1.50% in an
expanding economy, it is important to find out why, exactly, the bank is having credit
quality problems.
Some care must be taken when using the NPA ratio to compare the asset quality of one
bank to that of another. The analyst must take into consideration both the composition
of the bank’s loan portfolio and the bank’s credit policies. For example, banks with a
high percentage of auto loans and residential mortgages in their loan portfolios should
have low NPA ratios because most auto loans are charged off quickly (many auto loans
never hit the NPA list) and residential mortgages are usually well secured and
infrequently result in a principal loss. Conversely, banks that have a more pronounced
commercial orientation – and thus, riskier loans – may have relatively larger NPA ratios.2
To make matters more complicated in this regard, banks’ loan valuation and charge-off
policies also differ. Some banks are quick to classify questionable loans as nonperformers and charge off bad loans. Other banks drag their feet on both counts.

Thus, despite the fact that banks have both independent auditors and regulatory
examiners looking over their financial statements and valuation policies, bank
managements still have a fair amount of flexibility where classification of
problem loans is concerned.

Exhibit 5B shows the ten categories (or “buckets”) of risk for a bank’s assets from a
regulatory perspective. Categories three through ten all deal principally with loans, but
our focus is categories six through ten, as it is in this range that loans migrate from
performing to non-performing status. These are the categories – watch list, special mention,
substandard, doubtful and loss – where banks tend to play games, if they are predisposed to
such flimflam in the first place. More specifically, banks that don’t have a conservative
credit culture will often classify special mention loans as watch list loans, doubtful loans
as substandard loans, loss loans as doubtful loans, etc. Because the criteria underlying
these classifications are not set in stone and thus open to some level of interpretation,
banks have some leeway in placing loans into these various buckets. Unfortunately,
investors have only management’s reputation to go on when trying to gauge the potential
for such monkey business. It is for this reason that there is no substitute in community
bank investing for industry experience and contacts.
In the final analysis, where asset quality is concerned, because loan portfolios and credit
cultures vary significantly between and among banks, it’s important to make sure an
apples-to-apples comparison is made when analyzing ratios across various banks.
Before getting to the issue of loan loss reserves, it may be helpful to understand how
problem loans migrate through the various classifications. This discussion will require
the reader to alternate between Exhibit 5A (GAAP classifications) and Exhibit 5B
(Regulatory classifications) to understand how these two exhibits fit together, as every
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loan a bank underwrites falls into one of the classifications in both exhibits. That is, every
loan must have its proper place in both regulatory and GAAP contexts. Importantly,

however, it is unlikely that an investor will actually get to see the loan breakdown
as presented in Exhibit 5B because this information is only used internally and
for confidential regulatory purposes. Nevertheless, it’s important to have some –

albeit basic – knowledge of how loans move through the various classifications from a
regulatory perspective, and the parlance associated therewith.
Exhibit 5A
Asset Quality: GAAP Classifications & Loan Migration
PERFORMING LOA NS

NON-A CCRUING LOA NS

LOA NS SOLD OR PAID OFF

OTHER LOA NS W ITH RISK
(LOA NS 90+ DA YS PA ST DUE +
TROUBLED DEBT REST.)

CHA RGED OFF LOA NS

OTHER REAL ESTA TE OW NED

VALUA TION A DJUSTMENT

Exhibit 5B
Asset Quality: Commercial Credit Rating System and
Formula Assigned Reserves (Regulatory)
Banks have a standard 10-point scale for describing an asset’s credit grade. In addition
to the classifications below, credits in groups 7-10 are called “criticized” loans, while
credits in groups 8-10 are additionally referred to as “classified” loans. It is the job of
the bank’s credit personnel and third-party loan review consultants to place assets into
the following categories.
1. Substantially risk-free: Credits of unquestioned credit standing at the pinnacle
of credit quality.
Basically, governments and central banks of major
industrialized countries. Reserve requirement: 0% of outstanding balances.
2. Very minimal risk: Corporate debt with a rating of AAA to A. Loans to
companies with a credit rating between AAA and A. These are typically large
national companies with a significant share of a major, stable industry. Reserve
requirement: 0% of outstanding balances.
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3. Modest risk: Borrowers in the lower end of the high quality range but with
excellent prospects. These borrowers have very good asset quality and liquidity,
consistently strong debt capacity and coverage, and very good management.
Typically comprised of strong regional companies in relatively stable industries
with limited access to national capital markets. Often referred to as Pass 1 credits.
Reserve requirement: Varies from bank to bank, but less than 1.5% of
outstanding balances.
4. Better than average risk: Companies for which the margin of protection is
good. Elements of strength are present in liquidity, stability of margins and cash
flows, diversity of assets, and lack of dependence on one type of business.
Reasonable access to capital markets or alternative bank financing is present.
Well-established regional or local companies operating in an industry that is only
moderately affected by the business cycle. Management and owners have
unquestioned character. Often referred to as Pass 2 credits. Reserve
requirement: Varies from bank to bank, but less than 1.5% of outstanding
balances.
5. Average risk: Borrowers with smaller margins of debt service coverage and with
some elements of reduced strength. Satisfactory asset quality and liquidity, good
dept capacity and interest coverage, and good management. These companies
have good margins of protection and will be able to obtain similar financing
from other financial institutions and can generally borrow at attractive rates and
terms. A loss year or a somewhat declining earnings trend may occur from time
to time, but these borrowers have sufficient strength and financial flexibility to
offset these issues. These are typically solid companies often operating in cyclical
industries somewhat vulnerable to change. Management and owners have
excellent character. Often referred to as Pass 3 credits. Reserve requirement:
Varies from bank to bank, but less than 1.5% of outstanding balances.
6. Watch list: Borrowers with declining earnings, strained cash flow, increasing
leverage and/or weakening market fundamentals that indicate above-average
risk. These borrowers generally have limited additional debt capacity, modest
interest coverage and average or below-average asset quality, margins and market
share. Some management weakness exists. These borrowers should be able to
obtain similar financing with comparable or slightly worse terms from other
banks, but that ability may diminish in difficult economic circumstances. Also,
this group includes borrowers who are currently performing as agreed but who
could easily be adversely affected by such developing factors as deteriorating
industry conditions, operating problems, significant pending litigation, or
declining collateral quality/adequacy. In other words, there is no well-defined
deficiency or weakness, but it is determined to be desirable to closely monitor the
credit. These companies have small market shares and operate in cyclical or
declining industries. Management and owners have generally good character,
with no obvious basis for questions. Reserve requirement: 2.5% of outstanding
balances.
7. Special mention (potential weakness): Borrowers who exhibit potential credit
weaknesses or downward trends deserving of bank management’s close
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attention. If not checked or corrected, these trends will weaken the bank’s asset
and position. Although potentially weak, these borrowers are currently
marginally acceptable; no loss of principal or interest is envisioned. As a result,
special mention credits do not expose an institution to sufficient risk to warrant
adverse classification. Included in special mention assets could be turn around
situations as well as those borrowers previously rated 4 through 6 who have
shown deterioration. An element of asset quality, financial flexibility or
management is below average. In addition, management and owners may have
limited depth and back up. Reserve requirement: 5% of outstanding balances.
8. Substandard (definite weakness – loss unlikely): Borrowers with welldefined weaknesses that jeopardize the orderly liquidation of debt. A
substandard loan is inadequately protected by the current paying capacity of the
obligor or by the collateral pledged, if any. Normal repayment from the
borrower is in jeopardy, although no loss of principal is envisioned. There is a
distinct possibility, however, that a partial loss of interest and/or principal will
occur if the deficiencies are not corrected. Loss potential does not have to exist
in individual assets classified as “substandard.” Reserve requirement: 15% of
outstanding balances.
9. Doubtful (partial loss probable): Borrowers classified “doubtful” have the
weaknesses found in substandard borrowers with the added provision that the
weaknesses make collection of debt in full on the basis of currently existing facts,
conditions and values highly questionable and improbable. Serious problems
exist to the point where partial loss of principal is likely. The possibility of loss is
extremely high, but because of certain important, specific pending factors that
may work to strengthen the assets, the loan’s classification as a loss is deferred
until a more exact status may be determined. Pending factors may include a
proposed merger, acquisition, liquidation, capital injection, perfecting of liens on
additional collateral, and refinancing plans. Reserve requirement: 50% of
outstanding balances.
10. Loss (definite loss): Borrowers deemed incapable of repayment of unsecured
debt. Loans to such borrowers are considered uncollectable. This does not
mean that the loans have absolutely no recovery or salvage value, but rather, it is
not practical or desirable to defer writing off these basically worthless assets even
though partial recovery may be effected in the future. Reserve requirement:
100%.
Source: Commercial Lending by George E. Ruth

Obviously, all loans start out as performing loans. Performing loans should start out with
Pass 1 or Pass 2 ratings. As a borrower begins to experience problems, the loan may be
“downgraded” to a Pass 3 loan. If more problems crop up, the loan is eventually moved
into the watch list or special mention bucket, depending on the circumstances, but this does

not mean that the loan will show up in the bank’s aggregate non-performing loan
statistics. In fact, watch list and special mention loans are typically considered
performing loans because the borrower is rarely 90+ days past due on his
payments.
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Once a loan is labeled substandard, however, it is generally included among non-accruals
(and, thus, NPAs), although this isn’t the case 100% of the time. Typically, a
substandard loan is either (1) restructured, in which case it gets put in the troubled debt
restructuring bucket, or (2) it gets placed in the doubtful bucket. Once a loan becomes
doubtful and is classified as a non-accrual loan (if it wasn’t already classified as such), a
combination of things can happen: (1) the loan can be restructured (generally a portion
of the loan is charged off); (2) the majority of the loan can be charged off, with the fair
market value of the collateral placed in OREO (OREO is eventually sold); or (3) the
loan can be sold or paid off, with the portion unsold or not paid off being charged off.
Importantly, as loans are moving down the credit classification scale, the bank sets aside
additional reserves to cover potential incremental loan losses. In this manner, the bank
is constantly making valuation adjustments to loans as they are downgraded. For example,
the bank must put up a 50% reserve against any doubtful loan. If the entire loan is
eventually downgraded to a loss, the bank must put up an additional 50% reserve against
the loan (making the total reserve equal to 100%).
Which brings us to the issue of the loan loss reserve (the allowance for loan losses, or ALL).
The loan loss reserve serves the dual purpose of revaluing a bank’s loan portfolio for
estimated changes in credit quality (reserves are netted against gross loans on bank
balance sheets, as in Exhibit 2A) and providing a vehicle for recognizing probable future
loan losses on the income statement prior to actual write-downs. To accomplish this,
each quarter banks set aside a portion of their earnings – the loan loss provision – to
absorb possible future losses on the loans made during that period and to adjust the size
of the ALL for perceived changes in the quality of the portfolio and/or in the economic
outlook (as explained above).3 The provision is comprised of specific reserves, which are
reserves set aside for specific problem loans, and general reserves, which are reserves set
aside for the aggregate performing loan portfolio. While specific reserves are determined
by formula (see Exhibit 5B), general reserve percentages vary among banks and are
determined by the bank’s credit personnel and its third-party loan review consultants
based on an analysis of the performing loan portfolio’s history of past losses.
Management is required to provide the breakdown between specific and general reserves
to regulatory examiners, but not to the general investing public. Consequently, this
breakdown is typically a bit difficult to dig up. Nevertheless, the provision is subtracted
from net interest income on the income statement prior to deducting operating
expenses. The relationship between the provision, charge-offs, recoveries and the ALL
is as follows:
ALL (Beginning of Period) + Provision – Charge-offs + Recoveries = ALL (End of
Period)
Using First Second Bancorp as an example (see Exhibit 2A), we see that the Bank had an
ALL of $5,000,000 at Year-end 2001. During 2002, First Second took a $1,200,000
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provision, charged off $1,348,000 in loans and had recoveries totaling $337,000. The
calculation to derive First Second’s ALL at Year-end 2002 is as follows:
$5,000,000 + $1,200,000 – $1,348,000 + $337,000 = $5,189,000
The level of reserves appropriate for a community bank is largely dependent upon the
overall risk profile of the loan portfolio and the level of NPAs. The most important
reserve ratio is the ratio of reserves to NPAs, also known as the reserve coverage ratio. The
reserve coverage ratio reported by most banks excludes the 90-days-past-due category (as
these credits aren’t deemed probable losses yet) and OREO from the non-performing
loans used in the denominator of the formula. OREO is properly excluded from the
denominator because OREO is generally stated net of its own reserve and is supposed to
be carried on the bank’s books at the lower of cost or market value. In order to
encourage conservatism, I have included the past due loans in First Second’s
denominator. Bank examiners from the Federal Reserve also include past due loans in
their calculation of reserve coverage. Since the regulators’ suggestions about reserve
adequacy can be persuasive, and can have an impact on the size of future loan loss
provisions, I think it’s helpful to be in sync with the regulators’ more conservative
measure.4
The importance of the reserve coverage ratio lies in the fact that future losses are more
likely to come out of loans in the non-performing classification, which should be
intuitive. Consequently, banks with reserve coverage ratios of less than 100% are viewed
as suspect by many analysts. Importantly, however, while the reserve coverage ratio

is meaningful for bank-to-bank comparisons and is useful for examination of
industry-wide trends, one must be careful not to draw hasty conclusions about a
bank’s reserve adequacy on the basis of this calculation alone. It is important first

to know the bank’s charge-off and loan classification policies, as mentioned earlier.
Conservatively run banks that charge off early and classify loans as nonaccrual quickly
may be penalized by this ratio. For these companies, the loss content in the nonperforming assets has probably already hit the income statement, and their reserve
position is probably more appropriately measured relative to total loans than just NPAs.
Conversely, banks that tend to add to the ALL rather than charge off and are slow to
admit loan problems may look better than they deserve from time to time. Again, this is
a subjective judgment on the part of the investor that is based on the experience of a
long association with the bank’s management. Of course, the most desirable situation is
a bank with conservative credit policies and high reserve ratios, both as a percentage of
loans and as a percentage of NPAs. In these situations, the bank is likely to have built
up the equivalent of an earnings annuity in its loan loss reserve.5
At a typical community bank with a well-diversified loan portfolio – like our First
Second – I’m reasonably comfortable with reserves equal to at least 1.50% of gross loans
and 200% of NPAs, all else being equal. I get a bit nervous when reserves are less than
1.25% of gross loans and/or 100% of NPAs, the issues discussed above
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notwithstanding. Where plain vanilla thrifts are concerned, I like to see reserves equal to
at least 1.00% of gross loans and 200% of NPAs.

It is vital, however, to know the composition and aggregate risk profile of the
bank’s loan portfolio. If the bank has a large concentration of high-end construction
loans, then a large reserve may be in order, regardless of the level of NPAs, as these
loans can go bad relatively quickly and thus carry a great deal of risk. Likewise, a bank
with a high concentration of large loans – which can lead to big problems quickly – may
require a larger-than-average reserve. If, on the other hand, the bank’s loan portfolio is
comprised primarily of small, high quality, well-collateralized commercial real estate
loans, then a more modest ALL might be acceptable.
Along with the ALL, it’s also important to closely monitor net charge-offs – that is,
charge-offs net of recoveries. If a community bank has a history of high charge-off
levels, which I define as charge-offs routinely equal to more than 0.50% of gross loans,
caution is in order. Some banks that have high charge-off levels are able to maintain
profitability by charging higher rates to their borrowers. There’s nothing inherently
wrong with this approach so long as the investor can determine what the “worst case
scenario” is with a company of this type, and make sure that the company is carrying
enough reserves to protect against such a worst case.
There are several other issues to consider when addressing an institution’s asset quality,
potential for future problem loans and overall credit quality. Among them include the
following:
•

•

•

Rapidly growing loan portfolio – It’s very difficult to accurately determine the

reserve requirements for a rapidly growing loan portfolio (e.g., a portfolio
growing faster than 15% per year) because, by its very nature, a large portion of
the portfolio (that is, the new portion) has no past experience from which to
glean insights about future performance. In addition, one must determine
whether the bank is growing rapidly as a result of superior lending personnel
(which is good) or whether its stealing market share from other banks by offering
lower-than-market interest rates and/or more lenient lending terms (which is
bad).
Independent loan review – Although the regulatory agencies do not require
banks to use an independent firm to review their loan portfolios, the regulators
do strongly encourage banks to undergo third-party loan reviews. Most banks go
through this process at least annually and some as often as bi-annually. As a
general rule, banks with conservative credit cultures undergo independent loan
review more, as opposed to less, often.
Loan approval process – Is the loan approval process centralized or decentralized? Are most loans approved by individual loan officers or by a lending
committee? Although it can hamper service by lengthening the loan approval
process for a borrower, centralized loan approval processes involving a lending
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•

•

committee tend to produce better asset quality than de-centralized processes.
Generally, the more eyeballs that review a particular credit, the better.
Internal lending limits – Banks with conservative credit cultures tend to grant
relatively lower lending limits to individual loan officers. In this manner, more
loans end up in front of the bank’s loan committee and there is a reduced
probability of an institution getting in trouble due to a small number of errant
loan officers.
Pay for performance – Pay for performance, in and of itself, is a good thing.
The important issue where a bank is concerned is how performance is being
measured. If pay is linked to the profitability of a loan officer’s portfolio, then
great. If, however, loan officers are merely being compensated based on
origination volumes – and assuming that the bank is holding these loans on its
balance sheet, as opposed to merely selling them – then it’s likely that the
institution will eventually run into problems.

Assessing asset quality and reserve adequacy, like many other areas of bank analysis, is
not an exact science. Thus, in addition to analyzing financial filings, it’s critical to get a
good feel for a bank’s credit culture so that nasty surprises that don’t show up in the
numbers can be avoided.
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APPENDIX III
ASSET QUALITY & ECONOMIC CYCLES
Although this isn’t an economics textbook, any analysis of banking is incomplete without
some discussion of the economic cycle, as such cycles have a demonstrable impact on
aggregate bank credit quality and, thus, profitability.
Regional and national output does not rise or fall at a uniform rate in any economy.
Economies experience regular business cycles where the rate of growth in credit,
production, incomes and spending fluctuate over time.
The four stages of an economic cycle are (1) economic boom, (2) economic slowdown,
(3) economic recession, and (4) economic recovery.
Economic Boom
A boom occurs when aggregate output is expanding at a rate faster than the long-term
trend rate, which here in the United States is about 3% per year. In boom conditions,
output, employment and real wages are all expanding and the level of aggregate demand
for goods and services is high. Businesses typically raise output and widen profit
margins during boom times. In order to finance expansion, businesses typically take on
more debt obligations from lenders – banks and others – during booms. In addition,
consumers tend to avail themselves of additional leverage because the expansion
engenders a positive outlook regarding employment and wage increases.
Risks related to demand-pull and cost-push inflation generally arise at some point during
a boom, at which time the central bank, or other monetary authority, begins to raise
interest rates in order to slow the rate of nominal growth and contain inflation.
During the boom, bank capital levels and aggregate asset quality tend to look very
strong, which emboldens depositories to grow their loan portfolios and leverage their
balance sheets.
Economic Slowdown
A slowdown occurs when the rate of economic growth decelerates, but national output
is still rising. If the economy continues to grow – albeit at a slower rate – this is known
as a soft landing.
During an economic slowdown, businesses and consumers become more cautious
regarding investment and spending, respectively. The rate of inflation typically declines
somewhat.
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During an economic slowdown, bank capital levels and aggregate asset quality still look
relatively strong, but some borrowers are beginning to feel the negative effects of the
slowing economy. Consequently, banks typically begin to see some financial strain
among their borrowers and slow the rate of loan portfolio growth accordingly.
Economic Recession
In a recession, the real level of national output falls – that is, the rate of economic
growth is negative. The declining demand for output leads to higher unemployment,
lower business investment spending and reduced inflationary pressures.
After leveraging up their operations (with fixed assets and employees) and balance sheets
(with debt) during the expansion, the marginal corporate borrowers begin to experience
real problems, as slowing consumer income growth and rising unemployment lead to
lower consumer spending (which accounts for almost 2/3 of the economy).
These conditions feed on each other and bank borrowers begin to show real signs of
financial stress. In a typical recession, banks see non-performing loans and charge-offs
increase dramatically. The central bank responds to these conditions by lowering interest
rates in order to stimulate borrowing for business investment and consumer spending.
Economic Recovery
An economic recovery occurs when national output picks up from the trough reached at
the low point of a recession. The easing of interest rates eventually has its intended
effect, as businesses and consumers start investing and spending again, and banks’ loan
portfolios recover as the financial health of their borrowers improves. The amount of
time spent in recession and expansion, however, can vary dramatically from cycle to
cycle.
Why Economic Cycles Recur
Economic cycles recur over and over throughout history because the actors are human
and, thus, somewhat irrational. (My apologies to classically-trained economists.) More
specifically, it is a documented fact that most businesspeople are bullish at the top of an
economic cycle (just before the decline begins) and bearish at the bottom of a cycle (just
before growth resumes).
These mistakes persist because humans tend to extrapolate their experience with recent
events far into the future, a tendency known as “extrapolation error” to adherents of
behavioral finance. Consequently, businesses, in aggregate, tend to over-expand and
over-leverage themselves during expansions and, conversely, tend to operate too
conservatively after the inevitable slowdown has taken hold, thus exacerbating both the
peaks and troughs of economic cycles.
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CHAPTER 6

ACCOUNTING SHENANIGANS
Of all the industry groups, none is more prone to accounting obfuscation than financial
services. The primary reason underlying this fundamental truth is that all financial
services companies, from banks to insurance companies, must make numerous
assumptions about the future – many more than the typical industrial company – and
these assumptions are embedded into the companies’ financial statements. Put simply, a
modest change in assumptions can yield dramatically different financial results.
Some investors complain that financial companies can report whatever numbers they
want to report. While this is a bit of an exaggeration, this belief does contain a grain of
truth.
An insurance company, for example, must make assumptions regarding what proportion
of the policies it has underwritten will ultimately result in claims. If claims turn out to be
greater than originally anticipated, then earnings and shareholders’ equity from previous
periods were overstated and equity for the current period must be adjusted downward
accordingly. This is, unfortunately, a relatively routine occurrence in the insurance
industry.
In the same vein, a bank makes assumptions regarding what proportion of its loan
portfolio will ultimately be charged off, among other things. The relative degree of
conservatism that’s built into this assumption is reflected in the size of the bank’s
provision (from an income statement perspective) relative to charge-offs, and the ALL
(from a balance sheet perspective) relative to nonperforming loans and total loans.
Skimping on the Loan Loss Reserve
An example best illustrates how some banks use the provision and ALL to manipulate
their financial position. In Exhibit 6A we have Bank A and Bank B. Both banks are
virtually identical with the exception of asset quality and the size of their respective
ALLs. As you can see, Bank A reported $6.8 million in net income for the period
presented, representing a 1.37% ROAA and a 19.54% ROAE. Bank B, on the other
hand, reported $6.6 million in net income, representing a 1.32% ROAA and an 18.86%
ROAE. Thus, on the surface of things, it appears that Bank A had a better year than
Bank B from a financial standpoint.
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Exhibit 6A
A Tale of Two Loan Loss Reserves
Summary Balance Sheet
Average Assets
Average Liabilities
Average Equity
Ending Gross Loans
Ending NPAs

Bank A
$

Summary Income Statement
Net interest income
Provision for loan losses
Noninterest income
Noninterest expense
Pre-tax income
Income tax expense
Net income

Reserve Coverage & Profitability

$

Bank A
$

$

Allowance for Loan Losses
Beginning ALL
+ Provision for loan losses
- Charge-offs
+ Recoveries
Ending ALL

500,000
465,000
35,000
350,000
5,000

Bank B

22,000
(600)
5,000
(15,000)
11,400
(4,560)
6,840

Bank B
$

$

Bank A
$

3,000
600
(1,000)
150
2,750

$

Bank A

Ending ALL/Gross Loans
Ending ALL/NPAs
Reported ROAA
Reported ROAE

0.79%
55.00%
1.37%
19.54%

500,000
465,000
35,000
350,000
1,750

22,000
(1,000)
5,000
(15,000)
11,000
(4,400)
6,600
Bank B

$

$

5,500
1,000
(600)
150
6,050
Bank B
1.73%
345.71%
1.32%
18.86%

Alas, nothing could be further from the truth. A more realistic viewpoint, in this
comparison, is revealed by analyzing the link between the ALL, provision for loan losses
and level of nonperforming assets for each bank. Bank A recorded a $0.6 million
provision during the period while Bank B recorded a $1.0 million provision. So, before
considering charge-offs and nonperforming loans, Bank B has clearly displayed a more
conservative posture during the period. Bank A charges off $1.0 million in loans during
the period while Bank B charges off just $0.6 million. Consequently, Bank B added
$0.55 million to its ALL for the period while Bank A’s ALL shrunk by $0.25 million.
The net effect of these accounting machinations is that Bank A’s ratio of ALL to Gross
Loans is 0.79% and its ratio of ALL to NPAs is 55% at the end of the period. In
comparison, Bank B’s ratio of ALL to Gross Loans is 1.73% and its ratio of ALL to
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NPAs is 346% at the end of the period. Clearly, Bank B is in a much stronger financial
position than Bank A despite the fact that Bank A’s reported earnings suggest that it
posted better financial results than Bank B. The point here is that in order to

properly measure comparative profitability one must pay very close attention to
the manner in which a bank builds its ALL relative to total loans and
nonperforming loans.

Realizing Gains on the Sale of Investment Securities
Another technique that some banks use to dress up financial results is to post gains from
the sale of securities that, until that point, showed unrealized gains. To illustrate this
maneuver, we return to First Second Bancorp. In Exhibit 6B, we see that First Second
sold investment securities during 2002 and showed a $1.5 million gain from these sales
on its income statement. Gains (and losses, for that matter) from the sale of investment
securities are typically not considered to be recurring income. Interest rates fluctuate
causing banks’ securities portfolios to show gains and losses depending on the
observation point in the interest rate cycle. Over time, however, such gains and losses
typically offset each other. Consequently, the analyst should back out realized
investment gains and losses, adjusted for taxes, when calculating a bank’s core operating
income, which is what has been done in the case of First Second in the “2002 Adjusted”
column.
Importantly, the mere fact that a bank has sold securities and realized a gain on its
income statement does not mean that the bank is trying to fudge its numbers. There are
all sorts of good reasons to sell securities for gains in the normal course of a bank’s
business. The realization of gains on sold investment securities just happens to be a
convenient technique often used by those banks that are trying to dress up their results.
Realizing Non-Recurring Gains on the Sale of Other Assets
In addition to realizing gains on the sale of investment securities, banks that want to
goose their income statements can also resort to the sale of other assets. Assets that may
have gains that can be harvested include loans, land and buildings, among others. Like
the realization of gains on sold securities, gains realized on the sale of other assets are
typically one-time events. In this context, however, it’s important to find out whether or
not the bank has a mortgage banking operation. If the company has a mortgage banking
operation, the regular sale of mortgage loans is likely to be a recurring part of its
business. The salient issue here is to distinguish between loan sales that are a regular part
of bank’s ongoing business and loan sales that are one-time in nature.
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Exhibit 6B
First Second Bancorp: Income Statement
Income Statement (in $000s)
In terest In co m e:
Interest on Fed Funds Sold
Interest on Investment Securities
Interest on Loans (incl. amortized loan fees)
Total Interest Income

2002
Reported

2002
A djusted

$

$

In terest Expen se:
Interest Expense on Deposits
Interest Expense on FHLB Borrowings
Interest Expense on Subordinated Debt
Interest Expense on TPS
Total Interest Expense
Net Interest Income before Provision
Provision for Loan Losses
Net Interest Income after Provision
No n -in terest In co m e:
Deposit Fees
Trust Fee Income
Mortgage Banking Fees
Gain on Sale of Securitization
Gain on Sale of Investment Securities
Total Non-Interest Income
No n -in terest Expen se:
Personnel
Occupancy & Equipment
Restructuring C harges
Other
Total Non-interest Expense

438
5,200
26,213
31,850

6,450
1,700
800
850
8,950

6,450
1,700
800
850
8,950

22,900
(1,200)
21,700

22,900
(1,800)
21,100

2,000
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
8,000

2,000
1,500
1,500
750
0
5,750

10,500
3,500
500
500
15,000

10,500
3,500
0
500
14,500
12,350
4,940
$ 7,410

Pre-Tax Income
Income Tax Provision
Net Income

$

14,700
5,880
8,820

Basic EPS
Fully -Diluted EPS

$
$

1.76
1.71

Basic Shares Outstanding
Fully -Diluted Shares Outstanding
Dividends Paid

438
5,200
26,213
31,850

$
$

1.48
1.44

5,000
5,150
3,087

5,000
5,150
3,087

1.65%
23.45%
4.79%
4.40%
51.02%
2.71%
1.49%

1.38%
19.70%
4.79%
4.40%
50.61%
2.71%
1.07%

Profitability Ratios
Return on Average Assets
Return on Average Equity
Net Interest Margin
Interest Rate Spread
Efficiency Ratio
Operating Expense/Average Assets
Non-Interest Income/Average Assets
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Booking Gains from Branch Sales
Banks occasionally decide to sell certain branch offices for strategic or financial
purposes. Typically, the selling bank is paid a premium for the branch’s deposits by the
purchaser. The premium paid by the purchaser might equate to anywhere from 3% to
15% of total deposits, depending on the quality of the deposits and the size and location
of the branch. Income from branch sales should always be viewed as nonrecurring in
nature.
Booking Aggressive Securitization Gains
Few issues in accounting have engendered as much consternation and confusion over
the last several years as Financial Accounting Standard 125 (FAS 125). FAS 125 dictates
the recording of income and the valuation of residual assets that arise from the
securitization of home equity loans, auto loans, and various other interest-earning assets.
Unfortunately, while FAS 125 provides general guidelines for determining income that
results from securitizations, a great deal – too much, in my opinion – is left to the
discretion of the company and its auditors. As a result of the proliferation of the
securitization process, it’s imperative to understand the basic concepts surrounding gain
on sale accounting. To that end, I have provided a primer on gain on sale accounting in
Appendix IV (at the end of this chapter).
After reading Appendix IV, you should come away with the understanding that gain on
sale revenue arising from the securitization process is somewhat ephemeral in nature and
should be taken with a grain of salt. Gain on sale revenue is dependent, after all, upon a
large number of assumptions, all of which may ultimately prove to be far wide of actual
results.
Returning to First Second Bancorp in Exhibit 6B, we see that the Bank recorded a $1.5
million gain on the sale of a securitization during 2002. For instructional purposes, I
have assumed in the “2002 Adjusted” column that the real gain that First Second should
have booked from the sale of this securitization (using more conservative assumptions to
calculate the gain) was $0.75 million. The details of the adjustment are not important
here as you can read Appendix IV for the myriad reasons such an adjustment might be
necessary. The important point is that one must be prepared to recalculate a bank’s
reported gain on sale in order to more conservatively reflect the company’s financial
statements.
Accelerating the Recognition of Discounts on Mortgage-Backed Securities
When a mortgage-backed security is purchased at a discount, the discount is amortized
into income over the expected life of the security. The expected life of the MBS is
estimated by assuming a certain prepayment assumption. If a bank’s management is
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looking for some additional income, it can increase the prepayment assumption on an
MBS purchased at a discount, thereby shortening its expected life and increasing the
portion of the discount booked as income in the current period.
Investing in a Risky Securities Portfolio
It is important to have a good understanding of the general composition of a bank’s
securities portfolio. While most depositories hold primarily short-dated Treasuries and
mortgage-backed securities in their investment portfolios, other institutions take a more
aggressive stance. Often, those banks that are more aggressive with their investments
eventually pay the piper in the form of higher charge-offs. Consequently, one should be
wary of bank investment portfolios that appear to have considerably higher yields than
those of its peers. Such higher yields may be an indicator of high risk in the securities
portfolio. Thus, while it’s difficult for a bank to actually manipulate earnings, per se,
through use of a high-yield investment portfolio, one should apply a higher discount rate
to cash flows associated with this higher level of risk.
Delaying Recognition of Bad Loans
As noted in Chapter 5, banks’ loan valuation and charge-off policies differ. Some banks
are conservative and are quick to classify questionable loans as non-performers and
charge off bad loans. Other banks are more aggressive – perhaps “optimistic” is a
gentler description – and slow on both counts. Thus, despite the fact that banks have
both independent auditors and regulatory examiners looking over their financial
statements and valuation policies, bank managements still have a fair amount of
flexibility where classification of problem loans is concerned.
From a financial statement perspective, conservative institutions with strong credit
cultures are quick to charge off loans and book the corresponding provisions. Such
actions result in lower current earnings and equity, but stronger earnings and higher
equity going forward, all else being equal. Conversely, aggressive institutions are slow to
charge off loans and book the corresponding provisions, which results in higher current
earnings and equity, but lower earnings and equity going forward, all else being equal.
Consequently, it’s a good idea to get a feel for the bank’s credit culture and whether
senior management is generally conservative or aggressive with respect to loan valuation
and charge-off policies. Unfortunately, this isn’t always easy and may require studying
the bank’s history and how management has handled problem credits in the past.
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Taking Aggressive Restructuring Charges
A bank typically takes a restructuring charge when it acquires another bank (to cover
investment banking and legal fees associated with the transaction, as well as severance
for laid off employees), exits a line of business (to cover severance and any loss on the
sale or disposal of the business), or has a large round of layoffs (to cover severance).
Companies that want to improve their reported earnings going forward will overstate the
costs associated with restructuring and bleed these excess “phantom” expenses back
through the income statement over time.
Admittedly, it is very difficult to detect this form of monkey business. What the investor
can do, however, is look at the size of the restructuring charge relative to either the size
of the deal or the number of employees being laid off, whichever metric is more
appropriate. If the number is unusually large, then perhaps management is borrowing
from the present to make the future look better.
In First Second Bancorp’s case, the company took a $0.5 million restructuring charge
during 2002 (the reason, for our purposes, is irrelevant). Because I have assumed that
the charge is truly one-time in nature and appropriate in size, I backed out the charge in
the “2002 Adjusted” column to get to the Bank’s core earnings.
Adjusting First Second Bancorp’s Results
In First Second’s case, a comparison of the two bottom lines in Exhibit 6B – “2002
Reported” and “2002 Adjusted” – shows the impact of backing out non-recurring gains
and expenses. The Bank reported $1.71 in fully-diluted EPS, representing a 1.65%
ROAA and a 23.45% ROAE. After making the proper adjustments, however, the Bank
earned just $1.44 in fully-diluted EPS, representing a 1.38% ROAA and an 19.70%
ROAE; very respectable results, to be sure, but meaningfully lower than its reported
results.
A Critique of GAAP Accounting
In general terms, GAAP does a reasonably good job of accurately portraying a bank’s
financial health. However, GAAP does have some weaknesses – GAAP-based financial
reporting does not always accurately measure performance. For example, when looking
at a bank with significant off-balance sheet activity, simple GAAP performance ratios
such as ROA and ROE are not as meaningful or easily compared with peers. GAAP
also ignores the performance of individual business segments and important information
related to customer demographics and profitability. Finally, GAAP financial reporting is
not forward-looking. Having said all that, the investment community understands
GAAP and its inherent weaknesses, which is why GAAP remains the crux of bank
financial analysis.
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A Final Note on Accounting Shenanigans
Clearly, the list presented above is not exhaustive regarding the various machinations
bank managements will go through in order to improve reported financial results. The
techniques mentioned herein, however, undoubtedly cover the vast majority of those
which management will employ in order to goose reported results.

It is important to realize, however, that simply because a bank sells assets for a
gain, records a gain from a branch sale, or invests in a few high-yield securities
does not, in and of itself, imply that the bank is trying to pull the wool over the
analyst’s eyes. Many of these activities arise as the result of sound business decisions

that have nothing to do with obfuscating the company’s underlying fundamentals.
Nevertheless, if the analyst is looking for areas in which bank management might be
playing games with the financial statements, the list provided in this chapter is a good
place to start.
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APPENDIX IV
GAIN ON SALE ACCOUNTING: A PRIMER
Financial Accounting Standard 125 (FAS 125) dictates the recording of income and the
valuation of residual assets that arise from the securitization of home equity loans, auto
loans, and various other interest-earning assets. While FAS 125 provides general
guidelines for determining income that results from securitizations, a great deal is left to
the discretion of the company and its auditors. As a result of the proliferation of the
securitization process, it’s imperative to understand the basic concepts surrounding gain
on sale accounting.
Basic Gain on Sale Model
In order to avoid going into all of the gory details of FAS 125, I have provided below in
Exhibit IVa a simplified general description of the manner in which a company
calculates its gain on sale revenue. This particular example involves the securitization of
subprime home equity loans, but the basic process is the same for all types of loans.
First, the lender calculates the weighted-average coupon rate (WAC) on the pool of loans
to be securitized (that is, the average rate the borrowers are paying to the lender). Next,
the following annualized costs are subtracted from the WAC to come up with the
annualized excess spread that the lender should earn on the securitized loan pool: (1) the
passthrough rate on the pool (that is, the rate paid to the owners of the mortgage-backed
securities that result from the loans having been pooled together and securitized); (2) the
cost of originating the loans, which is typically the premium paid to the brokers who
sourced the loans; (3) credit enhancement and trustee fees; (4) a loss assumption; and (5)
the cost of servicing the portfolio. The gain on sale percentage itself is simply the gain
on sale recorded as revenue for a particular securitization (or group of securitizations)
divided by the total dollar amount of loans securitized.
After the annualized excess spread is calculated, a constant conditional prepayment rate
(CPR) assumption must be made. The CPR indicates the annualized proportion of loans
that have prepaid or, as in the examples presented herein, are expected to prepay over a
prescribed period of time. In very general terms, a CPR of 25% equates to roughly a
four-year average life for the loan pool (or the reciprocal of the CPR); a CPR of 35%
equates to slighly less than a three-year average life for the loan pool, and so on.
As you can see from Table 2 in Exhibit IVa, an upward revision in the CPR assumption
from 25% to 35% reduces the gain on sale in our example by 223 bps, or 26%, holding
all other variables constant (except for the cost of production, which will have to be
spread over 2.9 years instead of 4 years). Consequently, gain on sale revenues originally
recorded using a 25% CPR would have to be revised downward by 26% if the true CPR
subsequently turned out to be 35%.
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As in the case of CPR assumptions, assumptions regarding loss rates will also have an
impact on the gain on sale calculation. The loss assumption is the annualized rate of
charge-offs expected over the average life of the loan pool. As you can see from Table
3, a 25 bp increase in the loss assumption (from 50 bps to 75 bps) results in a 75 bp
decline in the gain on sale in our example. Generally, prepayment speeds, as opposed to
loss rates, drive the economic income derived from home equity securitizations because
small changes in prepayment speeds have a larger effect on the gain on sale calculation
than small changes in loss rates. Unfortunately, as many subprime home equity lenders
and their investors discovered during 1997, mortgage prepayment speeds are typically
much less predictable than loss rates.
Exhibit IVa
Gain on Sale Accounting: An Illustration
Table 1: Gain on Sale Assuming 25% CPR and 50 bps in Annualized Losses

Table 2: Increase in CPR with Stable Annualized Loss Rate

Weighted-average coupon rate
Less: passthrough rate on securitization
Less: cost of production (origination costs)
Less: credit enhancement and trustee fees
Less: annualized loss assumption
Less: servicing
Annualized excess spread

Gain on Sale Assuming 35% CPR and 50 bps in Annualized Losses
Weighted-average coupon rate
Less: passthrough rate on securitization
Less: cost of production (origination costs)
Less: credit enhancement and trustee fees
Less: annualized loss assumption
Less: servicing
Annualized excess spread

Conditional prepayment rate assumption
Estimated average life of loan pool (in years)
Discount rate

11.00%
-6.50%
-0.50%
-0.20%
-0.50%
-0.50%
2.80%
25%
4.0
12%

Gain on sale

Conditional prepayment rate assumption
Estimated average life of loan pool (in years)
Discount rate
8.50%

Table 3: Constant CPR with an Increase in Annualized Losses
Gain on Sale Assuming 25% CPR and 75 bps in Annualized Losses
Weighted-average coupon rate
Less: passthrough rate on securitization
Less: cost of production (origination costs)
Less: credit enhancement and trustee fees
Less: annualized loss assumption
Less: servicing
Annualized excess spread
Conditional prepayment rate assumption
Estimated average life of loan pool (in years)
Discount rate
Gain on sale

11.00%
-6.50%
-0.70%
-0.20%
-0.50%
-0.50%
2.60%

35%
2.9
12%

Gain on sale

6.27%

Table 4: Increase in both CPR and Annualized Loss Rate

11.00%
-6.50%
-0.50%
-0.20%
-0.75%
-0.50%
2.55%

25%
4.0
12%

Gain on Sale Assuming 35% CPR and 75 bps in Annualized Losses
Weighted-average coupon rate
Less: passthrough rate on securitization
Less: cost of production (origination costs)
Less: credit enhancement and trustee fees
Less: annualized loss assumption
Less: servicing
Annualized excess spread
Conditional prepayment rate assumption
Estimated average life of loan pool (in years)
Discount rate

7.75%

Gain on sale

11.00%
-6.50%
-0.70%
-0.20%
-0.75%
-0.50%
2.35%

35%
2.9
12%
5.67%

Exhibit IVb displays the actual effects of restatement on the income statement and the
balance sheet under a fairly standard scenario; that is, one in which the original
assumptions used in calculating the gain on sale were those presented in Table 1 of
Exhibit IVa, while the subsequent economic reality of the securitization turned out to be
those presented in Table 4 of Exhibit IVa. While Exhibit IVb is greatly oversimplified
(in reality, the actual reduction in the interest-only strip asset would be much greater due
to a revaluation of additional securitizations aside from just the single securitization
shown in Table 1), it does a reasonable job of showing the basic effects of an earnings
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restatement (without any adjustment for taxes) resulting from the use of a revised set of
assumptions for a previously recorded gain on sale.
As you can see from Exhibits IVa and IVb, if the original assumptions used to calculate
gain on sale revenue from a securitization turn out to be slightly in error, a substantial
restatement of earnings may be in the cards. (Don’t worry about retracing the
calculations in Exhibit IVb – the math is correct, but I’m really just trying to make a
point.)
This sort of revision and others like it are what ultimately led to the downfall of several
subprime home equity lenders during the late-1990s. Typically, as shown in Exhibit IVb,
this restatement comes in the form of a write-down to the interest-only strip asset (or “I/O
strip”) on the balance sheet. This residual asset represents the present value of the
expected receipts from the excess spread of all of the currently active pools of loans
securitized by a company.
Exhibit IVb
Gain on Sale Accounting: An Illustration
Table 1: Gain on Sale Assuming 25% CPR and 50 bps in
Annualized Losses

Table 2: Restatement of Earnings Assuming a Gain on Sale Using
35% CPR and 75 bps in Annualized Losses

Original Assumptions

Restatement of Earnings and Revaluation of Interest-Only Strip

Revenues and Income
Securitized loan volume
Gain on sale %
Gain on sale
Gain on sale as a % of total revenue
Total revenue
Pre-tax margin
Pre-tax income
Balance Sheet
Interest-only strip
Other assets
Total assets
Total liabilities
Total equity

$
$
$
$

$

$

500,000,000
8.15%
40,750,000
75%
54,333,333
25%
13,583,333

Revenues and Income
Securitized loan volume
Gain on sale %
Gain on sale
Difference between old and new GOS
Total revenue
Pre-tax margin
Pre-tax income

250,000,000
250,000,000
500,000,000
375,000,000
125,000,000

Balance Sheet
Interest-only strip
Other assets
Total assets
Total liabilities
Total equity

$
$
$
$
$

$

$

500,000,000
5.67%
28,350,000
(12,400,000)
41,933,333
2.8%
1,183,333

237,600,000
250,000,000
487,600,000
375,000,000
112,600,000

Unfortunately, the example presented above dramatically oversimplifies the analysis of
securitization income and residual assets – the devil is in the details. Assuming that a
company's initial prepayment and loss assumptions turn out to be correct, there are still
issues to be resolved in order to get to the economic reality of the company's earnings.
Often, investors compare assumptions used to record gain on sale income from
securitizations by different companies, all the while assuming that all companies use the
same cash flow projection models. In fact, most cash flow projection models differ and
can produce dramatically different economic results from the same stated assumptions.
Some examples of differences in the application of gain on sale modeling are presented
below.
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Prepayment Speed Assumptions:
Monthly Prepayment Model vs. Annual Prepayment Model1
While some companies use gain on sale models that apply prepayment speeds to the
monthly declining principal balance, other companies use models that adjust the monthly
prepayment speeds upward to reflect the monthly declining principal balance. Exhibit
IVc shows clearly that the choice of model can result in a significant difference in the
quality of earnings that is reported.
As you can see, a company that uses the Annual Prepayment Model has a deeper
cushion than one that uses the Monthly Prepayment Model because the latter model
actually assumes a slower prepayment speed and higher cash flows relative to the former.
Consequently, use of the Monthly Prepayment Model leads to a higher reported gain on
sale than the Annual Prepayment Model. The Annual Prepayment Model is, in fact, a
more accurate depiction of the true CPR speed than the Monthly Prepayment Model.
However, in disclosing assumptions to investors, companies that used either
methodology would report the same CPR speed assumption (of 30% in this instance).
Exhibit IVc
Monthly Prepayment Model vs. Annual Prepayment Model
Monthly Prepayment Model
CPR %
Prepayments
Balance
Beg. Principal Balance
Month 1
Month 2
Month 3
Month 4
Month 5
Month 6
Month 7
Month 8
Month 9
Month 10
Month 11
Month 12

30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%

Reported CPR
Actual Annual CPR

30%
26%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,500
2,438
2,377
2,317
2,259
2,203
2,148
2,094
2,042
1,991
1,941
1,892

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100,000
97,500
95,063
92,686
90,369
88,110
85,907
83,759
81,665
79,624
77,633
75,692
73,800

Annual Prepayment Model
Adj. CPR % Prepayments
Balance

35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,928
2,843
2,759
2,679
2,600
2,524
2,450
2,378
2,309
2,241
2,175
2,112

$ 100,000
$ 97,072
$ 94,229
$ 91,470
$ 88,791
$ 86,191
$ 83,667
$ 81,217
$ 78,839
$ 76,530
$ 74,289
$ 72,114
$ 70,000

30%
30%

Loss Assumptions: Current Balance Model vs. Twelve Month Look Back Model2
While some companies use gain on sale models that apply the annual loss assumption to
the current monthly declining principal balance, other companies use models that apply
the annual loss asumption to the principal balance twelve months prior – called the
“Twelve Month Look Back Model.” The justification for using the Twelve Month Look
Back Model is that current losses are typically incurred on loans that became delinquent
about twelve months prior. Exhibit IVd shows how the Twelve Month Look Back
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Model will project higher losses than the Current Balance Model because the annual loss
assumption is applied to a higher principal balance under the former relative to the latter.
The important point here is that a company that uses the Twelve Month Look Back
Model has a bigger built-in margin for error than one that uses the Current Balance
Model. For accounting purposes, the Current Balance Model actually assumes lower
losses and higher cash flows than the Twelve Month Look Back Model. Consequently,
the Current Balance Model leads to a higher reported gain on sale than the Twelve
Month Look Back Model. The Twelve Month Look Back Model is, in fact, a more
accurate depiction of true annualized losses. However, once again, in disclosing
assumptions to investors, companies that used either methodology would report the
same annual loss assumption (of 80 bps in this instance).
Exhibit IVd
Current Balance Model vs. 12 Month Look Back Model
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10

Loss %
0.80%
0.80%
0.80%
0.80%
0.80%
0.80%
0.80%
0.80%
0.80%
0.80%

Current Balance Model
Losses ($)
Balance
$
$
100,000
$
560
$
70,000
$
392
$
49,000
$
274
$
34,300
$
192
$
24,010
$
134
$
16,807
$
94
$
11,765
$
66
$
8,235
$
46
$
5,765
$
32
$
4,035

Total Losses
% of Original Pool of Loans

$

1,791
1.79%

12 Month Look Back Model
Loss %
Losses ($)
Balance
0.80%
$
$ 100,000
0.80%
$
800
$ 70,000
0.80%
$
560
$ 49,000
0.80%
$
392
$ 34,300
0.80%
$
274
$ 24,010
0.80%
$
192
$ 16,807
0.80%
$
134
$ 11,765
0.80%
$
94
$
8,235
0.80%
$
66
$
5,765
0.80%
$
46
$
4,035
$

2,559
2.56%

Choice of Discount Rates
The final step in calculating the gain on sale from a securitization is to discount the
expected excess interest cash flows (total interest payments received less the interest
passed through to bond investors, servicing fees, credit enhancement, etc.) back to the
present. We have seen discount rates used in the sector for the same mortgage product range
from 9.5% to 20%. This, of course, makes absolutely no economic sense.
I have my own opinions as to what discount rates companies should be using for various
types of securitizations. However, as the purpose of this appendix is simply to present
explanations and illustrations of various gain on sale concepts, my opinions regarding
appropriate discount rates are largely irrelevant. The bottom line where discount rates
are concerned should be obvious: the use of a higher discount rate implies more
conservatism than a lower discount rate because a higher discount rate results in a lower
reported gain on sale.
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Cash-in vs. Cash-out Accounting
Most securitizers use initial excess interest cash flows to provide credit enhancement to
the senior bondholders through the build-up of an over-collateralization account. The
size of the over-collateralization account is determined by the ratings agencies. The
over-collateralization process may require that twelve months or more of excess interest
cash flows stay in the trust as over-collateralization deposits before any cash is released
to the owner of the residual securities (the company).
When discounting projected cash flows, some companies apply the discount rate to cash
flows as they are received by the trust (the "Cash-in" method), while other companies
apply the discount rate to cash flows as the company actually expects to receive them, or
as these cash flows are released to the company from the trust after over-collateralization
requirements have been met (the "Cash-out" method). The former methodology ignores
the timing difference between the receipt of cash by the trust and the release of cash to
the company. As a result, the Cash-in method will lead to a higher reported gain on sale
than the Cash-out method.3
Cash Flow Reality
As should be clear, securitizing loans engenders considerable negative cash flow. After
all, a big chunk of cash is used to underwrite the loans, but the cash flows the securitizer
receives come back over time, often a long period of time. In addition, the intial net
cash flows from the securitization often don’t flow to the securitizer, but rather into the
securitization’s trust in order to provide additional collateral for the bondholders.
Therefore, securitization is a major negative cash flow event. Securitizers hope that their
assumptions are correct and that they will ultimately receive the cash flows they’ve
projected, but obviously there’s no guarantee. Many financial companies were buried in
the latter half of the 1990s because they misunderstood the cash flow economics (and
the default characteristics) of their securitizations and ultimately ran out of cash.
Conclusion
There are myriad additional, more subtle issues surrounding gain on sale accounting that
are beyond the scope of this appendix. My goal here was merely to present an
abbreviated analysis of gain on sale accounting in order to emphasize its complexity
while at the same time providing investors with some level of understanding of the gain
on sale process.
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CHAPTER 7

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Regulatory Agencies
All institutions that hold federally-insured deposits are regulated to one degree or
another by some government entity. Exhibit 7A shows the primary regulatory body for
each type of bank and thrift. Examiners from these regulatory entities typically audit
each insured depository at least once a year and, if the company is having financial
difficulties, multiple times in a given year.
Exhibit 7A
Primary Regulators
Entity
National Bank Holding Company
National Bank
State-chartered Bank (member of Federal Reserve)
State-chartered Bank (not a member of Federal Reserve)
Thrift Holding Company
Federally-chartered Thrift
State-chartered Thrift

Primary
Regulator
FED
OCC
FED
FDIC
OTS
OTS
FDIC

* Most publicly-traded institutions file with the SEC for securities reporting purposes. Exceptions include those
institutions with less than 500 shareholders or less than $10 million in total assets.
OCC: Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
FDIC: Federal Deposit Insureance Corporation
FED: Federal Reserve Bank
OTS: Office of Thrift Supervision
SEC: Securities and Exchange Commission

Capital Standards
In addition to fulfilling an audit function, the federal regulatory bodies also set capital
standards for depositories. Depositories have to meet minimum capital requirements
because such capital is required to serve four primary purposes. First, capital allows
institutions to continue operating as going concerns during periods when operating
losses or other adverse financial results are affecting the institution – put simply, capital
absorbs losses. Second, capital provides a measure of assurance to the public that an
institution will continue to provide financial services even when losses have been
incurred, thereby strengthening confidence in the banking system. Third, capital helps
restrict excessive asset growth by requiring that such growth be funded by a
commensurate amount of additional capital. Finally, capital places its owners at risk of
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loss should the institution fail, thereby helping to minimize the potential “moral hazard”
associated with operating a depository.
Regulators divide capital into two layers: Tier 1 and Tier 2. Exhibit 7B details the
components of Tier 1 Capital (“Core Capital”) and Tier 2 Capital (“Suplementary
Capital”).
Exhibit 7B
Regulatory Capital Components
Tier 1 Capital ("Core Capital") =
+
+
-

Common stockholders' equity 1
Noncumulative perpetual preferred stock 2
Minority interests in consolidated subsidiaries
Unrealized gains on AFS securities
Intangible assets 3
Investments in certain securities subsidiaries
Deferred tax assets in excess of 10% of Core Capital
1

Common stock and related surplus, undivided profits, disclosed capital reserves,
and foreign currency translation adjustments, less net unrealized losses on
available-for-sale equity securities with readily determinable fair value

2

Noncummulative perpetual preferred stock can account for a maximum of 25% of
(Tier 1 Capital + Intangible Assets); any amounts above 25% are disallowed
as Tier 1 Capital, but this excess qualifies as Tier 2 Capital.

3

Excluding limited amounts of mortgage servicing rights and purchased credit
card relationships

Tier 2 Capital ("Supplementary Capital") =
+
+
+
+

Allowances for loan losses, up to a maximum of 1.25% of risk-weighted assets
Cumulative perpetual preferred stock and preferred stock with original maturities of at least 20 years
Hybrid capital instruments, including mandatory convertible debt
Term subordinated debt and intermediate-term preferred stock 1
Up to 45% of the pre-tax net unrealized holding gain on AFS equity securities
(Note: Tier 2 Capital is limited to 100% of Tier 1 Capital)
1

The aggregate amount of term subordinated debt and intermediate-term preferred
stock is limited to 50% of Tier 1 capital

Total Risk-Based Capital =
Tier 1 Capital
+ Tier 2 Capital
- Investments in unconsolidated banking and finance subsidiaries
- Reciprocal holdings of capital instruments of other banks
Source: Federal Reserve Bank

Exhibit 7C shows the regulatory capital requirements for banks and thrifts. In order for
an institution to meet the minimum regulatory capital requirements to be classified as
“adequately capitalized,” Tier 1 Capital must equal at least 4% of adjusted total assets
and 4% of risk-weighted assets (except in the case of thrifts, as noted), and Total Capital
must equal at least 8% of risk-weighted (or “risk adjusted”) assets. In order for an
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institution to meet the minimum regulatory capital requirements to be classified as “well
capitalized,” Tier 1 Capital must equal at least 5% of adjusted total assets and 6% of riskweighted assets, and Total Capital must equal at least 10% of risk-weighted assets.
Exhibit 7C
Regulatory Capital Ratios

Regulatory Capital Ratio
Tier 1 capital to adjusted total assets (Leverage Ratio)
Tier 1 capital to risk-weighted assets
Total capital to risk-weighted assets

To be
Categorized as
"Undercapitalized"

Regulatory
Minimum to be
Categorized as
"Adequately Cap."

Regulatory
Minimum to be
Categorized as
"Well Capitalized"

< 4.00%
< 4.00%*
< 8.00%

4.00%
4.00%*
8.00%

5.00%
6.00%
10.00%

* Not applicable for Thrifts
Source: Federal Reserve Bank & Office of Thrift Supervision

To calculate “risk-adjusted assets,” assets are weighted according to the regulators’
assessment of relative risk among asset classes. Exhibit 7D stratifies the various asset
classes by risk and provides the risk weighting applied to each by the regulatory bodies.
Exhibit 7E applies this analysis to First Second’s balance sheet to come up with the
Bank’s regulatory capital ratios as of year-end 2002. As you can see, First Second easily
meets the hurdles required to be considered “well capitalized.”
Exhibit 7D
Major Risk Categories and Risk Weights
Asset Category
Cash and cash items
Balances due from Fed
US Treasury securities
US Agency securities (full faith)
Federal Reserve Stock
Unfunded commitments < 1 Year
Unrealized gain/loss on AFS securities
Loans secured by cash ("CD loans")
Intangible assets
Cash items in process of collection
Due from banks
US Agency securities (not full faith)
FHLB stock
Unfunded commitment participated
Fed Funds Sold
Guaranteed portion of SBA & Student loans
Unfunded commitments > 1 Year
First mortgage loans (1-4 Residential)
First mortgage loans (Multifamily)
All other loans
OREO
Common stocks
Mutual funds
Corporate bonds
Letter of credit
Premises and equipment
All other assets
Source: Federal Reserve Bank

Risk
Weight
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
50%
50%
50%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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Exhibit 7E
First Second Bancorp: Calculation of Regulatory Capital Ratios
Tier 1, Tier 2 and Total Capital Ratios

YE2002

Common stockholders' equity
Noncumulative perpetual preferred stock
Unrealized gains on AFS securities
Minority interests in consolidated subsidiaries
Intangible assets
Investments in certain securities subsidiaries
Deferred tax assets in excess of 10% of Core Capital
Total Tier 1 Capital

$

ALL, up to a maximum of 1.25% of risk-weighted assets
Preferred stock with original maturities of at least 20 years
Hybrid capital instruments, including mandatory convertible debt
Term subordinated debt and intermediate-term preferred stock
45% of pre-tax net unrealized gains on AFS equity securities
Supplemental Tier 2 Capital
Total Capital
Risk-Weighted Assets
Asset
Cash and cash items
Due from Fed
US Treasury securities
US Agency securities (full faith)
Federal Reserve Stock
Unfunded commitments < 1 Year
Loans secured by cash ("CD loans")
Intangible assets
Cash items in process of collection
Due from banks
US Agency securities (not full faith)
FHLB stock
Unfunded commitment participated
Fed Funds Sold
Guaranteed loans (SBA & Student)
Unfunded commitments > 1 Year
First mortgage loans (1-4 Residential)
First mortgage loans (Multifamily)
All other loans
OREO
Common stocks
Mutual funds
Corporate bonds
Letter of credit
All other assets

Tier 1 capital to adjusted total assets (Lev. Ratio)
Tier 1 capital to risk-weighted assets
Total capital to risk-weighted assets

$

4,674
0
0
10,000
225
14,899

$

59,632

Risk
Weighting
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
50%
50%
50%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Total Assets
Adjusted Total Assets (Total Assets - Intangibles)
Total Risk-Weighted Assets

Regulatory Capital Ratios

$

40,233
10,000
(500)
0
(5,000)
0
0
44,733

Actual YE
2002 Amount
$

$

10,000
0
54,000
24,000
5,000
30,000
0
5,000
0
24,883
0
5,000
0
25,000
0
30,000
0
20,000
277,661
1,250
0
0
20,000
10,000
29,000
570,794

$
$
$

570,794
565,794
373,888

Risk-Weighted
Amount
$

$

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4,977
0
1,000
0
5,000
0
15,000
0
10,000
277,661
1,250
0
0
20,000
10,000
29,000
373,888

First Second
Bancorp
YE2002

Regulatory
Minimum
Requirement

Regulatory
Minimum to be
Categorized as
"Well-Capitalized"

7.91%
11.96%
15.95%

4.00%
4.00%
8.00%

5.00%
6.00%
10.00%
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In the real world of bank analysis, it’s difficult to calculate a company’s risk-adjusted
assets because some of the items included are “off-balance sheet” items that can create
contingent obligations. Consequently, although one can generate a rough approximation
of risk-adjusted assets using basic financial statements, we must rely on the banks
themselves and on reports filed with the various regulatory bodies for precise
information on risk-adjusted assets.
Informal and Formal Actions
When an institution fails to meet the minimum regulatory capital requirements, or is
found to be in an unsatisfactory condition in some other manner, the penalties can be
severe, ranging from the initiation of informal or formal actions to closure. Informal
actions represent the final supervisory step before formal enforcement proceedings are
initiated. While moral suasion remains the primary informal corrective tool, the federal
bank regulatory agencies have broad enforcement powers under the Federal Deposit
Insurance Act to issue formal actions.
Informal actions are voluntary commitments made by the board of directors of a
financial institution. They are designed to correct identified deficiencies and ensure
compliance with federal and state banking laws and regulations. Informal actions are

neither publicly disclosed nor legally enforceable.

The most common informal enforcement actions used by the federal bank regulatory
agencies are the Board Resolution and Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Board
Resolutions are informal commitments developed and adopted by a financial institution’s
board of directors/trustees, often at the request of a federal bank regulator, directing the
institution’s personnel to take corrective action regarding specific noted deficiencies. A
Memorandum of Understanding is an informal agreement between an institution and a
federal bank regulator designed to address and correct identified weaknesses in an
institution’s compliance or Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) posture. An MOU is
typically used in place of a board resolution when the regulatory body has reason to
believe that deficiencies noted during an examination may not be addressed adequately
by an institution’s board resolutions.
Formal actions are measures taken against financial institutions by federal bank
regulators as a result of serious regulatory infractions. Each situation and circumstance
determines the most appropriate formal action to be taken, which may include the
following:
•

Termination of Insurance: The institution’s deposit insurance is terminated.
This action may only be taken by the FDIC. For all intents and purposes, a
depository must shut down if its deposit insurance is terminated. Who, after all,
is going to deposit money with an institution that has lost its deposit insurance?
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•

Cease-and-Desist Order (C&D): Issued to halt violations of law committed
by an institution as well as to require affirmative action to correct any condition
resulting from such violations. By ordering an institution to cease and desist
from harmful practices and/or take affirmative actions to end such harmful
practices, the federal regulator may prevent the problems facing the institution
from reaching such serious proportions as to require more severe enforcement
actions.

•

Temporary Cease-and-Desist Order: Issued in the most severe situations to
halt particularly egregious practices pending formal hearings on permanent
C&Ds.

•

Removal and Prohibition Order: An order for the removal of a director,
officer, employee, controlling stockholder or agent (Institution Affiliated Parties, or
IAPs) for an insured depository institution. The prohibition may be for specific
activities or may be industry wide.

•

Temporary Suspension Order: An order for the temporary suspension of an
IAP pending a hearing on an Order of Removal if the individual’s continued
participation poses an immediate threat to the institution or to the interest of the
institution’s depositors.

•

Suspension Order: Issued to IAPs who are charged with felonies involving
dishonesty or a breach of trust pending the disposition of criminal charges.

•

Civil Money Penalties: Monetary penalties assessed to sanction an institution
or IAP according to the degree of culpability and severity of the violation and
also to deter future occurrences.

•

Investigation: Conducted to obtain needed information or evidence.

Occasionally, bank investors also come across written agreements between institutions and
their regulators. Although sounding less offensive than a C&D, a C&D is, in fact, a
form of written agreement. In addition, other forms of written agreements often
accompany formal actions. Consequently, any mention of written agreements needs to
be taken very seriously.
In a nutshell, once a formal action has been initiated against a financial institution, the
institution has serious problems. Unless you’re a professional, you should avoid
investing in companies that are operating under formal actions because such companies
are typically very difficult to analyze without considerable experience and expertise.
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Formal actions can be lifted or removed after several months, but typically this process
takes at least a year. Once an institution has fallen out of favor with the regulators, it
often takes years to regain favor. In these situations, it’s important to understand the
mindset of a regulator. Bank regulators are government employees who draw relatively
meager salaries. The upside, however, to being a regulator is that it’s pretty hard to get
fired unless you commit a major snafu, and even then it’s still difficult to be forced out.
So, understanding this dynamic, put yourself in the position of a regulator who’s just
slapped a C&D on a bank. Are you going to lift the C&D at the first sign that the bank
is healthy? Of course not. In fact, you’re probably going to wait until the very latest
justifiable date possible to lift the C&D because you gain nothing by lifting it any earlier. If,
however, you lift the C&D too early and there are still problems with the institution that
later cause it to go bankrupt, well, then you might have a real problem on your hands.

The moral of this story is: Once an institution gets into trouble with the
regulators, it can take a lot longer than any reasonable person could conceive for
the institution to have its formal action(s) lifted.
Exhibit 7F
Regulatory Provisions
Category

Mandatory Provisions

Discretionary Provisions

1. Well capitalized

None

None

2. Adequately capitalized

1. No brokered deposits, except with FDIC
approval

None

3. Undercapitalized

1.
2.
3.
4.

Suspend management fees and dividends
Require capital restoration plan
Restrict asset growth
Approval required for acquisitions, branching,
and new activities
5. No brokered deposits

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4. Significantly Undercapitalized

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Same as for "Undercapitalized"
2. Conservatorship or receivership if bank fails
to submit or implement plan or recapitalize
pursuant to order

5. Critically Undercapitalized

1. Same as for "Significantly Undercapitalized"
2. Receiver/conservator within 90 days
3. Receiver if still "Critically Undercapitalized"
four quarters after becoming "Critically
Undercapitalized"
4. Suspend payments on subordinated debt
5. Restrict certain other activities

Same as for "Undercapitalized"
Order recapitalization
Restrict interaffiliate transactions
Restrict deposit interest rates
Pay of officers and directors restricted

Source: Federal Reserve Bank
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APPENDIX V
A BRIEF HISTORY OF MAJOR BANKING LEGISLATION
While this isn’t a history text, a little knowledge of major banking legislation goes a
long way. Consequently, this is a very brief history of major banking regulation.
From the mid-1800s to the 1940s, three major sets of laws were established:

National Bank Act, 1863: Established the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency,
which has primary responsibility for supervising all national banks.

Federal Reserve Board, 1913: Established the Federal Reserve Board, which sets
monetary policy, has supervisory duties, serves as the lender of last resort and operates
the nation’s payments mechanism.

Glass-Steagall Act and Federal Deposit Insurance Act, 1933: Congressional acts that

(1) prohibited commercial banks from being affiliated with brokerage firms, (2) imposed
margin requirements for stock purchases (3) established interest rate ceilings on deposits
at commercial banks through Regulation Q, and (4) created the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation to guarantee that depositors would never again lose their life
savings as happened during the Great Depression. Today, accounts are insured up to
$100,000 per depositor per bank. FDIC insurance is mandatory for all national and
state-chartered banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System.
A summary of the major banking regulations enacted since the 1940s is as follows:

Bank Holding Company Act of 1956: Required Federal Reserve Board approval for
the establishment of a bank holding company and prohibited bank holding companies
headquartered in one state from acquiring a bank in another state, among other things.

Truth in Lending Act (Regulation Z): The Truth-in-Lending Act (Reg. Z) was passed
in 1968 to ensure that lenders provided, in easily understood terms, the obligations of a
borrower under a loan. One intent of the act was to enhance borrowers’ ability to
compare the terms of the various loans available to them. To do this, the Federal
Reserve required all lenders to provide borrowers with written information on the cost
of credit, including the finance charge and annual percentage rate assessed on loans.1
Bank Secrecy Act: The Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) was passed by Congress in 1970. The

law, and subsequent regulations, requires banks and other financial institutions to report
certain transactions to government regulatory agencies. These transactions include
deposits or withdrawals of more than $10,000 in cash in a day, or purchase of monetary
instruments (money orders, cashiers checks, travelers checks) with more than $3,000 of
cash. For such transactions, the bank must report certain information about the person
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doing the transaction, such as address and occupation in a “current transaction report”
(or CTR). If it appears the person is in any way attempting to circumvent the report, the
Bank must file a “suspicious activity report” (or SAR) with the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (or FINCEN).2

Equal Credit Opportunity Act (Regulation B): Reg. B implements the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act (ECOA) of 1974, which prohibits lenders from discriminating against
credit applicants on the basis of age, race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital
status, or receipt of income from public assistance programs. The regulation also
provides guidelines about how lenders are to evaluate credit information. Although the
ECOA is part of the Consumer Credit Protection Act, the term “consumer credit” is
misleading. The act explicitly states that no applicant, including applicants for
commercial loans, may be denied a loan based on personal characteristics or conduct
unrelated to creditworthiness.3
Among other things, Reg. B requires that banks give loan applicants written notification
of the reasons why their loan was turned down. In addition, the ECOA prohibits
lenders from automatically requiring the signature of the spouse as guarantor, endorser
or consignor of an obligation of an applicant for any type of credit.

Community Reinvestment Act (Reg. BB): Congress enacted the Community
Reinvestment Act (CRA) in 1977 to address unfair treatment of prospective borrowers
by financial institutions on the basis of arbitrary considerations, such as geographic
location. For example, some institutions were accused of “redlining,” which is the
practice of excluding potential borrowers simply because they were from a certain area
of town regardless of whether they otherwise met all other criteria of creditworthiness.
In general terms, CRA requirements are more stringent for larger banks than for smaller
banks.4

Regulation O: Reg. O implements the insider transaction provisions of the Financial

Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate Control Act of 1978. It places tight restrictions
on the extension of credit by a Federal Reserve member bank (which includes all
national banks) to its executive officers, directors, and principal shareholders. Loans to
correspondent banks and to companies controlled by these individuals also are closely
governed by Regulation O. This regulation applies to all banks with FDIC-insured
deposits.5

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act (FDICIA): Set of laws

passed in 1991 that greatly increased the powers and authority of the FDIC. Major
provisions recapitalized the Bank Insurance Fund and allowed the FDIC to strengthen
the fund by borrowing from the Treasury. The act mandated a least-cost resolution
method and prompt resolution approach to problem and failing banks and ordered the
creation of a risk-based deposit insurance assessment scheme. Brokered deposits and the
solicitation of deposits were restricted, as were the non-bank activities of insured state
banks. FDICIA created new supervisory and regulatory examination standards and put
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forth new capital requirements for banks. It also expanded prohibitions against insider
activities and created new Truth in Savings provisions.6

Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act (FIRREA):

Virtually all depositories, regulators and customers are affected in some way by FIRREA.
Title XI of FIRREA – the Appraisal Reform Amendments – has a profound effect on
real estate appraisers and financial institutions that use their services. FIRREA requires
states to enact appraiser licensing and certification programs. It also created the
Appraisal Subcommittee of the Federal Financial Institution Examination Council
(FFIEC) and gave it broad appraisal oversight responsibility.
FIRREA regulation can be summed up in two words: loan repayment. Every
component of the regulation is geared toward providing a bank’s loan decision makers
with complete, reliable, and substantive information about the real estate it proposes to
accept as collateral.7

Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency Act: Riegle-Neal allowed

for nationwide interstate banking after September 29, 1995 and interstate branching for
national banks after June 1, 1997, regardless of state law. States, however, retained the
option to then choose to allow branching for both state and national banks before June
1, 1997, or to prohibit interstate branching for all banks. Another provision of the
Riegle-Neal Act allows affiliate banks within bank holding companies to effectively act as
branches for each other, accepting deposits, collecting payments and providing other
customer services. More than forty states have passed legislation authorizing interstate
branching.

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB Act): The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 2000 repealed
those provisions of the Glass-Steagall Act and the Bank Holding Company Act that
restricted the ability of bank holding companies ("BHCs") to affiliate with securities
firms and insurance companies. The GLB Act authorizes qualifying BHCs to operate as
financial holding companies ("FHCs") and to engage in a diversified range of financial
activities. In addition to controlling depository institutions, permissible activities for
FHCs include conducting securities underwriting and dealing, serving as an insurance
agent and insurance underwriter, acting as a futures commission merchant, and engaging
in merchant banking. Permissible activities also include those that the Federal Reserve
and the Secretary of the Treasury jointly determine to be financial in nature or incidental
to financial activities, or that the Federal Reserve determines is complementary to a
financial activity and does not pose a substantial risk to the safety and soundness of
depository institutions or the financial system generally. Under the GLB Act, the Federal
Reserve has supervisory oversight authority and responsibility for BHCs, including
BHCs that operate as FHCs.8
The Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools
Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA PATRIOT Act): A U.S.
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law enacted in 2001 in response to the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. In many
respects an extension of the Bank Secrecy Act, the USA PATRIOT Act is an extremely
complex and lengthy piece of legislation containing 158 sections and amending over 15
federal statutes that significantly expands the anti-money laundering obligations of banks
and other companies. Much of it incorporates previous foreign intelligence acts,
particularly the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. Amended statutes include laws
governing criminal procedure, computer fraud, foreign intelligence, wiretapping and
immigration. Also contained are provisions dealing with financial assistance to victims
of terrorism, increased benefits for public-safety workers and consumer protection from
fraudulent charitable solicitations after an attack.9
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CHAPTER 8

BANK ACQUISITIONS 101
As mentioned in Chapter 1, over 4,000 banks and thrifts have been acquired by larger
institutions over the last 10 years in the United States. Despite this consolidation, the
United States has the highest number of banks per capita in the world by a huge margin.
Thus, with over 7,500 banks and 1,500 thrifts remaining – and new institutions starting
up every week (de novo banks) – consolidation will remain a fact of life in the banking
industry for many years to come. Consequently, it’s important for bank investors to
understand the basics of bank acquisitions – that is, the strategic and financial rationale
underlying bank acquisitions as well as the rudiments of the accounting involved.
Rationale for Acquiring another Institution
The ultimate rationale for acquiring another institution should be to increase the value of
the acquirer’s franchise; this isn’t always the case, but in theory it should be. Among the
various benefits that a buyer may attempt to reap from a particular acquisition are the
following:

Achieve economies of scale: In most acquisitions, significant expense reductions can
be achieved through the elimination of redundancies in senior management and
operations functions. The goal here is to achieve economies of scale by spreading
reduced operating expenses across a larger asset base.
Grow market share: The acquirer wants to increase its presence or market power in a

particular market.

Gain access to new markets or customers: The acquirer wants to move into a new
geographical market or gain access to a particular customer base.
Reduce risk: The acquirer wants to reduce the risk in its business or balance sheet.
Remove a competitor: The acquirer wants to reduce competition in its market by
acquiring a competitor.

Rationale for Selling an Institution
While the most common rationale for selling an institution is so that management can
“cash out” – that is, management feels compelled to take advantage of a price that is too
good to pass up – some additional reasons include the following:
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Maximize shareholder value: Maximize the value of the bank for its shareholders by
taking advantage of a rich offer.

Provide succession for aging management: The senior management teams and

Boards of Directors of many community banks often don’t put into place a succession
plan as time passes. Consequently, as management and the Board (often the founders of
the bank) age, selling to a well-managed acquirer is often the best way of handling the
succession issue.

Retirement or estate planning for large shareholders: A bank may decide to sell if its

CEO (or other senior officer) is a large shareholder and has decided to retire, or if a large
shareholder has decided that a sale of the institution will solve potential problems related
to estate planning.

Limited opportunities for growth: As opportunities for growth diminish, it becomes
harder to grow earnings and shareholder value. When a company reaches this stage in its
life cycle, the best option for shareholders is often a sale of the institution.

Eliminate regulatory issues: When a bank gets in trouble with regulators over asset

quality, operational, or other issues, the institution sometimes decides it’s easier to sell
itself than try to comply with the additional regulatory requirements. In addition, some
smaller banks ultimately conclude that the costs associated with complying with industrywide regulations are prohibitive.

Increasing costs to compete: A bank may sell itself after concluding that the costs
associated with maintaining a competitive position are prohibitive.
Merger Timeline
A bank merger is a long and arduous process. The various parties involved have to deal
not only with the myriad issues that come up in non-bank mergers, but also with
regulatory issues.
Once a bank has made the decision to sell and has hired an investment banker to
represent it in the acquisition process, the procedural timeline is relatively similar from
one transaction to the next. Exhibit 8A illustrates the approximate timing of the various
major merger-related events.
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Exhibit 8A
Key Events in the Transaction Process
EVENT

0-30

31-60

Month 1

Month 2

61-90

DAYS
91-120

121-150

151-180

Month 5

Month 6

IB Rep conducts due diligence
Select prospective acquirors
Confidential Memorandum is completed
Initial indications received
Formal merger discussions
Prospective acquiror due diligence
Seller selects acquiror
Definitive agreement negotiated
Fairness opinion issued
DEAL ANNOUNCED PUBLICLY
Press release issued
Investor calls / presentations
Prepare and file regulatory applications
Prepare and file SEC documents
Prepare and mail shareholder materials
Shareholder review and approval
Regulatory review
SEC review
Execution of closing documents
DEAL CLOSES
Month 3
Month 4
CALENDAR

Source: Matt Allen

During the first 30 days after hiring an investment banker for representation, the
investment banker conducts due diligence on the seller, assists the bank in compiling a list
of prospective acquirers, and creates a confidential memorandum to be distributed to the
prospective acquirers.
During the second month of the process, initial indications of interest are received from
the prospective acquirers, the investment banker and the bank’s management team weigh
the pros and cons of the various offers, and formal discussions begin with the acquirers
that have presented the most attractive offers.
Following the formal discussions, the potential acquirers conduct due diligence on the
seller. Once due diligence is completed, the seller selects the acquirer with whom it
wants to merge. Next, a definitive agreement is negotiated between the seller and acquirer.
Finally, a third party – typically another investment bank – issues a fairness opinion, which
basically states that the deal is fair to the selling shareholders, thus giving the deal a legal
seal of approval (and insulating the selling bank’s management from future legal liability)
from an independent third party.
At last, almost three months into the process, the deal is announced publicly via a press
release. In cases where publicly-traded companies are involved, a period of
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communication with the two institutions’ shareholder base ensues following the press
release in order to explain and gain support for the transaction.
Next, applications are prepared and filed with the appropriate banking regulatory
authorities and, in the case of a publicly-traded company in which the buyer is using
securities as part of the consideration, a prospectus/proxy statement (S-4) is prepared and
filed with the SEC. In an all-cash deal, generally only the seller prepares and files a 14A
proxy statement.
During the fifth month of the process the bank regulators and the SEC separately review
the documents they’ve received. In some cases, the bank regulators and/or the SEC will
request additional information before rendering their decision. Assuming the SEC
approves of the proxy, shareholders of both banks vote on the transaction. A merger
requires a positive vote of the shareholders owning a majority (sometimes two-thirds) of
the outstanding common stock.
After the merger is approved by the banks’ shareholders and the bank regulatory
authorities, the deal’s closing documents are executed and, at last, the deal is closed.
The description presented above is a good representation of the timeline for a typical
bank acquisition. Depending on the complexity or size of the deal, however, the
timeline can be shortened a bit or extended by several months. Generally, regulatory
approval is the culprit when a transaction’s closing is delayed.
Basic Acquisition Math
In Exhibit 8B, I’ve created Banks A(cquirer) and S(eller) to illustrate a simple bank
acquisition under two different scenarios. In both acquisition scenarios, I’ve assumed an
all-stock transaction under which Bank A issues stock in exchange for all of the
outstanding shares of Bank S. As you can see, Bank A is a $500 million-asset bank
trading at $17 per share, 13.5x EPS and 213% of Book Value. Bank S is a $200 millionasset bank trading at $12 per share, 12.3x EPS and 160% of Book Value.
In Scenario 1, Bank A acquires Bank S for $16 per share and eliminates 30% of Bank S’s
operating (that is, noninterest) expenses. In this scenario, $17 million of goodwill (for
simplicity’s sake, we’ll leave aside the issue of core deposit intangibles) is created (deal
value of $32 million less Bank S’s tangible book value of $15 million) and the combined
company has $19.9 million in operating expenses ($15 million plus 70% of $7 million).
Using the assumptions in Scenario 1, the acquisition of Bank S is accretive to Bank A’s
EPS. Which is to say that Bank A’s EPS increase – in this case by 10% – as a result of
the transaction. Far more often than not, a deal that is 10% accretive is a good
transaction for the acquirer, all else being equal.
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Exhibit 8B
Acquisition Example: Bank A(cquirer) Purchases Bank S(eller)

Bank A
(Acquirer)
Balance Sheet
Tangible Assets
Goodwill
Total Assets
Liabilities
Shareholders' Equity
Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity
Average Assets
Average Equity
Income Statement
Net interest income after provision
Non-interest income
Non-interest expense
Pre-tax income
Taxes (at 40%)
Net income
EPS
Book Value per Share
Tangible Book Value per Share
Shares Outstanding

$

$

500,000
0
500,000
460,000
40,000
500,000

$
$

$

$

$
$
$
$
$

ROAA
ROAE
Trading Assumptions
Price per Share
Price/Earnings
Price/Book Value
Price/Tangible Book Value

Bank S
(Seller)
$

$

200,000
0
200,000
185,000
15,000
200,000

475,000
36,700

$
$

22,500
3,000
(15,000)
10,500
(4,200)
6,300
1.26
8.00
8.00
5,000

$

$

$
$
$
$
$

1.33%
17.17%

$

17.00
13.5 x
213%
213%

Deal Assumptions
Price Paid per Share for Bank S
Price/Earnings
Price/Book Value
Premium to Market
Aggregate Deal Value
Shares Issued
Conversion Ratio
Cost Savings (as % of S's non-interest expense)
Goodwill Created

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

S Acquired at
$16 per Share
30% Cost Saves

S Acquired at
$21 per Share
20% Cost Saves

Pro-Forma

Pro-Forma

$

$

700,000
17,000
717,000
645,000
72,000
717,000

$

700,000
27,000
727,000
645,000
82,000
727,000

185,000
14,025

$
$

677,000
67,725

$
$

687,000
77,725

9,250
1,000
(7,000)
3,250
(1,300)
1,950
0.98
7.50
7.50
2,000

$

31,750
4,000
(19,900)
15,850
(6,340)
9,510
1.38
10.46
7.99
6,882

$

31,750
4,000
(20,600)
15,150
(6,060)
9,090
1.22
10.98
7.36
7,471

$

$
$
$
$
$

1.05%
13.90%

$

12.00
12.3 x
160%
160%

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

1.40%
14.04%

1.32%
11.70%

$

17.00
12.3 x
163%
213%

$

17.00
14.0 x
155%
231%

$

16.00
16.4 x
213%
33%
32,000
1,882
0.941 x
30%
17,000

$

21.00
21.5 x
280%
75%
42,000
2,471
1.235 x
20%
27,000

$

$

$

$

From Bank A's Perspective
EPS Accretion (Dilution)
Per Share Book Value Accretion (Dilution)
Per Share Tang. Book Value Accretion (Dilution)

10%
31%
0%

-3%
37%
-8%

From Bank S's Perspective
EPS Accretion (Dilution)
Per Share Book Value Accretion (Dilution)
Per Share Tang. Book Value Accretion (Dilution)

33%
31%
0%

54%
81%
21%

The transaction illustrated in Scenario 1 also appears to be a good deal for Bank S, as it is
significantly accretive to Bank S shareholders’ proportional ownership in the combined
EPS, book value and tangible book value of Bank A. Thus, assuming the assumptions in
Scenario 1 prove accurate, the transaction appears to be a win-win for the shareholders
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of both Banks A and S. [Here’s how the EPS accretion/dilution math works from Bank
S’s perspective in Scenario 1: $1.38 EPS (combined) × 0.941x (conversion ratio) ÷ $0.98
EPS (Bank S alone) – 1 = 33%. The conversion ratio in this example is calculated as
follows: 1,882 (shares issued in the transaction) ÷ 2,000 (Bank S’s shares outstanding).]
While measuring the prospective success or failure of a proposed acquisition purely on
the basis of accretion is not a good idea, evaluating accretion is a critical element of deal
analysis. Many analysts, in fact, look solely at the level of estimated accretion in a
transaction when determining whether such a deal is beneficial to the acquiring
company’s shareholders. While such a heavy reliance on accretion is flawed, in my
opinion, it is a market reality in the short term and, consequently, I won’t minimize its
importance herein.
Which brings us to Scenario 2, in which Bank A acquires Bank S for $21 per share and
eliminates 20% of Bank S’s operating expenses. In this scenario, $27 million of
goodwill is created (deal value of $42 million less Bank S’s tangible book value of $15
million) and the combined company has $20.6 million in operating expenses ($15 million
plus 80% of $7 million). Using the assumptions in Scenario 1, the acquisition of Bank S
is dilutive to Bank A’s EPS. Which is to say that Bank A’s EPS decline – in this case by
3% – as a result of the transaction. More often than not, a dilutive deal is not a good
transaction for the acquirer’s shareholders, all else being equal.
Importantly, I’ve excluded the impact of one-time merger-related transaction costs in
both examples in order to simplify the analyses. Such costs include change of control
payments to the seller’s senior executives, severance costs related to any employees
subsequently laid off, additions to the loan loss reserve (if necessary), asset write-downs
(if necessary), investment banking fees and legal fees, among other things. These costs
can amount to anywhere from 5% to 15% (or more) of the total deal value on an aftertax basis. While such costs do not affect the bottom line of the combined company on a
going forward basis, they do reduce the equity of the combined company by the after-tax
total of such expenses.
How Acquirers Add Value in the Acquisition Process
Of the efficiency gains that acquirers attempt to realize in an acquisition, a reduction in
operating expenses is the primary action that acquirers undertake in order to improve the
profitability of the banks they buy. In fact, most mergers are motivated by the belief that
a significant amount of redundant operating costs can be eliminated through the
consolidation of activities such as finance, accounting and back office operations (e.g.,
data processing). Truly skilled acquirers, however, can also realize incremental value by
implementing superior product pricing strategies (e.g., rationalizing deposit costs),
increasing non-interest income via additional products and services and eliminating
unprofitable or risky business lines.
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Small banks often are not adept at product pricing and this is particularly true with
respect to deposit pricing. Consequently, it is not unusual to find banks that are paying
deposit rates well above the average in the communities they serve. (It’s axiomatic, after
all, that half of the banks in any given community are paying deposit rates that are above
the average.) Savvy acquirers will reduce these high rates to the average (or below, in
some cases) rates paid in the market without losing a lot of deposit accounts.
Acquirers often have a menu of products and services that is more expansive than that
of the smaller banks they buy. When this situation arises, the acquirer typically tries to
cross sell these newly available products and services to the customers of the newly
acquired bank. The acquirer, for example, may have trust services that the seller didn’t
offer. In this case, the acquirer will typically market its trust services to the
owners/operators of the businesses for whom the seller underwrites loans. Such income
improvements are known as revenue enhancements in merger and acquisition parlance.
Finally, small banks often lack the financial sophistication to properly measure the
profitability of their individual business lines. Capable acquirers are adept at measuring
such profitability and eliminating those business lines that aren’t contributing
substantially to the bottom line.
Theoretically, merger-related gains may also stem from increased market power and
greater diversification. As this book is principally concerned with community banks, as
opposed to regional or money center banks, I’m not going to spend any time on these
two sources of potential gains.
Why Acquisitions Fail
As I’ve presented it above, the acquisition of one bank by another looks pretty simple.
Indeed, bank acquisitions aren’t particularly complicated at the conceptual level: one
bank buys another, operating and deposit costs are rationalized, noninterest income is
grown through cross selling, and unprofitable business lines are eliminated. What could
be easier?
The reality is, however, that acquiring banks isn’t easy and is, in fact, fraught with peril, if
history is any guide. The academic literature on the value of bank mergers and
acquisitions is unambiguous: On average, the shareholders of acquired firms gain at the
expense of the acquiring firm’s shareholders. In other words, the empirical evidence
indicates, paradoxically, that the aggregate value of merger activity from the perspective
of acquiring firms is negative. This is documented over the course of countless studies
covering myriad time periods and transactions.
Which begs the following questions: (1) Why do acquisitions fail? and (2) Why do bank
consolidation trends continue despite the absence of economic value created?
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Acquisitions fail for three reasons: (1) the acquirer overpays, (2) mistakes are made
during due diligence, and/or (3) the integration of the two banks fails.
The first reason is easy to understand. Here, the acquirer pays too much, thereby
transferring too much of the economic value of the transaction to the seller’s
shareholders. Virtually no level of operational improvement can save a deal in which the
acquirer has overpaid by a significant amount.
Mistakes will be made during due diligence – it’s the nature of the process. The goal,
however, is to avoid making mistakes so large that the economics of the transaction
change dramatically for the worse. The biggest due diligence-related mistakes occur in
evaluating the loan portfolio. If the seller’s loan portfolio (and/or acquirer’s loan
portfolio in a stock-for-stock deal) turns out to have considerably bigger credit issues
than originally identified during due diligence, problems will ensue. The only way to fix
such problems is additional capital, which generally negatively alters the economics of
the deal.
There are a slew of integration-related issues that can unhinge a merger as well. First, if
the acquiring bank doesn’t handle personnel issues (known as “social issues”) with care,
valuable personnel at the acquired bank may walk out the door to work for another
bank, taking profitable customers with them. Second, if the customers of the acquired
bank feel that they are not being treated as well as they were prior to the merger they
may decide to take their business elsewhere. Finally, if the actual physical integration of
data processing systems goes awry, there will be technical snafus that lead to customer
dissatisfaction and perhaps defection. In the final analysis, there’s a lot that can go
wrong in the acquisition process despite how easy it all looks from 40,000 feet.
Which brings us to the consolidation question. Why does consolidation continue in the
face of overwhelming empirical evidence suggesting that such consolidation is all for
naught in terms of value creation?
It’s possible that the empirical work is wrong. This is unlikely, however, because there
have been so many different studies conducted by different researchers with very robust
results.
Perhaps managers are deluding themselves. Warren Buffett, in a humorous explanation
of managers’ fits of acquisition-related “animal spirits” despite the overwhelming
evidence of the folly of such acquisitiveness, wrote the following in Berkshire
Hathaway’s 1981 Annual Report:
“Many managements apparently were overexposed in
impressionable childhood years to the story in which the
imprisoned handsome prince is released from a toad's body by a
kiss from a beautiful princess. Consequently, they are certain
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their managerial kiss will do wonders for the profitability of
Company T(arget). Such optimism is essential. Absent that rosy
view, why else should the shareholders of Company A(cquisitor)
want to own an interest in T at the 2X takeover cost rather than
at the X market price they would pay if they made direct
purchases on their own? In other words, investors can always
buy toads at the going price for toads. If investors instead
bankroll princesses who wish to pay double for the right to kiss
the toad, those kisses had better pack some real dynamite. We've
observed many kisses but very few miracles. Nevertheless, many
managerial princesses remain serenely confident about the future
potency of their kisses even after their corporate backyards are
knee-deep in unresponsive toads.”1
It is also possible, however, that managers are lying to shareholders. After all, where
executive pay in banking is concerned, there is a strong link between a bank’s asset size
and the compensation of its officers and directors. Consequently, an acquisition that is
at once harmful to shareholders may at the same time be financially advantageous to the
acquirer’s senior executives.2
In my view, most acquisitions are undertaken in the belief (clearly often misplaced) that
the merger will benefit the acquirer’s shareholders in some way. This belief, however, is
often shrouded in wishful thinking. And the gap between reality and wishful thinking
typically comes out of the shareholders’ pockets at some point in the process.
Having said that, there are examples of “good” acquirers – Fifth Third Bancorp comes
immediately to mind – that have historically done a fine job of acquiring and integrating
financial institutions. Thus, while it’s certainly the case that most acquisitions don’t add
any economic value to the acquirer, there are enough exceptions to provide hope for the
future.
Identifying Acquisition Targets
Because most bank acquisitions (and acquisitions of most other companies, for that
matter) take place at a premium to the seller’s market price (if the seller is publicly
traded), professional bank analysts spend a fair amount of time trying to figure out
which companies in their coverage universe are likely to be acquired in the near- to
intermediate-term. Consequently, it’s important to understand what circumstances
often lead a bank to sell and what characteristics acquiring banks look for in
companies they would like to buy.
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Clues to a Bank’s Willingness to Sell

Aging CEO and/or Board of Directors: Once a bank’s CEO and/or the majority of

its Board of Directors get beyond the age of 60, the probability that the company will sell
increases dramatically. This is basic common sense. At the community bank level,
there’s a good chance that the CEO and Board have been with the bank for a number of
years, have a meaningful ownership position and once these people pass 60 they
understandably start thinking about retirement and cashing out.

CEO’s life circumstances change: If a bank CEO’s health or financial situation

changes suddenly, then the odds that the company will sell sooner rather than later
increases substantially.

CEO has a history of selling banks: If a bank’s CEO has a history of working for

institutions for a few years, selling them, and starting the cycle over again, then odds are
that the CEO will do exactly what he’s done in the past. There are CEOs that have
worked for and sold as many as four banks during their careers.

Shareholder-oriented management team: Many community bank management teams

are more concerned with preserving their perks (e.g., country club memberships and
company-owned cars) than with maximizing shareholder value.
Consequently,
managements with a true shareholder orientation should be coveted by bank investors.
Because of the premium that most acquirers are willing to pay when buying another
bank, shareholder-oriented management teams often come to the conclusion that selling
the bank is in the best interests of shareholders.

Declining number of potential acquirers: A bank is generally more valuable if it has

multiple potential acquirers because the bank will typically garner a higher selling price
under an auction scenario as compared to one in which there are few potential acquirers.
Consequently, as a bank’s potential acquirers are themselves acquired, the company’s
management often thinks more seriously about selling because it doesn’t want to be “the
last man standing,” so to speak, with few acquirers of its franchise remaining.

Financial or regulatory strain: When a bank encounters financial or regulatory issues,

the company’s shareholder base often pressures management to consider selling the
institution. Shareholder value is often maximized in these cases through a sale of the
institution as opposed to going through the lengthy process of rehabilitating the bank,
raising additional capital and/or getting back on the good side of the regulators.

Activist shareholder base: A bank is more likely to sell when its shareholder base is
dominated by “activist” shareholders; that is, shareholders who will hold the institution
accountable for its financial performance and pressure management to sell if its financial
performance is weak.
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Characteristics of Attractive Acquisition Candidates

Low-cost deposit base: A low-cost deposit base with high DDA balances is possibly
the single most attractive quality that a bank can have in the eyes of a potential acquirer.
As mentioned previously, “a bank’s assets are its liabilities and its liabilities are its assets.”
A low-cost deposit base is very difficult to build and replicate. Consequently, acquirers
are willing to pay large premiums for low-cost deposit franchises.

Large average branch size: All other things being equal, acquirers prefer to buy banks

with large branches (that is, large deposit balances) as opposed to small branches (small
deposit balances). Banks with large branches tend to be more efficient – or have the
potential to be more efficient – than banks with small branches because the branches’
fixed costs can be spread over the larger deposit base.

Cohesive franchise: Acquirers typically like to buy banks with branch locations that

form a cohesive franchise. For example, if a bank has three branches that are each 100
miles apart, acquirers will likely place some sort of a discount on the price they are
willing to pay for the bank. On the other hand, if a bank has five branches that are each
about 5 to 10 miles apart, acquirers may attach a premium to the acquisition price that
reflects a cohesive, logical franchise.

Located in a rapidly growing geographic region: A bank’s earnings are typically

heavily influenced by the local economic environment in which the company operates.
Consequently, acquirers typically pay a premium for those banks that are located in
rapidly growing areas.

Located in an upscale geographic region: Wealthy depositors are typically more

profitable customers than middle-class customers because banks have a wider variety of
products and services that it can market to them. In addition, wealthy depositors tend to
keep larger average deposit balances. As a result, acquirers typically pay a premium for
those banks that are located in upscale geographic regions.

Relatively high general and administrative expenses: An acquirer’s ability to cut the

seller’s general and administrative expenses is one of the primary methods by which the
acquirer adds value to the transaction.
Thus, by definition, the higher the seller’s
general and administrative costs, the more fat that can be cut by the buyer.

Under-marketed customer base: If a bank is lacking in products or services and/or

has a customer base that has not been heavily (or properly) marketed to, this is an area in
which a savvy acquirer can add value. If the acquirer has products and services that the
seller doesn’t have and the acquirer can cross sell these products to the seller’s
customers, the economics of the acquisition improve. In acquisition parlance, cross
selling opportunities are known as potential revenue enhancements to s deal.
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Large number of potential acquirers: When an auction process gets underway for a
particular seller, most acquirers have a good idea of the extent and identities of the
competition despite the best efforts of the seller’s investment banker. And, as the law of
supply and demand dictates, it’s easier to garner a high price for the seller when there are
more bidders as opposed to fewer bidders involved in the auction.
Characteristics that Detract from Acquisition Value

High-cost deposit base: A high-cost deposit base with high CD balances is not a

particularly attractive quality for a bank to have from the vantage point of a potential
acquirer. A high-cost deposit base is very easy to replicate and thus adds little to an
institution’s franchise value. Consequently, acquirers are typically not willing to pay large
premiums for high-cost deposit franchises.

Small average branch size:

As mentioned above, all other things being equal,
acquirers prefer to buy banks with large branches as opposed to small branches. Banks
with small branches tend to be less efficient than banks with large branches because the
branches’ fixed costs must be spread over the smaller deposit base. (Note: the breakeven point for the average branch is roughly $15 million in deposits.)

Disjointed or rundown branch network: Acquirers will apply a discount to a bank’s

acquisition value if the company’s branches form a disjointed franchise from a
geographical perspective or if the branches themselves reflect substantial deferred
maintenance.

Located in undesirable geographic region: There are three characteristics that tend

to render a particular banking market as undesirable: (1) the local economy exhibits little
or no growth, (2) the market is “over-banked” – that is, there is intense competition
resulting from the presence of several other banks in the market, and (3) poor
demographics (e.g., low median income). If the local economy is not growing then, by
definition, any one bank’s growth must come at the expense of other banks, which is a
tough way to make a buck in the competitive banking business. If the market is overbanked, competition will render it difficult to grow profitably without taking undue risks.
Finally, if the market area exhibits poor demographics, such as a low median income,
acquirers will think twice before assigning a large premium to the franchise because lowincome customers typically use fewer banking products than high-income customers.

Weak earnings: While acquirers assume that a certain level of cost savings can be
achieved in acquisitions, sub-par earnings resulting from operating costs that cannot be
eliminated, a slim NIM or high credit costs diminish an institution’s acquisition value.
Poor asset quality: Acquirers do not get any intrinsic pleasure from working out

another bank’s problem credits. Furthermore, problem credits are much more difficult
to analyze and properly value than performing credits and thus add an element of
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uncertainty to the transaction. Consequently, all else being equal, poor asset quality
detracts from an institution’s acquisition value.

Preponderance of “Good Ol’ Boy” lending: Some community banks specialize in
lending principally to friends and business contacts of the CEO and Board of Directors.
Although the credits themselves may be perfectly fine, it is not unusual for such loans to
be poorly underwritten and/or have incomplete credit files. In addition, many of these
loans “walk out the door” once the acquisition is completed and the borrower is no
longer dealing with his or her buddy at the bank.
Contingent liabilities: Most contingent liabilities take the form of potential future legal

expenses. Acquirers will assign a discount to potential targets that have unresolved legal
disputes without commensurate legal reserves set aside.

Excessive severance costs: Senior management teams at most banks have
employment contracts that dictate the amount of severance they will receive under a
change of control (i.e., an acquisition). The amount of severance due to senior
executives under such contracts can vary significantly. Excessive severance costs can
render a deal more expensive than some acquirers are willing to undertake.
Few potential acquirers: As noted above, the more bidders that are present for a
particular acquisition candidate, the higher the price, all else being equal. And, of course,
the opposite applies as well.
Bank and Thrift Acquisition Statistics: 1990-2004
(Source for all of the following graphs: SNL Securities Datasource)
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APPENDIX VI
UNDERSTANDING REFLEXIVITY
During October 1998, most bank stock investors were shell-shocked by losses sustained
in their portfolios over the previous six months. Bank stocks, as measured by the
Nasdaq Bank Index, at the end of October resided at same level as in July 1997, despite
higher earnings and book values. Moreover, aggregate bank valuations had fallen almost
35% from their highs of April 1998, while the S&P 500 had fallen just 16% from its
highs of July 1998.
What bank stock investors witnessed between 1996 and 1998 was a classic case of what
investor George Soros refers to as "reflexivity." Security analysts who use fundamental
analysis as their primary tool of valuation seek to establish the manner in which
underlying, or intrinsic, values are reflected in security prices. Soros' theory of
reflexivity, in contrast to fundamental analysis, attempts to explain the opposite – that is,
how security prices can influence underlying values. According to Soros’ worldview,

reflexivity is present in a sector of the stock market whenever the underlying
values of the sector's stocks are being influenced by those stocks' prices, which is

diametrically opposed to the traditional thinking that underlies fundamental analysis.3 By
mid-1998, bank stock valuations had been under the influence of such a reflexive
process for several years, and the process was beginning to undo itself – as all reflexive
processes eventually do.
The key to the bank stock boom/bust scenario of 1996-1998 was a fundamental
misconception among bank investors. Bank investors had come to value growth in
earnings per share, but failed to discriminate about the manner in which the earnings
growth was accomplished. For example, several banks discovered how to produce
earnings growth via acquisitions. Once the market began to reward these banks for their
acquisition acumen in the form of higher and higher P/E multiples, their job became
easier because they could use their own richly-valued stock in acquisitions.
The basic process works as follows. Suppose we have two banks, Bank A(cquirer) and
Bank S(eller) that are the same in every way, including the fact that they have identical
internal growth rates, except that Bank A's stock trades at 20x earnings while Bank S's
stock trades at only 10x earnings and can be acquired for 12x earnings. If Bank A
acquires Bank S using A's stock then, all else being equal, Bank A's earnings per share
will increase by 25%. This is obviously an overly simplistic example, but the general
logic holds true for many of the bank acquisitions that took place in the late-1990s.
Banc One is generally considered to be among the first banks to generate significant
growth in this manner until it ran into problems related to derivatives in 1994. These
problems had the effect of depressing Banc One's P/E multiple, thereby muting its
ability to use its stock for accretive acquisitions. During the late-1990s, there were a
multitude of banks that enjoyed high valuations precisely because of the expectation that
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these institutions would continue to generate growth in earnings per share through
acquisitions. Such banks included U.S. Bancorp, Community First Bancshares, and
Western Bancorp, to name just a few.
Unfortunately, all good fairly tales must come to an end, and the bank stock fairy tale
was no exception. The impetus for the decline in bank stocks during the latter half of
1998 was the flattening yield curve. The first sign of a crumbling foundation, however,
was the lack of accretion (and in many cases even modest dilution) that began occurring
in bank deals as early as late-1996. As more banks were awarded high P/E multiples that
could not be sustained by internally-generated earnings per share growth, competition
for acquisitions increased and deal premiums rose beyond economic justification, while
many acquirers prayed that they could make their (non- and minimally-accretive) deals
work in the longer term.4
Meanwhile, investors began bidding up the prices of potential sellers to the extent that
meaningfully accretive acquisitions became fewer and farther between. If a deal is not
accretive, after all, then most, if not all, of the value of the acquisition is transferred to
the selling entity's shareholders. And if little or no economic value is retained by the
acquirer, then the acquirer's premium P/E multiple is no longer warranted – ergo, it will
inevitably fall. Logically, if this situation plays itself out across the sector, the falling P/E
multiples of acquirers will lead to falling seller multiples, as most of the potential sellers
have long since attained P/E multiples that reflect their takeout values under the
prevailing pricing regime.

Growth driven primarily by temporary factors such as artificially cheap capital (as
in the case of bank stocks between 1996 and 1998) is of necessity more vulnerable
to a sharp slowdown or even a crash than internally-generated growth. Moreover,

valuations based on such growth will inevitably fall. It may be sooner, it may be later,
but it will happen eventually – all that's necessary is some catalyst that drives prices down
at the top of the acquisition food chain (again, in the banks' case, this was an inverted
yield curve along with all that it implied).5

In The Alchemy of Finance, Soros describes the bust phase of the reflexive conglomerate
boom/bust scenario played out between the late-1960s and early-1970s: "When stock
prices started to fall, the decline fed on itself. The favorable impact of acquisitions on
per-share earnings diminished and eventually it became impractical to make new
acquisitions. Internal problems that had been swept under the carpet during the period
of rapid external growth began to surface. Earnings reports revealed unpleasant
surprises. Investors became disillusioned and managements went through their own
crises: after the heady days of success, few were willing to buckle down to the burdens of
day-to-day management."6 Clearly, by the end of 1998, Soros’ observations applied
directly to the banking sector.
The bottom line is: if acquirers cannot add meaningful, measurable value through their
acquisitions, they will not retain their premium P/E multiples. Moreover, if the
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acquirers' stocks begin to falter, the potential sellers' stocks will fall by an even greater
amount because acquirers will eventually realize the need to add more economic value
in acquisitions, which translates into lower acquisition premiums.
The lesson to be learned from bank stocks during the 1996-1998 period is that whenever
non- or minimally-accretive acquisitions are being made that only make economic sense
if the acquirer uses its stock as currency in the transaction, a reflexive process is
underway that will eventually reverse itself.
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CHAPTER 9

VALUING BANK STOCKS
The process of assigning a value to a share of common stock is at least two parts art
for every one part science. This is, of course, due to the significant impact that
expectations regarding future profitability and earnings growth have on current stock
prices, and the attendant uncertainty surrounding such expectations. (It serves us
well to recall the wisdom of Yogi Berra that, “It’s hard to make predictions,
especially about the future.”)
In my view, the best approach to valuing bank stocks – or any other type of stock
for that matter – is to employ multiple valuation techniques that encompass both
sound financial theory as well as current market realities, as the latter are often
wholly disconnected with the former. Although, hopefully, in most cases the analyst
will find that the values derived from both “theory-based” and “reality-based”
techniques aren’t too far removed from one another.
In my view, the four most relevant approaches to valuing bank stocks are (1) peer
group comparisons, (2) dividend discount models, (3) takeout values, and (4)
liquidation values.
Many readers may have noticed that most analysts – bank analysts and others –
simply apply a P/E multiple to a company’s estimated earnings in order to come up
with the company’s projected stock price. Apparently, these analysts (and others)
would have investors believe that in determining the value of a share of common
stock that the P/E multiple is an independent variable and the derived value is the
dependent variable. Clearly, this should not be the case. The value of a share of
common stock, after all, is the estimated present value of its future dividends (or free
cash flow, or whatever monetary unit is being used for discounting purposes), and
the P/E multiple is derived by dividing this value by the company’s earnings. In
other words, the P/E multiple is the dependent variable, not the independent variable,
in the valuation process.
Now, I realize that most analysts would reply to the above criticism by suggesting
that their projected P/E multiple captures the effect of discounting estimated cash
flows, and that my reproach is to some degree a matter of semantics. This, in fact,
may be the case. Nevertheless, the number of valuation analyses involving economic
profits and/or discounted dividends/cash flow that I have run across over the years
has been small as a percentage of the total research ultimately deposited in my trash
can. At the end of the day, I think it’s extremely important to “check” market prices
using a discounted dividend/cash flow framework (i.e., theory) while, at the same
time, acknowledging that relative peer group valuations are the driving force behind
most stock prices in the short run.
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Peer Group Comparisons
To say that Wall Street is fixated on peer group comparisons is an understatement.
A bank’s valuation relative to its peers is the single most important element in
determining the company’s value in the short term. The vast majority of research
reports that I’ve come across during my career reach their conclusion regarding
valuation with some verbiage resembling the following: “We believe that Bank X
should trade roughly in line with its peers, which are trading at 13x EPS, yielding a
price target of Y.”
The appeal of using this approach is obvious: it’s easy. The two main problems,
however, with this approach are: (1) it ignores the over- or under-valuation of the
bank’s peer group as a whole (that is, it assumes market efficiency), and (2) it tends
to overemphasize the short-term issue of earnings growth over the longer-term
issues of dividend growth and return on capital. Nevertheless, as a result of this
technique’s ubiquitous use, it’s important to understand how to properly use peer
group comparisons in valuing bank stocks.
The first step in making a peer group comparison is to find an appropriate peer
group for the bank under evaluation. Second, the analyst should compare the bank’s
core P/E ratio, price-to-tangible book value, or tangible deposit premium
(depending on the metric being used in the comparison) with that of its peer group.
Third, the analyst must determine whether or not the bank should trade at a discount
or premium to its peer group based on the institution’s relative attractiveness in
terms of projected earnings growth, return on equity, asset quality, deposit base,
quality of management, among many other variables. Finally, the analyst applies the
premium or discount to the estimate of the variable in question to come up with a
value for the bank’s common stock.
I’ll provide an example of this approach using the data in Exhibit 9A. The peer
group for the bank in question – Bank X – consists of all commercial banks with
assets between $1 billion and $5 billion in Bank X’s region. Bank X is trading at
11.82x its 2002 EPS (of $1.91) and 10.45x its estimated 2003 EPS (of $2.16). This
compares to its average peer, which is trading at 15.28x 2002 EPS and 14.07x
estimated 2003 EPS. Thus, on a P/E basis, Bank X appears to be undervalued
relative to its peers.
The next step is to figure out why Bank X is trading at a discount to its peers on a
P/E basis. From Exhibit 9A, we can find a few – and only a few – reasons why this
might be the case.
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($000)

Closing Price

Company Name

Total Assets

(2)
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Bank X vs. Peer Group
(1)
Price/

(7)

99,148

75,147
99,762
134,962
151,276
172,052
186,556
199,382
227,209
232,825
270,452
285,873
294,669

($000)

"Normalized"
Tangible Book 2

(7)

169.83

167.32
235.31
404.43
517.68
235.52
740.84
914.19
813.20
843.75
799.65
904.25
1,340.15

($M)

30,560

110,993
48,028

12,081
25,707
23,806
44,024
45,427
22,812
50,628
145,100
184,522
579,682
83,649
114,482

(Shares)

Daily Volume

Avg.

(9)

162.54

150.31
217.83
329.09
539.38
207.25
657.05
870.58
780.00
860.62
548.41
846.85
1,322.74

($M)

(8)
Market Cap
Less
Excess Equity *

169.83

659.69
770.25

167.32
235.31
404.43
517.68
235.52
740.84
914.19
813.20
843.75
799.65
904.25
1,340.15

($M)

Market Cap

(8)

Market Cap *

159.56

274.25
268.73

181.57
200.70
192.31
399.53
117.57
274.03
376.22
312.28
390.71
153.28
263.42
429.43

(%)

Tangible Book

(6)

159.56

242.25
230.51

181.57
200.70
192.31
164.41
117.57
260.33
338.60
296.67
351.64
153.28
263.42
386.49

(%)

Book

Price/

(6)

7.51

8.70
8.32

8.58
8.23
10.91
6.00
8.15
10.14
8.53
8.02
6.49
13.50
8.41
7.41

(%)

159.56

274.25
268.73

181.57
200.70
192.31
399.53
117.57
274.03
376.22
312.28
390.71
153.28
263.42
429.43

Price/
Tangible Book

(9)

(%)

Assets

Tang. Equity/

(10)

1.35

1.54
1.51

1.39
1.44
1.48
1.16
0.92
1.84
1.74
1.66
1.42
1.53
1.71
2.22

(%)

163.94

299.08
319.77

200.03
218.35
243.84
356.56
120.46
352.20
436.64
343.30
369.64
202.78
296.23
448.89

(%)

17.73

16.64
17.33

15.17
16.92
11.38
8.53
11.38
17.74
19.41
18.57
22.20
9.08
19.51
29.84

2002

Core ROAE

(12)

(10)
"Normalized"
Price/
Tangible Book 3

(%)

2002

Core ROAA

(11)

4.73

4.89
5.03

5.67
4.02
5.65
5.50
3.65
4.32
4.79
4.29
3.96
5.79
5.26
5.74

(%)

2002

NIM

(13)

(14)

(%)

0.77

0.49
0.45

0.97
0.29
0.67
0.69
0.75
0.37
0.03
0.17
0.09
0.53
1.07
0.24

YE2002

Assets

NPAs/
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First, Bank X’s ROAA – which reflects the company’s core, unleveraged profitability
– at 1.35% is a bit lower than that of its average peer which generates a 1.54%
ROAA. While Bank X’s ROAE is slightly better than that of its typical peer, this
result is achieved by using greater leverage, as opposed to generating superior core
profitability. Thus, slightly below-peer profitability is one reason that an analyst
might discount Bank X’s P/E ratio relative to its average peer.
Second, Bank X’s stock is not as liquid as its typical peer, with an average daily
trading volume of just 30,560 shares versus 110,993 shares for its average peer and
48,028 shares for its median peer. Below-peer liquidity is another reason that an
analyst might discount Bank X’s P/E ratio relative to its typical peer.
Finally, Bank X’s asset quality and reserve coverage, while not problematic by any
means, are slightly sub-par relative to its peers; thus, one more reason for applying a
discount to Bank X’s relative P/E.
So, we know that Bank X should probably trade at a discount to its peer group on a
P/E basis based on the three reasons cited above. Now comes the hard part: What
discount should be applied? This is where art meets science in the valuation process,
because the “right” answer is not at all clear. This is also the step where experience,
more than merely number-crunching, really comes into play.
In my view, the discount currently applied to Bank X’s stock is too great based on
the information given (and assuming all else is equal, of course). Three of Bank X’s
peers – Banks E, F and L – are meaningfully inferior to Bank X on an ROAE basis
and yet they trade at substantial premiums to Bank X on a P/E basis. In fact, the
only company among Bank X’s peers that trades at an equivalently low multiple of
earnings is Bank G, which has a considerably lower ROAA than Bank X, a lower
NIM, inferior relative reserve coverage, and lower estimated earnings growth for
2003 relative to Bank X.
With the information given, it would seem logical that Bank X should trade
somewhere between 10.47x estimated 2003 EPS (Bank G’s P/E multiple) and 14.0x
estimated 2003 EPS (the average of Bank X’s peers). In my view, given the facts, a
conservative target for Bank X is 12x estimated 2003 EPS, which reflects a 14%
discount to its average peer and 15% upside from it’s current price of $22.57.
The analyst could apply the same analysis to Bank X based on its Price/Book Value
multiple relative to its peers as well. However, it’s critically important to look at
relative capital levels (here, the ratio of tangible equity to assets) when comparing
Price/Book Value multiples to ensure that an apples-to-apples comparison is being
made. Most investors are unwilling to pay a premium for a bank’s “excess equity” –
that is, any equity in excess of 6%-7% of assets, which is considered by most
investors to be the optimal amount of equity with which most banks should operate.
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Consequently, when comparing Price/Book Value multiples, the analyst should
“normalize” equity levels across the companies being compared.
In Exhibit 9B, I’ve assumed that a normalized ratio of tangible equity to assets is 7%
(Column 4). In Column 5, I’ve calculated each bank’s excess equity by multiplying
the difference between Column 3 (Tangible Equity/Assets) and Column 4
(“Normalized” Tangible Equity/Assets) by Column 1 (Total Assets). Next, to
calculate a normalized Price/Book multiple, I’ve subtracted Column 5 (Excess
Equity) from Column 7 (Market Cap) and divided the result by Column 6
(“Normalized” Tangible Book Value). In this last step, what I’ve done is removed
the excess equity from both the company’s market capitalization and its tangible
equity, thereby neutralizing such excess equity for valuation considerations. Clearly,
on this basis, Bank X looks even cheaper relative to its peers than on a comparative
P/E basis.
In Exhibit 9C, I’ve provided a graph that shows the relationship between the
respective Price/Book Value multiples and Returns on Average Equity for the group
of banks in Exhibit 9A. Clearly, for the group under consideration, there is a strong
correlation between Price/Book multiples and ROAE. In fact, 73% of the
difference in Price/Book multiples can be explained by differences in ROAE alone.
This finding should be intuitive. After all, all else being equal, a bank with a higher
sustainable ROAE should trade at a higher multiple of book value than a bank with a
lower ROAE. Another way of thinking about this is: the greater the spread between
a bank’s Return on Capital (ROAE in this case) and its Cost of Capital (which, for
convenience, we will assume is the same for all of the banks in this example), the
greater the multiple of such capital (equity) at which the bank should trade.
A simplistic way of interpreting Exhibit 9C is that the banks above the regression
line are (relatively) overvalued and the banks beneath the regression line are
(relatively) undervalued. Clearly, however, this kind of graph should serve as merely
one reference point among many in the whole valuation process, as it is only
measuring the relationship between two variables. Nevertheless, the information in
Exhibit 9C suggests that Bank X is the most undervalued bank among its peers, as it
lies the farthest beneath the regression line. If we were to place Bank X on the
regression line, the Company would trade at almost 250% of book value, or over
50% higher than its current price.
Importantly, before performing such an analysis, it’s important to first adjust the
earnings of the banks in question to make sure an apples-to-apples comparison is
being made from an earnings perspective (as we did in Chapter 7 with Banks A and
B) – that is, the “R” in ROAE. Second, one must ensure consistency in comparing
banks based on Return on Average Equity or on Average Tangible Equity – that is,
the “AE” in ROAE. It’s alright to use either measure – ROAE or ROATE
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(although I prefer ROAE) – but one should be consistent in using the same measure
for all of the banks under analysis.
Exhibit 9C
Price/Book Value vs. ROAE
Price/Book Value vs. Return on Avg. Equity
500%

P/BV

400%
300%
200%
100%
R2 = 0.7332

0%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

RO AE

In Exhibit 9D, I’ve provided a graph that shows the relationship between the
respective P/E multiples and ROAE for the group of banks in Exhibit 9A. With an
r-squared of just 4%, it appears that the relationship between these variables isn’t
nearly as strong as those in Exhibit 9C. While I’ve seen higher r-squared values for
the P/E-ROAE relationship among other groups of banks, this relationship has
almost always been measurably weaker than the P/BV-ROAE relationship.
Consequently, when looking at relative valuations versus returns on capital, the
analyst should stress the P/BV-ROAE relationship.
Exhibit 9D
P/E vs. ROAE
Price/2003 Est. EPS vs. Return on Avg. Equity
20.0
P/E Multiple

18.0
16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
2

R = 0.0383

6.0
4.0
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%
ROAE
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One problem with analyzing the P/E-ROAE relationship among a large group of
banks is that some banks may have both low ROAEs and high P/Es because these
companies don’t have much in the way of earnings (the “E” in P/E) and investors
are valuing such stocks based on book value. In such cases, the high P/E is
somewhat irrelevant and merely a function of the book value-based valuation. So,
theoretically, if we remove the low-ROAE banks and regress the P/E-ROAE
relationship between only high-ROAE banks, we should come up with a tighter
relationship. I did just that for the banks in Exhibit 9D and came up with an rsquared of 15%, suggesting that 15% of the difference in P/E multiples can be
explained by differences in ROAE alone. So, while 15% is a far sight better than the
3% in Exhibit 9D, it’s still nothing to write home about.
Dividend Discount Model
Although theoretical in nature, it’s important to be able to value a bank stock using a
dividend discount model (DDM). At the end of the day, after all, every company’s
stock price must ultimately be reconciled with the cash flows that its shareholders are
expected to receive over the life of the investment discounted at the appropriate riskadjusted rate. Banks are particularly good candidates for DDM valuations because
(1) they tend to have long histories of paying dividends, (2) their payout ratios tend
to be relatively stable over time, and (3) their long-term growth rates (that is, long
long-term growth rates) are modest and fall into a range that can be estimated with a
higher degree of confidence than those of companies that fall into most other
industry classifications.
In order to calculate a bank’s value under a two-stage DDM framework, we need (1)
a beginning dividend (to discount, of course), (2) a “first-stage” growth rate (years 15) of EPS and dividends, (3) a “second-stage” growth rate (years 6 into perpetuity) of
EPS and dividends, and (4) a discount rate.

Dividend Growth Rates
Dividend growth rates (and earnings growth rates) among different banks will vary
dramatically over the short term as a result of different operating environments and
management teams. When using a DDM framework to value a bank, however, the
analyst must make an assumption regarding the perpetual growth rate of a bank’s
dividends – that is, its rate of dividend growth during the “second stage” (years 6
into perpetuity).
In my view, the best assumption regarding a perpetual growth rate for a bank’s
dividends is 6%. This 6% is based on the assumption of a long-term, full-cycle ROE
of 12% and a 50% payout ratio. (Recall that Growth = ROE × [1 - Payout Ratio].) The
logic underpinning the 12% full-cycle ROE assumption is the observation that the
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typical economic cycle is comprised of five to six years of expansion for every one
year of recession, and that the range of ROEs over a cycle will generally range from
0% (and sometimes negative returns) to 18% (or more, as witnessed in recent years
for well-run banks); the average, however, will likely be in the 12% range over the
long term. The 50% payout ratio assumption for year 6 and beyond is necessary
because it allows for assets, deposits and capital to grow at the same rate assuming a
constant cost/revenue structure, thus relieving concerns regarding regulatory capital.
Clearly, some banks will grow dividends at a much higher rate than 6% into
perpetuity and some will be lower, but 6% is a relatively conservative assumption to
use for a perpetual growth rate given the inherent uncertainties surrounding all longterm estimates. In essence, the 6% growth rate assumption is a “mean reverting”
mechanism, which is appropriate more often than not, given that most analysts don’t
look out more than a few years in their projections anyhow. If, however, you’re
particularly bullish regarding a bank’s long-term growth prospects, then by all
means… knock yourself out and use a higher growth rate.

Formulation of Discount Rate
In order to come up with a reasonable rate at which to discount a bank’s dividends,
one must estimate (1) future inflation, (2) the real rate of return that investors will
require on long-term Treasuries, and (3) an estimated equity risk premium (that is,
the difference between the return on stocks and the return on risk-free Treasuries).
Where future inflation is concerned, my best guess is 3% annually. Not entirely
coincidentally, 3% also happens to be roughly the average rate of inflation witnessed
during the 20th century, as well as that experienced over the last twenty years. In my
view, as long as we live in a democracy, we’ll get some degree of inflation over the
long term. In fact, I would argue that democracy itself is a primary cause of
inflation. Politicians, after all, must win support from the masses and engage in
profligate spending to finance their popularity. (This has been the case in virtually
every democracy of the last century.) Ergo, democracy lends itself to inflation. The
only issue left is how much inflation one should assume and my answer is 3%. (Feel
free to disagree and alter your discount rate accordingly.)
The real rate of return realized on 10-year Treasuries has averaged about 3% over the
long term. Since 10-Year Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (“TIPS”) were
introduced in 1997, the real rate offered on such securities has been as high as almost
4% and as low as roughly 2%. Thus, recent experience also supports a 3% real
return assumption on 10-year Treasuries.
Assuming 3% inflation and a 3% required real return on 10-year Treasuries yields a
nominal risk-free rate of 6%.
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Now we tackle the most difficult part of this analysis: the equity risk premium.
According to Ibbotson Associates, the equity risk premium has averaged
approximately 5% per year over the last 75 years (using the S&P 500 as a proxy for
equities). However, in finance as in life, it’s dangerous to assume that past is
prologue.
Much has been written about the equity risk premium, especially during the “bubble
years” (1996-2000). In a recent issue of Financial Analysts Journal Peter Bernstein and
Robert Arnott penned an outstanding article titled “What Risk Premium is Normal?”
In summary, Mssrs. Bernstein and Arnott conclude that the 5% risk premium that
equity investors subsequently realized between 1926 and 2000 was not a reasonable
expectation at the initial investment period (1926) and was, in fact, the result of
several unexpected one-time adjustments to inflation, interest rates and valuations.
After twenty pages of thoughtful, rigorous analysis, the authors further conclude that
the “proper” risk equity risk premium is roughly 2.5%.1
Eugene Fama and Kenneth French also examined the equity risk premium in “The
Equity Premium,” an MIT working paper from 2000. For their analysis, Fama and
French used domestic equity and debt data between 1872 and 1999.2
In a similar manner to Bernstein and Arnott’s research, Fama and French began by
estimating investor expectations using a model based on how much investors could
have reasonably expected dividends to grow in future years.
From their model,
Fama and French calculate that from 1872 to 1999, the expected equity risk premium
over risk-free bonds averaged 3.6% annually, nearly 60% below the actual premium
realized over the period. Fama and French argue that most of this excess return
resulted from luck (the “one-time adjustments” to which Bernstein and Arnott
referred) and that much of this luck occurred in the second half of the last century.
To wit, from 1872 to 1949, the equity premium derived from the expectations model
averaged 3.8% per year, not far below the 4.1% premium actually realized. From
1950 to 1999, however, the expected annual premium averaged 3.4% per year, less
than half the actual realized premium of 8.3%. More importantly, the difference
between the actual and expected premiums during the latter period were not the
result of superior earnings growth, but rather largely the result of significantly higher
valuations placed on equities in 1999 in comparison with 1950 – known in everyday
parlance as “luck.” Fama and French conclude that the proper equity risk premium
is approximately 3.5%.3
So, who to believe? Fama and French? Bernstein and Arnott? Both? Neither?
Well, the purpose of this book is not to debate the equity risk premium, so in the
spirit of conservatism I’m going to use 3.5% for our purposes here. And, while bank
stocks in aggregate are slightly less volatile than the stock market as a whole over the
long term, I’ll keep things conservative and assume a beta of 1.0, thereby leaving the
equity risk premium for the group at 3.5%.
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Now that we have an expected return on the stock market as a whole (6% risk-free
rate + 3.5% equity risk premium = 9.5%), we can plug the variables into the Capital
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), which states that: Required Return = Risk-free Rate +
Beta × (Expected Return on Market – Risk-free Rate).

Assuming a beta of 1.0 for banks over the long term yields a discount rate of
9.5% (6.0% + 1.0 × [9.5% - 6.0%]), which for the sake of convenience I’ll round
up to the “professorial” 10%.
(The problems with CAPM, which include the instability of betas and risk premiums
over time, are far too numerous to delve into here. Having said that, it’s the best
tool we’ve got for estimating discount rates, so I’ve decided to use it herein despite
its myriad shortcomings.)
Example
In Exhibit 9E, I’ve provided an example of a bank stock valuation using a DDM that
incorporates the elements discussed above. The bank in Exhibit 9E possesses the
following characteristics: (1) $1.00 in actual 2002 EPS, (2) $1.10 in estimated 2003
EPS, (3) 10% annual growth in EPS and a 35% payout ratio from 2003 through
2007, (4) 12% ROE and 50% payout ratio from 2008 into perpetuity, and (5) a 10%
cost of equity capital. The present value of estimated dividends in this example is
$15.00, which yields an imputed forward P/E and P/BV of 13.6x and 194.4%,
respectively.
Exhibit 9E
Valuation Using Dividend Discount Model
2002A
Earnings per Share
Dividends per Share
Ending Book Value per Share
Present Value of Dividends (by Period)
Total Present Value of Dividends
Implied P/E
Implied P/BV
First Stage EPS Growth Rate
First Stage Payout Ratio
Second Stage EPS Growth Rate
Second Stage Payout Ratio
Discount Rate
1

$
$
$

1.00
0.35
7.00

2003E
$
$
$

2004E

2005E

2006E

2007E

2008E 1

1.10
0.39
7.72

$
$
$

1.21
0.42
8.50

$
$
$

1.33
0.47
9.37

$ 1.46
$ 0.51
$ 10.32

$ 1.61
$ 0.56
$ 11.37

$ 1.71
$ 0.85
$ 12.22

$ 0.35
$ 15.00
13.6 x
194.4%

$

0.35

$

0.35

$

$

$ 13.25

0.35

0.35

10%
35%
6%
50%
10%

$13.25 = [($0.85/(10%-6%)]/[(1.10)^5]

Clearly, we can agree to disagree about any of the assumptions in this DDM.
In fact, it’s probably best for investors to come up with their own assumptions
regarding the DDM inputs because, frankly, it’s a good exercise of financial
logic to think one’s way through these issues. It’s important to remember,
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however, that ultimately the market must “agree” with this assessment in
order for the derived valuation to have any meaning from an investment
standpoint. So, deceiving one’s self through the use of overly optimistic (or
pessimistic) assumptions is not a particularly sound strategy for arriving at an
attainable valuation target.
Takeout Value
Managements of most small- and mid-cap banks will deny it, but the fact remains
that one of the primary reasons for owning the stock of a bank with less than $10
billion in assets is the hope that it will one day be acquired for a significant premium
by a larger bank. Consequently, it’s important to have a good understanding of the
various valuation techniques that acquirers use when evaluating acquisition targets.

Sales of Comparable Institutions
The most popular method of determining a suitable range of potential acquisition
values for a particular bank is to look at the multiple of earnings acquiring
institutions have recently paid for companies comparable to the bank under
evaluation. Other popular metrics analyzed in evaluating comparable sales include
price-to-tangible book value as well as the franchise premium-to-core deposits paid
in the transactions.
In using the comparable sales technique, one should look at the average multiples
paid for comparable institutions and then adjust the estimated takeout value for the
degree to which the particular bank under analysis differs from the average
comparable company in terms of (1) overall profitability, (2) the scarcity value of its
franchise, (3) the degree to which its expense base could be reduced in an
acquisition, (4) its capital level, and (5) asset quality. Furthermore, the analyst needs
to compare current market conditions with those that existed when the comparable
sales took place, and adjust valuations accordingly.
Example
Let’s value Bank X (from Exhibit 9A) using the comparable sales technique. In
Exhibit 9F, I’ve provided a list of companies comparable to Bank X – that is,
commercial banks with assets between $1 Billion and $5 Billion located in Bank X’s
geographic region – that were acquired during 2001 and 2002.
One must be very careful when choosing comparable acquisitions for valuation
purposes. The “comps” (to use investment banking parlance) should be (1) relatively
recent sales (within two years), (2) of similar asset size, (3) from the same geographic
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region, and (4) of the same industry type as the company in question. That is, don’t
mix thrifts in with banks and vice versa.
Exhibit 9F
Bank X’s Acquisition Comparables
Bank Acquired

Bank I
Bank II
Bank III
Bank IV
Bank V
Bank VI
Bank VII
Bank VIII
Median

Price/

Price/

Price/

Franchise Premium/

Book Value

Tang. Book

Earnings

Core Deposits

(%)

(%)

(x)

(%)

193.65
241.97
296.46
204.00
165.94
211.78
126.70
127.95

238.45
243.87
297.78
211.65
165.94
255.50
126.70
219.78

25.89
12.81
18.20
14.05
9.02
16.24
15.98
19.21

19.75
16.62
23.10
23.56
9.55
18.02
6.73
10.62

198.83

229.12

16.11

17.32

To simplify the analysis, let’s assume that Bank X is no different than the average
company among this group of eight that was acquired during the previous two years.
More specifically, let’s assume that Bank X’s profitability, scarcity value, cost base,
capital level and asset quality are roughly equal to the average bank in this group.
Applying the median values in Exhibit 9F to Bank X yields the following acquisition
values:
Book Value 1
Tangible Book Value 1
Earnings Per Share 2
1
2

198.83% × $14.15 = $28.13
229.12% × $14.15 = $32.42
16.11x × $ 1.91 = $30.77
Average
$31.11

From Exhibit 9A - $22.57 ÷ 159.56% = $14.15
From Exhibit 9A - $22.57 ÷ 11.82x = $1.91

The average of the three pricing metrics yields a theoretical acquisition value of
$31.11 for Bank X under the comparable sales technique.

The biggest advantage to using the comparable sales technique is that it is
the method used most often by investment bankers in the sales process.
Consequently, this technique is most representative of the way many buyers
and sellers are trained to think about acquisition values. In addition, the
comparable sales technique is also quite simple – which is somewhat
redundant, as I already mentioned that it’s favored by investment bankers
(that was a joke – I couldn’t resist – my apologies to the investment bankers).
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(Note: We don’t have enough information about Bank X to value it using the franchise
premium-to-core deposits (or simply “the core deposit premium”) approach. The
calculation of the core deposit premium, however, is relatively straightforward. Let’s
assume, for example, that Bank X has $100 million in tangible equity and $1 billion
in core deposits. Let’s further assume that Bank X is acquired for $250 million, just
to pick a number. The premium over tangible book paid by the acquirer in this
example is $150 million ($250 million - $100 million). The franchise premium-tocore deposits is thus 15%, or the $150 million premium divided by the Bank’s $1
billion in core deposits.)

Earnings Accretion to Potential Acquirers
Another technique used for determining a suitable range of potential acquisition
values for a particular bank is to find out how much the bank’s most likely acquirers
are capable of paying while assuming a certain level of earnings per share accretion
for each acquirer. In effect, Exhibit 8B in Chapter 8 is a good example of how this
sort of analysis is performed.
A potential flaw with the “earnings accretion” valuation approach is that it assumes
that different acquirers can generate different internal rates of return from the same
acquisition as a result of differences in these acquirers’ stock prices. For example,
let’s assume that Bank One and Bank Two are evaluating Bank Three as a potential
acquisition candidate. All else being equal, if Bank One’s stock trades at 20x EPS
and Bank Two’s stock trades at 15x EPS, then Bank One can pay a higher price for
Bank Three and expect the same level of earnings accretion (or dilution) relative to
Bank Two.
This, of course, makes no sense from a traditional view of finance. After all, if all
else is truly equal, then Bank One’s proposed acquisition must, by definition,
generate a lower return on investment than Bank Two’s proposal because Bank One
is willing to pay more money to acquire Bank Three; that is, where ROI is
concerned, Bank One is willing to put up more “I” for the same level of “R.”
Assuming a stock-for-stock transaction, some analysts might argue that because the
currency to be used in the proposed transaction is not cash, Bank One isn’t really
paying any more for Bank Three than would Bank Two. In banking parlance, we’d
say that Bank One is using its “high-powered currency” – that is, it’s high P/E stock
– to make the acquisition work. This view, while widely accepted by the financial
community, violates modern financial theory because it makes an artificial distinction
between cash and stock as forms of capital. The only reason that Bank One should
be able to pay more (in cash or stock) for Bank Three than Bank Two can pay, is
that Bank One can cut more costs and/or grow revenues at a greater rate at Bank
Three.
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To be fair to the investment bankers, however, it’s always possible that their
methodology is valid and that, in fact, it’s financial theory that’s flawed – or, even
more likely, that the answer lies somewhere in between. I’m somewhat agnostic on
the issue although I’ve found that using the earnings accretion approach to value a
bank typically yields a higher takeout value than discounting cash flows. As higher
deal values lead to higher deal fees, it should be obvious why investment bankers like
this valuation technique. But I digress…

The fact that a transaction is accretive to an acquirer’s per share earnings
does not necessarily mean that the transaction is good for the acquirer from
the standpoint of ROI, and vice versa. Ultimately, expected cash flows
discounted back to the present at an appropriate risk-adjusted rate should
determine whether or not an acquisition is worthwhile. Nevertheless, both
Wall Street and most of the acquirers it advises are fixated on EPS accretion,
so it would be foolish for the analyst to ignore this valuation methodology.
Present Value of Dividendable Cash Flow to Potential Acquirer
First of all, I’m not even sure if “dividendable” is a word. But, let’s keep moving.
The approach here is to apply use of a DDM to the value of the target’s potential
dividends after adjusting for any cost savings that an acquirer might be able to take
out of the target.
In Exhibit 9G I’ve started with the same bank (and corresponding figures) used in
Exhibit 9E and assumed that an acquirer is capable of reducing the bank’s noninterest expense to the extent that the target’s net income increases to $1.50/share
(from $1.10/share) in 2003. Keeping the payout ratio steady at 50% means that the
target has $0.75/share of earnings that could theoretically be paid out as dividends to
the acquirer’s shareholders in 2003, with such dividends increasing from that base in
the following years. Calculating the present value of these theoretical dividends
yields a value of $21.48 for the target.
The approach used in this example is merely application of a DDM framework to
valuing a bank from the perspective of a potential acquirer.
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Exhibit 9G
Valuation Using Target’s Dividendable Cash Flow
2002A
Earnings per Share
Dividendable Cash Flow per Share

$
$

1.00
0.35

Present Value of Dividendable Cash Flow (by Period)
Total Present Value of Dividendable Cash Flow
Implied P/E 2
Implied P/BV 2
First Stage EPS Growth Rate
First Stage "Payout" Ratio
Second Stage EPS Growth Rate
Second Stage "Payout" Ratio
Discount Rate

2003E 1
$
$

2004E

2005E

2006E

2007E

2008E 3

1.50
0.75

$
$

1.65
0.83

$
$

1.82
0.91

$
$

2.00
1.00

$
$

2.20
1.10

$
$

2.33
1.16

$ 0.68
$ 21.48
19.5 x
278.4%

$

0.68

$

0.68

$

0.68

$

0.68

$ 18.07

10%
50%
6%
50%
10%

1

EPS jump to $1.50 as a result of a reduction in non-interest expense

2

P/E is based on $1.10 in EPS and P/BV is based on $7.72 in BV per share, both from Exhibit 9E

3

$18.07 = [($1.16/(10%-6%)]/[(1.10)^5]

Applying a Discount to the Average Estimated Takeout Value
Once the potential acquisition values for the bank have been derived using the
various techniques described above, the next step is to take a simple average of these
values and assign a discount to this average value. In order to come up with an
appropriate discount to apply to the average estimated takeout value, one should
look at sales of comparable institutions over the previous two years, and take the
average of the acquisition premiums garnered in these transactions relative to the
acquirers’ stock prices one month prior to announcement. In using the average
premium relative to the sellers’ stock prices one month prior to announcement, one
will avoid distorting the “true” acquisition premium. The acquisition premium, after
all, often shrinks as the announcement date approaches due to breaches in
confidentiality and speculation surrounding a deal. The discount applied to the
average takeout value will typically be roughly 20%, which implies that a 25%
acquisition premium should remain in the average bank stock for trading purposes.
(Here’s the math: a 20% discount to 100% is 80%. And 20% ÷ 80% = 25%.)
However, this is largely dependent on market conditions. There are periods during
which many bank stocks trade at a significant discount to their takeout values and
periods when the same stocks trade at very small discounts to their acquisition
values.
Liquidation Value
On occasion, a bank’s prospects become so bleak that no group of investors is
willing to recapitalize it and no acquirer is willing to purchase the entire bank.
Typically, this situation arises as a result of significant asset quality problems coupled
with disparate business lines. In these instances, the only avenue left for investors is
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to liquidate the bank – that is, sell off the various pieces of the bank to separate
buyers and distribute the net proceeds to shareholders.
When a bank is in such deep trouble that the market value of its liabilities exceeds
the market value of its assets, the institution’s primary regulator generally steps in
and closes the bank. Subsequently, the FDIC handles the job of liquidating the bank
in an effort to protect as much of the depositors’ funds as possible. Historically, the
FDIC has not done a particularly good job of obtaining maximum value for failing
institutions’ assets and liabilities due to the agency’s tendency to engage in hastily
managed “fire sales.” But, that’s another issue entirely.
When the value of the bank’s assets exceeds the value of its liabilities – that is, when
a bank’s liquidation value is a positive number – an investment banker will typically
be hired to assist the company in selling off its assets and liabilities. In Exhibit 9H,
I’ve provided an example of such a liquidation in the form of Liquidating Bank
(“LB”).
Starting at the top of LB’s Balance Sheet, the market values of Cash and Due from
Banks and Fed Funds Sold should equal their reported book values. In LB’s case,
I’ve assumed that rates have declined such that the investment securities portfolio
has a market value that’s 3% greater than it’s book value. Assuming that they are
priced properly – that is, that their interest rates properly reflect market pricing and
their inherent risk – LB’s Performing Loans should also be worth some premium
because the buyer will not have to pay the costs associated with originating the loans.
Performing Loans might get a “haircut,” or a discount to their reported book value,
if they are priced below average market pricing and/or if their pricing doesn’t
appropriately reflect their inherent risk. For example, if average market pricing for
typical multi-family loans is 8% and a bank prices similar loans at 6.5% in an effort
to grow its loan portfolio quickly (which is not unusual, by the way), these loans will
sell at a discount in liquidation or in the secondary market to reflect this improper
pricing. In LB’s case, I’ve assumed that the Performing Loan portfolio is priced
properly. Consequently, the premium market valuation merely reflects the buyer’s
foregone origination costs.
I’ve assumed that LB’s Nonperforming Loan portfolio gets a 60% haircut in
liquidation.
Clearly, asset quality problems ultimately unhinged LB, as
Nonperforming Loans equal almost 20% of total gross loans.
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Exhibit 9H
Liquidating Bank
Reported
Book
Value

Balance Sheet
Assets
Cash and Due From Banks
Fed Funds Sold
Investments (HTM and AFS)

$

Premium
(Discount)
%

25,000
25,000
100,000

0.0%
0.0%
3.0%

Gross Performing Loans
Gross Nonperforming Loans
Loan Loss Reserve
Unearned Loan Fees
Net Loans

265,000
60,000
(5,000)
(1,000)
319,000

1.0%
-60.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Real Estate Owned
Securitization Residuals
Goodwill and Other Intangibles
Other Assets
Total Assets

1,000
5,000
5,000
20,000
500,000

-20.0%
-50.0%
-100.0%
-75.0%

240,000
80,000
80,000
400,000

15.0%
5.0%
0.0%

Federal Home Loan Bank Borrowings
Subordinated Debt
Other Liabilities
Total Liabilities

43,000
10,000
5,000
58,000

2.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Trust Preferred Securities

10,000
750
30,250
1,000
32,000
500,000

$

Premium
(Discount)
$

$

0
3,000

Market
Value

$

Notes and Assumptions

25,000
25,000
103,000

Book Value = Market Value
Book Value = Market Value
Rates have declined so securities are worth a small premium

2,650
(36,000)
0
0

267,650
24,000
(5,000)
(1,000)
285,650

Performing loans are priced properly and worth a small premium
Nonperforming loans are a disaster and get a 60% haircut
Book Value = Market Value
Book Value = Market Value

(200)
(2,500)
(5,000)
(15,000)

800
2,500
0
5,000
446,950

20% haircut to REO
50% haircut to the Securitization Residuals
Goodwill is worthless in this liquidation
75% haircut to Other Assets

204,000
76,000
80,000
360,000

15% premium for Transaction Deposits
5% premium for Non-Jumbo Time Deposits
Jumbo CDs get no premium

(860)
0
0

43,860
10,000
5,000
58,860

2% prepayment penalty due to declining rates
Book Value = Market Value
Book Value = Market Value

0.0%

0

10,000

Book Value = Market Value

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
$

N/A
N/A
N/A
18,090
446,950

$

18,090
(2,000)
16,090

$

5,000
3.22

$

Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity
Transaction Deposit Accounts
Time Deposits (<$100,000)
Time Deposits ($100,000 or more)
Total Deposits

Common Stock
Retained Earnings
Net Unrealized Gain on AFS Securities
Total Shareholders' Equity
Total Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity

$

$

$

36,000
4,000
0

Total Shareholders's Equity
Liquidation Expenses
Residual Equity Per Share
Shares Outstanding
Equity Per Share

$

5,000
6.40

$

Remaining Equity = Assets - Liabilities

Remaining Equity = Assets - Liabilities
$2 million in net liquidation expenses (legal, banking fees, etc.)
Residual equity to be distributed to shareholders

For liquidation purposes, the reported book values of LB’s Loan Loss Reserve and
Unearned Loan Fees are equal to their market values. In reality, these amounts will
be “attached” to specific loans and reflected in the sale value of these loans. But,
when looking at the liquidation in aggregate, the analyst should simply carry the Loan
Loss Reserve and Unearned Loan Fees at book value.
I’ve given Real Estate Owned a 20% haircut in this example (recall that because
REO theoretically already has appropriate reserves put up against it, the reported
value of REO should be its market value), and I’ve applied a 50% discount to LB’s
Securitization Residuals (see Appendix IV). I’ve written down Goodwill to zero
because Goodwill has no value in a liquidation. Finally, I’ve applied a 75% discount
to Other Assets to reflect the fact that these assets – equipment, furniture, etc. – in
the aggregate rarely get anything close to book value in a liquidation.
On the liability side of the balance sheet, the most important consideration is what
premium LB’s deposits will garner in a sale. Which begs the question: Why would a
company pay a premium to acquire a liability? The answer relates to the acquirer’s
funding opportunity cost or, essentially, the next best rate (after deposit rates) at
which an acquiring bank can fund itself.
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In Exhibit 9I, I’ve provided a simple example of the manner in which a potential
acquirer of deposits might view the economics of such an acquisition. In this
example, I’ve assumed that LB’s overall cost of deposits is 2.36% and that the rate
paid on medium-term FHLB borrowings – a good proxy for a deposit acquirer’s
funding opportunity cost – is 4.00%. I’ve further assumed that (1) the average
expected duration of LB’s deposit relationships is eight years, (2) interest rates
remain unchanged over the average expected duration period, and (3) the rate on 10year Treasury notes is 6.50%. Discounting the net spread between the Fed Funds
rate and LB’s cost of deposits over eight years by the risk-free rate yields a present
value of 10.00%. Consequently, the break-even economics to an acquirer of LB’s
deposits would be payment of a 10.00% premium, or $40 million, for these deposits.
And, assuming a competitive bidding market, LB should be able to get such a
premium for its deposits.
Exhibit 9I
Deposit Premium Economics
Rate on FHLB Borrowings*
Seller's Cost of Deposits
Net Spread

Year 1
4.00%
2.36%
1.64%

10-year Treasury Rate
Present Value of Net Spread**

6.50%
10.00%

Year 2
4.00%
2.36%
1.64%

Year 3
4.00%
2.36%
1.64%

Year 4
4.00%
2.36%
1.64%

Year 5
4.00%
2.36%
1.64%

Year 6
4.00%
2.36%
1.64%

Year 7
4.00%
2.36%
1.64%

Year 8
4.00%
2.36%
1.64%

* Represents the acquiror's funding opportunity cost
** Discounted at the 10-year Treasury Rate

As Exhibit 9H illustrates, there is a significant disparity in value between Transaction
Deposits, Non-jumbo CDs and Jumbo CDs. This should be intuitive. After all,
Transaction Deposits, which result from a relationship with the bank, tend to pay
rates that are considerably lower than standard CDs which, in turn, pay less than
Jumbo CDs. Jumbo CDs, in fact, typically pay rates that are close to the rates paid
on Federal Home Loan Bank borrowings, rendering them somewhat worthless from
an acquirer’s viewpoint.
From a liquidation accounting standpoint, it’s important to see that the premium
applied to LB’s deposits represents a reduction in the market value of the Bank’s
deposit liabilities. This may be somewhat counterintuitive. After all, on the asset
side of the balance sheet, I added premiums and subtracted discounts from the
assets’ reported book values. On the liability side of the balance sheet, one must do
the opposite – that is, subtract premiums and add discounts to the liabilities’
reported book values. The net effect of these adjustments will be properly reflected
in the Bank’s remaining equity.
Because I’ve assumed that interest rates have declined, I’ve assumed a 2%
prepayment penalty attached to the prepayment of LB’s FHLB Borrowings. The
logic behind the prepayment penalty should be intuitive. The FHLB loaned money
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to LB at a particular rate. Now, because interest rates have declined, if LB pre-pays
its FHLB obligations, the FHLB will have to reinvest (or lend out) that money at a
lower rate than LB had been paying. Consequently, the FHLB will require that LB
pay a prepayment penalty to offset this lost future income.
Finally, after marking LB’s balance sheet to market, I’ve simply subtracted the
market value of the Bank’s liabilities from the market value of its assets to come up
with the remaining equity, or $18.1 million.
Unfortunately, however, we’re not quite through with the markdown. During the
liquidation process, investment bankers and lawyers, among others, have been
collecting fees or are due fees for their involvement. Consequently, we have to
subtract an estimate of such fees (adjusted for taxes) from LB’s liquidation value to
get to the amount of remaining capital that will ultimately be distributed to
shareholders. I’ve just assumed $2 million in LB’s case, which leaves $16.1 million
for the Bank’s shareholders.
Importantly, the mark-to-market values for different banks’ balance sheets will vary
considerably. This is especially true of loans and deposits due to the significant
variation that exists between banks for these two balance sheet items. Consequently,
when looking at a bank from a liquidation standpoint, it’s critical to do a lot of
homework to get a good handle on the true market values of the various
components of the balance sheet. In addition, it’s important to build in a layer of
conservatism regarding these values so that negative surprises don’t render the
bank’s equity worthless. (Remember: Banks are highly leveraged entities, so a small
error in valuing a bank’s assets or liabilities leads to a large variance in the value of
the company’s equity.)
Appropriate Use of Each Valuation Technique
As one might expect, different valuation techniques are appropriate for different
situations. For the most part, use of a particular valuation approach will be
dependent upon the investor’s time horizon.
In short- to medium-term trading situations (i.e., less than three years), use of peer
group comparisons will often yield the best result. In the short-term, after all, banks
will trade largely as a group, with the differences between individual banks’
performance largely a function of relative valuation and fundamentals.
For obvious reasons, the DDM is only useful for long-term investing (i.e., greater
than three years). A DDM approach is simply applying an “owner” mentality to the
company in question. Over short and medium time horizons, a bank’s stock value
will trade well above and below the value derived from a DDM. In the long term,
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however, the DDM, if properly and carefully applied, will yield an intrinsic value to
which the stock’s value should revert over time.
Regardless of whether you’re investing for the short or long term, it’s always
important to get a good idea regarding the takeout value of the stock in question.
Having said that, incorporating a bank’s takeout value into the investment equation
should be done with extreme care. There are many banks that have been rumored as
near-term sellers over the years that remain independent today. Consequently, unless
you have very good reasons to believe that a particular bank is going to get acquired
over a particular period of time, you shouldn’t give the takeout value too much
weight in the short term.
The liquidation value technique is typically only used in the case of troubled
institutions. The liquidation value is, in theory, the worst case scenario for the
company’s valuation. It’s important to remember, however, that bad things tend to
happen when regulators start liquidating a bank’s assets and liabilities. Regulators
tend to be sloppy liquidators, so one must be very careful to properly mark the
bank’s assets and liabilities to worst-case scenario market values under such
circumstances. Typically, if it’s anticipated that the bank will have equity remaining
after liquidation (i.e., the bank isn’t a total basket case), the regulators will allow the
bank’s management and investment bankers to control the liquidation process.
When the regulators are called in, on the other hand, and “take the keys” from the
bank’s management, it’s rare that any equity will remain for common shareholders
after the liquidation process is completed.
Aggregate Bank Valuations Relative to the S&P 500
It is helpful when investing in bank stocks to know where aggregate bank stock
valuations reside relative to the S&P 500 and what the relationship has been between
the two over time. The most widely-used proxy for bank stock valuations is the
Keefe, Bruyette & Woods Bank Index (“KBI”). Heavily weighted by large-cap bank
stocks, the KBI is an imperfect index, to say the least, but I use it here because it is
widely recognized and communicates valuable information.
As Exhibit 9J illustrates, the KBI traded at an average relative P/E multiple of 63%
between 1981 and 2003. That is, over the 23-year period, the KBI’s P/E multiple
traded at an average of 63% of the S&P’s P/E multiple. The KBI relative P/E
multiple has ranged from a high of 83% in 1997 when acquisition activity was at a
secular peak to a low of 43% in early 2000, a time when investors were more
enamored with technology stocks than value-oriented stocks such as those of banks.
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Exhibit 9J
Relative P/E Multiple: KBI vs. S&P 500
Relative P/E Multiple
KBI vs. S&P 500
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Source: Keefe Bruyette & Woods

In the late-1990s, following a particularly long streak of earnings growth and good
asset quality, some analysts began voicing the opinion that banks should trade in line
with the S&P on a P/E basis – that is, banks deserve an “industrial” multiple. Such
arguments have been accompanied by the observations that (1) banks, in aggregate,
have become less interest rate sensitive over the years as fee income has grown as a
percentage of total revenue, and (2) the earnings volatility of banks has diminished in
recent years as a result of both (1) (previously) and the greater availability and use of
hedging instruments.
While both of these observations are factually correct, the conclusion drawn is
potentially suspect. First, although fee income has grown as a percentage of total
revenue for banks (in aggregate), most of this fee income has come from mortgage
banking and trust/asset management activities. Mortgage banking profitability is
highly interest-rate sensitive and trust/asset management profitability is extremely
sensitive to fluctuations in the financial markets. Moreover, the profitability of these
businesses is highly correlated; as interest rates decline, mortgage banking activity
generally picks up and stocks and bonds increase in value, and vice versa. Therefore,
it’s probably no coincidence that high levels of fee income have become an
increasingly routine feature of many banks’ operations (particularly the larger banks)
over the last several years as we have experienced an environment of generally
declining interest rates over the period.
Where reduced earnings volatility is concerned, the jury is still out. Until we
experience either a deep recession (early-1990s style) or a sustained period of rising
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interest rates, we will not know whether banks’ earnings are truly exhibiting reduced
volatility.
Also, when thinking about the issue of bank EPS multiples relative to the S&P 500 it
is important to remember that banks are considerably more levered (with assets
typically equal to 12.5x shareholders’ equity) than the average industrial company.
Consequently, when things go wrong at a bank, the company’s financial situation
often deteriorates at a much faster pace than in the case of non-banks.
While aggregate bank P/E ratios contain useful information regarding bank
valuations as a group, as a general rule I think one’s time is better spent evaluating
individual bank stocks and determining the intrinsic values thereof, as opposed to
spending a lot of time worrying about macro bank valuations – unless, of course, the
goal is to set up a long/short trade between a bank index (such as the KBI) and the
S&P, in which case the sort of analysis discussed in this section is critical.
Large Cap vs. Small Cap Bank Valuations
Just as small cap and large cap equities go through cycles of outperformance and
underperformance relative to each other, so do small cap and large cap bank stocks.
As Exhibit 9K illustrates, between 1994 and 2003 Small/Mid Cap Banks traded at as
much as 120% and as little as 80% of the P/E of Large Cap Banks. Small/Mid Cap
Banks traded at an average of 103% of the Large Cap Banks’ P/E over the period.
Observing the P/E differential between Small/Mid Cap Banks and Large Cap Banks
is useful principally for arbitrage between the two groups. For example, if the
Small/Mid Cap Banks are trading at the rich end of the historical relative valuation
range, then shorting the richest small cap bank stocks and buying the cheapest large
cap bank stocks may be a profitable strategy.
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Exhibit 9K
Relative P/Es: Small Cap vs. Large Cap Bank Stocks
Small/Mid Cap Banks' P/E
Relative to
Large Cap Banks' P/E
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Source: Keefe Bruyette & Woods

A Few Final Observations on Bank and Thrift Valuations
In Exhibit 9L I’ve provided the median metrics by quartile (sorted by ROAA) for
publicly-traded banks with assets between $100 million and $10 billion as of
December 15, 2004. In Exhibit 9M I’ve provided the same data for publicly-traded
thrifts with assets between $100 million and $10 billion.
These two exhibits engender some interesting observations. First, notice in the case
of both banks and thrifts that there is a high positive correlation between ROAA and
Price/Book and Price/Tangible Book multiples. In other words, the higher a
company’s ROAA, the higher the company’s trading multiple will be in terms of
Price/Book and Price/Tangible Book, all else being equal.
Conversely, notice that there appears to be a negative correlation between ROAA and
P/E multiples. This arises from the fact that companies may trade at high P/E
multiples for two different reasons. Highly profitable banks with good growth
prospects trade at high P/Es because investors expect this profitability and growth
to continue and bid up the P/E accordingly. But, marginally profitable banks will
sometimes also trade at high P/Es simply because there isn’t much in the way of
earnings, and investors are valuing the company based on book value, such that the
P/E is an afterthought. The latter concept underlies the high median P/Es for
banks and thrifts in the bottom quartiles of profitability. (See Appendix VII: A
Valuation Conundrum – Book Value vs. Earnings.)
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Exhibit 9L
Publicly-Traded Banks with Assets between $100 Million and $10 Billion
Median Metrics by Quartile (Sorted by ROAA)
Quartile (By ROAA)
Top
2nd
3rd
Bottom

Market
Cap
12/15/04
($M)
376.6
253.7
111.8
69.2

Total
Assets
9/30/04
($000)
1,419,032
1,163,046
685,408
543,683

Price/
LTM EPS
(Core)
(x)
18.3
18.8
20.1
25.9

Price/
GAAP Book
(%)
269.8
211.9
198.0
161.5

Price/
Tang. Book
(%)
301.1
259.3
228.1
180.5

Core
ROAA
YTD
(%)

1.47
1.15
0.91
0.56

Core
ROAE
YTD
(%)
16.00
12.68
10.84
6.42

NIM
YTD
(%)
4.30
4.08
3.77
3.38

Eff. Ratio
YTD
(%)
53.43
60.39
64.97
74.98

NPAs+90s/
Assets
YTD
(%)
0.37
0.38
0.43
0.48

Reserves/
NPAs
YTD
(%)
260.94
218.38
191.48
161.24

Reserves/
Loans
YTD
(%)
1.35
1.31
1.21
1.22

Source: SNL Securities Datasource

Exhibit 9M
Publicly-Traded Thrifts with Assets between $100 Million and $10 Billion
Median Metrics by Quartile (Sorted by ROAA)
Quartile (By ROAA)
Top
2nd
3rd
Bottom

Market
Cap
12/15/04
($M)
126.6
115.4
102.9
60.1

Total
Assets
9/30/04
($000)
726,338
629,809
774,109
434,153

Price/
LTM EPS
(Core)
(x)
16.1
18.7
20.4
27.4

Price/
GAAP Book
(%)
199.6
150.6
153.0
127.9

Price/
Tang. Book
(%)
200.7
168.4
168.2
139.0

Core
ROAA
YTD
(%)

1.24
0.89
0.68
0.48

Core
ROAE
YTD
(%)
13.11
8.18
7.53
4.52

NIM
YTD
(%)
3.67
3.39
2.99
2.97

Eff. Ratio
YTD
(%)
51.29
62.85
64.54
77.98

NPAs+90s/
Assets
YTD
(%)
0.28
0.33
0.31
0.60

Reserves/
NPAs
YTD
(%)
185.67
140.59
164.74
99.61

Reserves/
Loans
YTD
(%)
0.85
0.99
0.74
0.81

Source: SNL Securities Datasource

One might also notice from these exhibits that banks, generically, trade at higher
multiples of book value and tangible book value than do thrifts. This can be
explained by the banks’ greater generic profitability (as evidenced by higher ROAAs
and ROAEs), which is largely the result of higher net interest margins. In fact, if we
compare medians between identical bank and thrift quartiles, we find that the banks’
ROAA and NIM are an average of 20 bps and 63 bps greater, respectively, than that
of the thrifts. As discussed in Chapter 1, most of the additional profitability that
accrues to the average bank is the result primarily of lower funding costs on the
deposit side of the balance sheet and secondarily to higher yielding loans on the asset
side of the balance sheet.
Finally, as one would expect, there is a positive correlation between high NIM/low
efficiency ratio institutions and high ROAAs. This should be intuitive.
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APPENDIX VII
A VALUATION CONUNDRUM:
BOOK VALUE VS. EARNINGS
An enduring debate among bank stock investors is the relative importance of book
value and earnings in valuing a bank. While one group insists that book value is the
more important metric in the valuation equation, another group argues that book
value is irrelevant and that earnings are the only measure that really matters.
As to whether book value or earnings is more important in determining a bank’s
value, my view is: It depends. More precisely, it depends on the current and
expected future profitability of the institution in question.
Before continuing, however, a clarification issue: I look at bank earnings in terms

of cash earnings, or net income plus any amortization related to core deposit
intangibles. Having made this clarification…

In my view, if a bank is a decent earner – that is, it earns more than 1% on
assets on a fully-taxed basis – the company should be valued based on its
cash earnings (and/or dividends). The logic behind this position is that a healthy

company (bank or otherwise) that generates solid net income (re: cash flow) should
be valued by estimating the present value of projected future cash flows. For banks
that fit this description, book value is largely (but not totally) irrelevant as long as the
institution has enough regulatory capital to keep growing as anticipated. In these
instances, earnings and/or dividends are all that really matter. One must, however,
take note of the leverage a bank applies in order to generate such earnings and adjust
the valuation to reflect any incremental risk.

If the bank is not expected to be reasonably profitable anytime in the near
future, then the company should be valued based on its tangible book value.
If a bank doesn’t have a solid stream of earnings to discount back to the
present, after all, then all it has to reflect its value are its tangible
shareholders’ equity and deposit base. In these instances, I prefer to use a simple
Franchise Premium-to-Core Deposits calculation because this approach gives credit
not only to the institution’s tangible book value but also its deposit base.

There are some deep value investors who invest solely with book value in mind.
Typically, these investors intellectually understand the argument for using earningsbased valuation techniques, but choose to invest with the mindset that, “Problems
could surface at any time and earnings could decline substantially – book value has a
lot less downside volatility.” This group falls firmly into the “you make your money
when you buy the stock” camp.
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Unfortunately, such an attitude relegates these investors largely to the securities of
troubled banks and overcapitalized and/or modestly profitable thrifts. Having said
that, I know a number of investors who have generated excellent returns over long
periods of time using this approach alone.
Most of the sophisticated investors I know, however, approach each investment
situation separately and place more emphasis on book value or earnings based on the
projected profitability (or other factors) of the institution in question. In my view,
this mindset allows for a much larger pool of potential investment candidates, both
long and short, thus considerably increasing flexibility in the overall investment
process.
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CHAPTER 10

COMMON INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
There are several different investment strategies that community bank investors have at
their disposal. The most common strategies are discussed below. Some bank investors
stick to just a few of these strategies; others use them all opportunistically. Clearly, entire
books could be written on each of these techniques – a more detailed discussion,
however, is simply beyond the scope of this book. Consequently, I’ve merely provided
summaries of the primary strategies herein.
Pure Value
Value investing merely refers to an investment strategy that concentrates investments in
stocks that are trading at low multiples of book value and/or earnings. Over long
periods of time and in most stock markets and sectors, value investment strategies have
provided greater returns than growth investment strategies.
The greater returns historically generated by value investing are the result of investors
mistakenly extrapolating current market and profitability trends into the future. This
extrapolation leads investors to favor popular stocks and avoid less popular companies,
regardless of valuation. The concept of mean reversion, however, suggests that companies
generating above-average returns on capital attract competition that ultimately leads to
lower levels of profitability. Conversely, capital tends to leave depressed areas, allowing
profitability to revert back to normal levels for those companies that remain. The
difference between a company's price based on an extrapolation of current trends and a
more likely reversion to mean levels creates the value investment opportunity.
Mean reversion also plays itself out on the managerial front. Often, the managements of
companies that have been run poorly for a long period of time eventually come under
pressure from shareholders seeking higher investment returns. In many of these cases,
the underperforming management team is either replaced by better management or the
company is sold. In either case, shareholders typically benefit in the form of a higher
stock price.
Put simply, value investors in the banking sector buy bank stocks with low price/book
and low price/earnings ratios on the assumption that either (1) financial performance
will improve at some point (perhaps with a new management team), and/or (2) pressure
will be placed on the company to sell itself. I know many investors that have made a lot
of money investing in banks based on these premises.
Value investors must be careful to avoid two primary pitfalls. First, investors must avoid
value traps. Value traps are situations in which a stock appears to be cheap relative to its
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equity, earnings or assets when, in reality, the stock has farther to fall or there is no
catalyst to improve the stock’s valuation. Value traps typically arise in situations where a
company has problems that management is either unable to address or unwilling to fix.
Second, investors need to have a keen understanding of a bank management’s abilities
and intentions. That is, investors should avoid situations in which management is either
incompetent or unwilling to operate the bank in a shareholder-friendly manner. One
unfortunate reality of bank stock investing is that a lot of community bank executives are
not particularly adept managers and don’t give a hoot about shareholders. Sometimes,
no matter how cheap a bank stock appears, incompetent and/or unfriendly management
teams will make you wish you didn’t own it. The exceptions to this rule are situations in
which the shareholder base can rally together to get new management installed or force a
sale of the institution.
Having said all that, value-based approaches to bank stock investing have served many
investors quite well over the long term.
Relative Value
Relative value investing refers to strategies in which investors look for stocks that are
cheap relative to other, similar stocks. For example, suppose there are two banks – Bank
1 and Bank 2 – based in the same city, of roughly the same size and with similar financial
characteristics. Let’s further assume that Bank 1 trades at 18x EPS and 250% of book
value while Bank 2 trades at 14x EPS and 200% of book value. While Bank 2 might not
appeal to a traditional value investor because it lacks absolute value (we’ll assume for this
example that it does lack absolute value), a relative value investor might buy Bank 2’s
stock simply because it’s cheap relative to Bank 1, its closest peer.
Hedge funds often use a relative value strategy called relative value arbitrage (or, paired
trades). Using the example above, a hedge fund employing a relative value arbitrage
strategy might go long Bank 2’s stock and short Bank 1’s stock. Relative value arbitrage,
in other words, involves buying a relatively cheap stock while simultaneously shorting a
relatively expensive stock. The idea behind paired trades is that the investor will make
money regardless of which way the market moves in aggregate, as long as the valuation
gap between the two companies closes to some extent. When executing this strategy,
however, it’s important that the two companies be somewhat similar. Otherwise, the
trade isn’t “paired” properly – that is, it’s improperly hedged.
As a general rule, I’m not a big fan of relative value investing from the long side alone
because you have to count on the “rich” stocks staying afloat in order to make money.
If, after all, the rich stocks (to which you’re comparing your “cheap” stocks’ valuations)
fall and you don’t have absolute value in the relatively cheaper stocks you own, then
those cheaper stocks are going to fall as well. If the stocks you own are inexpensive on
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an absolute basis, however, then at least you won’t have a permanent loss of capital if they
decline in price.
Relative value investing as it is applied to a strategy based on paired trades, however,
makes good sense. At least in the case of paired trades, after all, you’re somewhat
hedged if aggregate values decline. Moreover, you’ll earn a profit as long as you’re right
about the valuation discrepancy, and that discrepancy contracts over time.
Acquisition Targets
There are more than a few bank stock investors that concentrate their efforts primarily
on likely acquisition targets. As you’ll recall from Chapter 8, there are scores of
acquisitions in the banking world every year and a proportional number of these
acquisitions take place in the public markets. Consequently, even during a slow
acquisition year there are enough bank acquisitions to warrant a strategy concentrating
on takeover candidates.
The advantage to owning a bank that gets acquired is obvious: acquisitions almost always
take place at a premium to the pre-announcement market price. The typical market
premium is roughly 20%-30%. (Those acquisitions that take place at a discount to the
pre-announcement market price are known as takeunders.)
Investing in acquisition targets is tricky business, however. As noted in Chapter 8, there
are myriad issues an investor must take into consideration when trying to determine
whether or not a particular institution is a good acquisition candidate. And, equally
important, one must have a very good idea of the institution’s appropriate takeout price.
The company’s market price, after all, might already reflect a considerable takeover
premium, thereby leaving little incremental return for new investors. While it’s
wonderful to own a bank that has announced it’s being acquired, if the acquisition is
going to take place at a 5% premium to the pre-announcement market price, a lot of
work has been done for very little incremental return.
Nevertheless, most experienced bank stock investors have a keen eye for acquisition
targets. The entry point (from a price standpoint), however, is critical to success using
this strategy.
Risk Arbitrage
Risk arbitrage is an investment strategy that involves purchasing the stock of a company
that has announced it’s being acquired and simultaneously shorting the stock of the
acquirer (assuming that stock will be exchanged in the transaction). If the transaction is
an all-cash deal, then merely buying the stock of the company being acquired, without
any corresponding short position in the acquirer’s stock, would constitute risk arbitrage.
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Pure arbitrage refers to the simultaneous purchase and sale of identical assets for different
prices in different markets. For example, let’s say one ounce of gold is trading for $320
in New York and $322 in London. The pure arbitrage transaction is to simultaneously
purchase gold in New York and sell gold in London, netting a profit (before transaction
expenses) of $2 per ounce.
Risk arbitrage, on the other hand, is so-named because success is dependent upon
completion of the announced transaction, hence the risk. For example, let’s say Bank 1
is going to buy Bank 2 in a one-for-one stock-for-stock transaction (that is, Bank 1 will
issue one share of stock in exchange for each share of Bank 2’s stock) and after the
deal’s announcement, Bank 1’s stock is trading at $21 per share and Bank 2’s stock is
trading at $20 per share. The arb spread in this example is 5% ($1/$20). If the deal closes
according to the original terms in 6 months, then those who bought Bank 2’s stock at
$20 and shorted an identical amount of Bank 1’s stock at $21 will earn 5% on their
money (and 10.25% annualized) over the period (excluding transaction costs and
dividends) regardless of where Bank 1 or Bank 2’s stock actually closes on the
transaction’s closing date. If, however, something should happen (e.g., one party decides
it doesn’t like the terms of the deal after all) and the deal gets called off, then it is highly
likely that Bank 1’s stock will increase and Bank 2’s stock will decline in the short run. If
this situation should occur, the arbs will get blown up on the transaction – that is, they will
lose a substantial amount money on both the long and short sides of the arbitrage. Bank
1’s stock will increase as the shorts scramble to cover their positions and Bank 2’s stock
will decline to a price that no longer reflects a takeover premium. And that, my friends,
is why there is risk in risk arbitrage.
Success at risk arbitrage is dependent largely upon the investor’s knowledge of the
parties involved in the deal and the ability to use such knowledge to determine the
probability of the deal’s successful completion. Successful risk arbitrageurs in the
banking sector tend to be knowledgeable regarding the mindset and personalities of the
managements involved, legal issues, regulatory issues and potential otherwise unforeseen
stumbling blocks. Put simply, risk arbitrage is not for the inexperienced or feint of heart.
Microcaps
Instead of focusing on highly liquid bank stocks with large market capitalizations, some
investors prefer to concentrate their efforts on the opposite: microcap bank stocks.
Although investors have differing opinions regarding what exactly constitutes a microcap
stock – some classify a company with a market cap of less than $500 million as a
microcap, others think microcaps should have a market cap of less than $50 million – I
tend to think of microcaps as companies with market caps of less than $100 million.
The biggest attraction to microcap bank investing is that most of these companies are
underfollowed by the professional analyst community and therefore often represent
compelling values compared to their larger capitalization brethren.
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Microcaps are underfollowed because they are not particularly profitable customers of
the brokerage firms that pay analysts to write research on companies. The vast majority
of Wall Street firms are focused on companies with larger market caps because these
companies represent greater deal potential (more and bigger deals equate to more and
bigger fees) and larger trading volumes (more trading leads to more commissions). In
addition, mergers over the last decade have eliminated a number of independent regional
brokerage firms that used to support small-cap stocks. As a consequence, most
brokerages make markets in and write research on only the larger, more liquid stocks in
order to generate enough trading (i.e., commission) volume and investment banking
revenue to justify their coverage. Exhibit 10A, which shows average sell-side coverage
statistics on 996 publicly-traded banks and thrifts, illustrates this fact clearly.
Exhibit 10A
Sell-Side Analyst Coverage for Banks and Thrifts

Average Number of Sell-side Analysts
by Market Capitalization
20

18

18
Number of Sell Side Analysts

16
14
12
10

8

8
6

4

4
2
2

0

0
> $10 Bil

> $1 Bil < $10
Bil

> $500 Mil <
$1 Bil

> $100 Mil <
$500 Mil

< $100 Mil

Market Capitalization

Source: SNL Securities Database; data as of 08/02

There are two primary reasons why some investors focus principally on microcap bank
stocks. First, many of these banks are undervalued simply because investors are not
aware of them. Second, as a result of their relative illiquidity, many of these banks trade
at substantial discounts to their more liquid peers on a valuation basis.
Exhibit 10B, which displays median financial metrics for those banks in various market
cap segments with returns on equity of greater than 12%, illustrates this tendency among
publicly-traded banks. Although there doesn’t appear to be much of an illiquidity
discount placed on bank stocks in the $100 million - $500 million market cap segment,
those stocks with market caps of less than $100 million clearly trade at a valuation
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discount to their larger peers when adjusted for profitability (as this exhibit has done).
Consequently, one of the goals of microcap bank stock investing is to capture this
illiquidity discount and generate incremental returns as the valuation gap closes through
either a sale of the company or increased liquidity resulting from the company’s growth.
Exhibit 10B
Relative Valuations by Market Cap
Number of
Median
Banks
Market Cap
Market Capitalization
(actual)
(in $Mil)
> $1 Bil
71
2,851.53
> $500 Mil < $1 Bil
23
655.06
> $100 Mil < $500 Mil
132
184.89
< $100 Mil
104
52.47
Source: SNL Securities Datasource (as of 08/02)

Median
ROA
(%)
1.39
1.25
1.35
1.27

Median
ROE
(%)
15.67
15.00
14.58
15.06

Median
P/E
(x)
14.51
15.44
15.31
12.84

Median
Price/BV
(%)
226.17
225.70
218.02
193.65

Median
Price/TBV
(%)
294.56
273.10
236.11
196.74

Median
Daily Vol.
(actual)
403,215
34,903
10,931
894

While investing in microcap bank stocks can be profitable, it also requires more patience
and entails greater risks than investing in banks with larger market caps. This is due
primarily to these stocks’ relative lack of liquidity. It can take months to build a position
of decent size in a lot of microcap stocks even for an individual investor. For
institutions, obviously, the lack of liquidity creates even greater challenges in building
investment positions. Likewise, it’s also more difficult to trade out of microcap
positions. As a result, if some aspect of the analysis regarding a microcap stock is
incorrect, it’s going to be very difficult to liquidate the position – there’s not nearly the
margin for error that exists in more liquid stocks. Consequently, although microcap
bank stock investing can be quite profitable, there are risks to consider that don’t come
into play with larger capitalization bank stocks.
Thrift Conversions
Thrift conversions refer to S&Ls that have recently converted, or are planning to convert,
from mutual ownership – a structure under which the company’s depositors, in effect,
own the institution – to stock ownership. Because an entire book could be written on
thrift conversions alone, I’m merely going to provide a macro look at the process herein.
S&Ls that aren’t owned by stockholders are known as mutual thrifts. Mutual thrifts are
owned by their depositors, although the depositors don’t have voting rights regarding
the management or direction of the company. In addition, depositors in mutual thrifts
don’t receive any dividends, nor do they enjoy any of the other rights that stockholders
typically have. However, because a profitable mutual thrift builds equity over time
through retained earnings, depositors have a claim on this equity if and only if
management ever decides to convert the institution to stock ownership. Someone, after
all, must have a right to the equity that builds up at a mutual thrift over time and this
right falls by default to the institution’s depositors. The thrift’s management, however,
largely controls the timing and terms of the initial public offering (IPO) through which the
company’s equity is distributed and additional capital is raised.
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This initial distribution of a mutual thrift’s equity is known as a conversion because in the
process the institution converts from mutual to stock ownership. The primary method
of converting has been through an IPO. Equity interests in the thrift are first offered for
sale to eligible depositors on a “subscription” basis (which are pro-rated in the case of an
oversubscribed offering, which is the norm) and then to managers and employees.
Typically, these three groups get the right to purchase the entire allotment of new stock.
Which brings us to the tricky issue of pricing the IPO. In a typical IPO, one in which
there are existing shareholders with an actual investment in the company, the original
investors have a keen interest in getting the highest possible valuation for the company
in its IPO. This group, after all, for obvious reasons wants to maximize the value of any
shares that they are either selling in the IPO or holding onto as investments.
In a thrift conversion IPO, however, we have a very different set of pricing issues to
consider. Before the IPO process gets underway, the future purchasers/owners of the
thrift’s stock have no investment in the company and thus no cost basis. This group will
ultimately purchase stock at a price determined by the company’s management in
conjunction with a financial advisor (and the regulatory agencies must approve of the
pricing, as well). Thus, in a thrift conversion IPO, it’s in the (future) owners’ best
interests to price the shares as cheaply as possible. Once the stock starts trading in the
secondary market, after all, market participants as a group will price the stock at its
estimated fair value. Consequently, the larger the gap between the cost basis of the
depositors/managers/employees and the stock’s trading price in the secondary market,
the greater the profits for the former group.1
Joseph A. Colantuoni, in Mutual-to-Stock Conversions: Problems with the Pricing of Initial Public
Offerings, explained the price appreciation phenomenon in mutual-to-stock conversions as
follows (pardon a bit of redundancy here):
Mutual-form thrifts do not have explicit owners. They do, however,
have net worth, or equity, in the form of retained earnings. Management
has created this equity by prudently investing depositor funds. When
mutual-form thrifts are converted to stock form, eligible depositors and
managers can purchase shares of the thrift at the subscription price
before public trading begins and a market price is established. The
proceeds collected during the subscription period are not transferred to
the mutual’s managers or depositors. Instead, these proceeds are
retained by the thrift and added to its total net worth. Those who
purchased the thrift’s stock during the subscription period now own its
preexisting net worth plus the total proceeds raised in the public offering.
The equity pie has grown in size, and each of the new shareholders can
enjoy a larger piece of pie for the cost of a smaller one because the
original (pre-conversion) equity remains in the thrift. The sudden and
dramatic rise in the market price of stock above the offering price initially
set by the underwriter is a reflection of the original equity.
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If an institution has a positive amount of preexisting net worth and can
invest its IPO proceeds in profitable projects, attempts to eliminate rapid
price appreciation are impossible. Two simple examples can explain this
situation. Suppose a mutual-form thrift with $10 million in net worth
converts to stock form. In one example, if the institution’s initial stock
offering is sold for $1 million, initial shareholders should expect a 1,000
percent increase in the value of their shares. As a group, they pay $1
million for $11 million in net worth – in initial retained earnings plus
proceeds collected during the stock subscription period. In a second
example, if the institution could somehow be sold for an unrealistic $1
billion, initial shareholders would still realize a 1 percent initial return. As
absurd as these examples seem, they illustrate a simple point: Regardless

of the final IPO price, price appreciation will occur as the market
realizes the value of an institution’s undistributed (preexisting) net
worth.

Initial purchasers who were fortunate enough to buy shares of the 143
mutual thrifts that converted to stock ownership in 1995, 1996, 1997, and
the first half of 1998 saw their share prices rise by an average of
approximately 24% on the very first day of trading. Even more dramatic
has been the price appreciation on the 13 conversions that took place in
the first four months of 1998, producing an unprecedented average oneday return of 59%. Moreover, the pops appear to be more prominent
the larger the institution is.2
So, you want to get in on these thrift conversions now, don’t you? Looks like easy
money, doesn’t it? Well, not exactly.
The trick is getting the thrift to accept your deposit while it’s still in mutual form. Yes,
you read that correctly. The fact is that most mutual thrifts probably don’t want your
money.
A short history lesson will explain why. Prior to the mid-90s, there weren’t a lot of
people putting deposits in thrifts purely on the hopes that one day the institutions would
convert to stock ownership and profits would reign down. However, investors took
note during the early-90s of the profits to be made as a depositor in a thrift prior to its
conversion, and Economics 101 kicked into high gear – that is, lots of people turned
into “professional depositors.” By the mid-90s, everyone and their brother was trying to
put $500 deposits in mutual thrifts across the country. I personally know investors that
still have deposits in several hundred mutuals.
As the mortgage market got more competitive and thrifts had limited use for all of these
deposits, they started taking a closer look at their depositors. And slowly but surely they
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began, individually and as a group, to discriminate against out-of-town depositors (that
is, the professionals).
By the late-90s, most mutuals required new depositors to have a local address – often
even a local P.O. Box was not acceptable – and proof of residence, etc. These measures
prohibited, for all intents and purposes, new professional depositors from entering the
game. Having said that, there are still mutuals that accept out-of-town deposits.
However, they tend to be institutions in less desirable areas or those that are highly
unlikely to convert anytime in the foreseeable future.
Recently Converted Thrifts
A strategy related to that of investing in thrift conversions is that of investing in recently
converted thrifts. Recently converted thrifts tend to have the following characteristics:
(1) enormous amounts of excess capital (e.g., most newly converted thrifts sport
equity/asset ratios of 15%-25%), (2) thin NIMs (it takes time to loan out the excess
capital and this capital typically remains invested in low-yielding securities for some
period of time), and (3) managements that want to sell the institution within 5-10 years.
A recently converted thrift’s excess capital is both a blessing and a curse from an
investor’s viewpoint. On the one hand, all that capital makes for a very solid, low-risk
balance sheet. On the other hand, the combination of excess capital and a thin NIM
makes for a very low ROE. Consequently, newly converted thrifts often trade at around
book value, and sometimes less, for extended periods of time.
In theory, a newly converted thrift could either pay a large one-time dividend or execute
a huge stock repurchase to return excess capital to shareholders and get its equity to a
reasonable level. There are, however, regulations that limit the timing and amounts of
such distributions. As a result, it often takes years for a converted thrift to normalize its
capital level, even given management’s best intentions.
What investors in converted thrifts are really hoping for, however, is a sale of the
institution within a reasonable time frame. These investors are generally willing to suffer
through a long period of marginal earnings and low ROEs as long as the institution is
sold for a decent deposit premium at some point down the road. And, more often than
not, managers of converted thrifts oblige their shareholders with a sale of the institution
within 5-10 years of the IPO. After all, the primary reason that thrift conversions take
place in the first place is that managers want to get a low-cost equity stake in a company
that they will later sell for a much higher price.
The primary danger to investing in recently converted thrifts is that management doesn’t
“do the right thing(s).” However, as long as management (1) sticks to their knitting (i.e.,
doesn’t do stupid things like branching out into unfamiliar business lines), (2) returns
capital to shareholders as aggressively as the regulators allow through stock buybacks and
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cash dividends, and (3) sells the institution within a reasonable time frame after the IPO,
investing in converted thrifts can be quite profitable. However, if management does the
wrong things, an investment in a converted thrift can turn out to be a value trap.
De Novo Banks
De novo banks are start-up banks. (De novo is latin for “of new.”) De novo banks are
typically started up by bankers and large commercial borrowers who have recently left
banks that were recently acquired. The senior management teams of most acquired
banks are dismissed soon after the transactions close. Often, these laid off bankers get
the itch to start up a new bank once their non-compete and non-solicity obligations have
been met (typically one to two years). Likewise, many customers that had relationships
with management of the acquired bank don’t stick around either and are eager to
reestablish their banking relationships with their old friends at the start-up.
The regulatory agencies require a de novo bank to have minimum start-up equity of
roughly $4 to $8 million, depending on the company’s location, business plan and the
specific charter involved. In most cases, the start-up bank’s managers put up a portion
of this start-up equity and raise the remainder from friends, family, local investors and
future clients of the bank. In addition, they may hire an investment bank to raise any
additional equity needed to meet capital requirements. A de novo’s initial equity is, by
definition, raised at the bank’s book value less any start-up costs.
Most de novo banks don’t turn a profit for 2 to 3 years and eat up 15%-20% of their
starting capital in the interim. It takes time, after all, for a de novo bank’s balance sheet
to grow into its capital base and earn enough spread income to cover the required
overhead costs (e.g., personnel, lease expense, etc.). Nevertheless, a small minority of de
novos reach profitability in as little as 12 to 18 months and lose as little as 5%-10% of
their initial capital. Regardless of the timing, these losses eat into the bank’s capital base.
Consequently, purely from the standpoint of growth in earnings and book value,
investors in de novo banks lose money during the start-up phase. During this phase,
however, the bank’s franchise value should be increasing if it’s being run reasonably well.

Thus, from the standpoint of economic value, a de novo bank’s value may be
increasing even as the bank continues to lose money.

Some community bank investors employ a strategy that relies heavily on investing in de
novo banks. Their logic is that if they can invest at what will turn out to be 125% of
book value (after including start-up costs and the losses incurred during the first few
years) in a bank that generates a 12%-15% ROE within five years of its IPO, and then
sells out at 200% or more of book value another five years out, the math works out
favorably from a return standpoint.
To illustrate, let’s say you invest in a de novo at $8.00 per share (we’ll assume 1 million
shares are issued in the IPO). Let’s further assume that the bank (1) breaks even at the
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beginning of year 3 with $6.50 in per share book value remaining, (2) averages a 12%
ROE over the following eight years, (3) pays no dividends, and (4) is acquired for 2x
book value ten years following its IPO. An investor in the IPO that holds onto their
shares until the bank is acquired will have realized an internal rate of return of roughly
15% over the 10-year period.
Many community bank investors, however, refuse on principle to invest in the IPOs of
de novo banks. These investors simply can’t stomach investing at book value in a
company that is likely to take 2-3 years to reach break-even. These same banks, after all,
often raise money in a secondary offering after their growth has outstripped their startup capital and they’re no longer losing money. Consequently, many bank investors wait
to invest in de novos through such secondary offerings, which often take place at small
premiums to pro forma book value. (Although in recent years many such secondary
offerings have taken place at substantial premiums to book value. This is definitely a
case-by-case issue.)
Four key issues to consider when evaluating a de novo bank are the market area,
management, management options, and start-up costs.
As with any bank, a de novo bank’s proposed market area will play a critical role in its
success or failure. If the market is growing rapidly and is populated with entrepreneurial
business people (e.g., Southern California) then the bank’s odds of success are greater
than if it is located in a slow-growth market populated largely with old-line businesses
(e.g., Western Illinois). In addition, the bank will be more successful if its market has a
dearth of community banks relative to regional banks. Small businesses tend to favor
service-oriented community banks over larger, less personalized regional and national
banks. Consequently, there’s an advantage to being one of the only games in town from
a small-business lending standpoint.
For obvious reasons, a good management team is the sine qua non of superior long-term
profitability and, thus, of superior long-term returns for a de novo bank’s shareholders.
Good managers, after all, will keep start-up costs and operating expenses low, and will
grow the bank’s balance sheet rapidly and prudently by utilizing existing relationships.
The issue of existing relationships is crucial. De novo banks need to grow quickly in
order to generate enough spread income to cover the initial operating overhead. The
most successful de novo managers are typically those that have solid existing
relationships with both the business community – so that they can quickly get plenty of
high-quality loans and low-cost deposits on the balance sheet – and other experienced
commercial lenders – so that they can hire such lenders away from other banks. Without
these existing relationships, it’s difficult for de novos to grow to profitability quickly.
Needless to say, managers love stock options. In the case of de novo banks, the
management team will typically award itself options equivalent to 10%-20% of the
company’s fully-diluted outstanding shares. To my way of thinking, 10% is a pretty big
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number, but 20% is an egregious number. Thus, it’s important to note in the start-up’s
prospectus how many options management are awarding themselves.
Importantly, start-up costs can vary dramatically among banks. Some de novos have
very seasoned management teams that have built up enough goodwill in the business and
investment communities that allows them to raise the required start-up capital without
using an investment bank (and paying the associated fees). These more experienced
operators also tend to need less assistance in the legal and consulting areas.
Consequently, in a typical start-up involving $6-$8 million in capital, one bank may have
$100,000 in start-up expenses while another may rack up over $500,000. Clearly, given
the minimal level of initial invested capital, such differences can be meaningful.
In summary, investing in de novo banks can be very lucrative. There are, however, many
issues to consider before committing one’s capital to such a venture, as I’ve tried to
illustrate herein. In addition, it’s important to remember that most successful de novo
banks end up raising additional equity in subsequent funding rounds that typically take
place after the institution has reached the break-even point and are often priced at
around book value. (Although, as mentioned previously, in recent years, the premium
over book value has expanded somewhat in such secondary offerings.) Consequently,
investors generally get more than one opportunity to invest in a de novo at a reasonable
valuation.
Playing Interest Rate Cycles
Because changes in interest rates have a significant impact on bank profitability and
valuations, some investors use bank stocks as speculative vehicles to profit from a
particular interest rate outlook.
According to brokerage firm Keefe, Bruyette & Woods (KBW), the firm’s proprietary
KBW Bank Index (KBI) has posted negative returns in 9 out of 15 periods of rising
interest rates (that is, Fed tightenings), or 60% of the time, since 1965. In addition, the
KBI has underperformed the S&P 500 in 10 of the 15 periods.3
Rising interest rates can negatively impact bank earnings in several ways. First, rising
rates hurt the NIMs of those institutions that are liability sensitive. Second, rising rates
often engender a slowing economy, leading to lower loan growth for banks and thus
lower projected earnings. Finally, if the economy slows too much, banks’ credit costs
increase as charge-offs mount. Thus, there is good reason to be cautious regarding bank
earnings during periods of rising interest rates.
Having said that, one group that clearly benefits from rising interest rates is that of asset
sensitive banks. These institutions’ NIMs expand as rates rise because their assets
reprice faster than their liabilities. Although the earnings of asset sensitive institutions
may improve as interest rates increase, the discount rate applied to these earnings is also
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increasing. Consequently, there may not be any positive net effect on the valuation of
asset sensitive institutions in a rising rate environment, as the positive associated with
higher earnings is offset by the negative of higher discount rates.
The basic strategy, however, is straightforward: If you think rates are going to rise and
bank stock prices don’t reflect this view, you should either invest in asset sensitive
institutions or avoid the banking group altogether. The key, of course, is getting the
interest rate call correct – a tough way to make a living, to be sure.
A Few Additional Thoughts on Bank Investing

Patience is a Virtue
Investing in community bank stocks often requires a great deal of patience, often more
than is necessary in general stock market investing because of the marketability issues
discussed herein. Psychological and other factors can create market distortions that last
a very long time. You can be right in the long run, but dead in the short run.4
My point: Be very careful about getting overextended – long or short – based on a
valuation argument alone. A catalyst of some sort is often required to get a bank’s stock
price moving toward fair value. It serves us all to recall Lord Keynes’ brilliant
observation that, “Markets can remain irrational longer than you can remain solvent.”5
Or as Jeremy Grantham put it more recently, “Bets based on a ‘value’ approach to
investing eventually winning will usually treat you well, but the timing of these bets will
usually try to kill you.”6

Understand How the Market Works
Investing is a game of strategy. One can’t win a game of strategy if there’s a
misunderstanding about how the game is played in the first place. With a flawed
understanding of a game that requires skill, a player unwittingly relies on luck to win.
And luck is not an investor’s best friend because it begets unwarranted confidence that
often leads to larger mistakes down the road.
According to investor Arne Alsin, the basic tenets of the game known as the stock
market are as follows: “All stocks are mispriced, some by a little, some by a lot. It is
critical that investors understand that stock quotes do not reflect reality. In other words,
stock values do not equal business values. At best, a company’s stock quote will
approximate the underlying business value. Frequently, though, a company’s stock
quote can diverge 40% to 50% or more from its business value.”7
I could point out many bank stocks with price moves of 50% or more in either direction
over two-year periods. The business value of these banks had not changed that much
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over the two years. Clearly, the change in these banks’ stock values vastly exceeded the
change in the value of the underlying businesses.
Which leads me to the following observation: Great investors understand that the
purpose of the stock market is to provide liquidity, not to accurately assess the value of
businesses. The central preoccupation of successful investors (as opposed to
speculators) is to identify and capture the spread when a company’s stock value is
materially below its business value.8

Competition Among Banks is Intense
One of the dirty little secrets of bank investing is that most banks do not have any real
barriers to entry. True, a de novo operation has to get approved by the regulatory
authorities, but that’s about the only real barrier and it’s not a particularly difficult barrier
to overcome. Consequently, most banks operate in an environment of intense
competition. More often than not, competitors eventually contain each other’s growth
rate to that of the local or regional economy in which they are operating. Therefore, as
an investor one must think long and hard about assigning a historically high valuation to
any particular bank stock.

Beware of Reflexivity when Shorting Bank Stocks
When shorting bank stocks, be very careful of shorting stocks simply because they look
“expensive.” First of all, as noted above, stocks can remain irrationally priced for quite a
long time. Second, and more importantly, banks with rich stock prices often use their
currencies to acquire other banks, thus rendering their shares, in effect, less rich.
To use a specific example, let’s take the case of Irvine, California-based Commercial
Credit Bancorp, Inc. (CCBI). As of January 26, 2004, CCBI’s stock was trading at
$19.14, which represented 29.0x trailing twelve-month earnings, 5.6x book value and
6.4x tangible book value – extremely high multiples for a thrift, to say the least. Any
rational bank analyst would have looked at such multiples and assumed immediately that
CCBI was a potential short sale candidate (and many did). But, on January 27, 2004,
CCBI did a very smart thing: it announced it was acquiring Hawthorne Financial Corp.,
an institution almost 50% larger than CCBI (by asset size), for much cheaper multiples
than CCBI was trading. In fact, when the transaction closed on June 4, 2004, CCBI had
purchased Hawthorne for 14.7x earnings, 2.2x book value and 2.5x tangible book value.
When the dust settled, CCBI as of June 30, 2004, had increased its per share book value
to $10.97 (from $3.41 at YE’03) and its per share tangible book value to $4.31 (from
$2.97 at YE’03) largely as a result of the acquisition of Hawthorne. Moreover, analyst
estimates of CCBI’s earnings for 2004 and 2005 were increased dramatically, to $1.20
and $1.70 per share, respectively. All of a sudden, in one fell swoop, an egregiously rich
stock was now merely expensive. CCBI had successfully made its stock less expensive
by exploiting the reflexive process (See Appendix VI “Understanding Reflexivity”) the
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market had laid at its feet, thereby confounding the short sellers, at least in the short
term.

Exercise Caution with Banks that “Beat the Number” on a Regular Basis
Companies – banks or otherwise – that consistently “beat” by pennies the estimate put
forth by the sell-side analysts that cover them should be viewed with some skepticism.
Businesses, including banks, are far too complicated, with too many moving parts, to be
able to hit a certain number quarter after quarter without, essentially, making the number
up.9
Bill Fleckenstein emphasizes the point as follows, “Could any of you project for me what
your checkbook balance will be at the end of a month? Probably most of you don’t have
that many moving parts and know with some degree of certainty what you’ll spend. Yet,
you can’t predict to the dollar what your checkbook will have in it, and companies can’t
predict what they’re going to earn that precisely, either. The fact that they’re doing it
means they’re basically playing games.”10
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CHAPTER 11

CASE STUDIES
In my view, it’s instructive to analyze a few “real world” banks in the context of the
approaches and techniques discussed in this book. Three of the four following “case
studies” – for lack of a better term – are actual research reports I wrote while serving a
two-year stint as a sell-side analyst in Chicago. Importantly, the firm for whom I worked
– Podesta & Co. – did not engage in any corporate finance activity. Consequently, my
research wasn’t tainted by the lure of corporate finance fees. (I wish… kidding, of
course.) This research was written with only one goal in mind: To make money for
Podesta’s clients. Importantly (and unfortunately), I didn’t succeed in achieving this goal
in every case, as you’ll see in the case of Hamilton Bancorp. This failure, however, was
not the result of conflicts of interest, but rather of just being plain wrong about some
aspect of the company.
The three reports I’ve included herein cover three different scenarios: (1) a plain vanilla
bank I thought was undervalued from a fundamental investment perspective
(Community First Bankshares), (2) a bank I thought would be acquired in the short term
(CNB Bancshares), and (3) a bank about whose fundamentals I turned out to be
completely wrong (Hamilton Bancorp).
In my view – and I’m clearly biased – these reports have stood the test of time in that
there’s not much I’d change in them several years after the fact (even the Hamilton
piece). Again, I’m biased, but I think the case I try to build for each stock is logically
constructed and analytically sound. Consequently, I think these pieces are fairly useful to
review with the benefit of hindsight.

Importantly, the Hamilton research report is clearly the most instructive of the
three because it’s the company about which I was wrong to the greatest degree.
And, unfortunately, in life as in investing, you learn very little from a particular
situation when you’re right, but you can learn a lot when you’re wrong.
Because these research reports by their very nature contain a great deal of companyspecific background information, I’m not going to rehash a lot of the details in the
following summaries. Nevertheless, I will provide an overview of the company, the
original investment thesis and an epilogue of sorts.
Finally, the fourth case study follows the progress of Southwest Community Bancorp, a
San Diego-based de novo founded in late 1997. Southwest Community is a perfect
example of how investors can make a lot of money investing in a de novo bank if the
bank’s management team is savvy with respect to both operating the bank and raising
additional capital for expansion.
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Community First Bankshares, Inc.
At the time I initiated coverage of Community First Bankshares, the Company was a
$6.3 billion-asset bank holding company based in Fargo, North Dakota. Over the
previous decade, Community First had grown largely through acquiring banks and
insurance agencies in smaller towns and cities in upper-midwestern and southwestern
states. By the beginning of 2000, as the research piece notes, Community First had
halted, for all intents and purposes, its acquisition machine and was settling into the
business of integrating and operating its far-flung franchise.
The investment thesis was relatively straightforward. I thought the P/E discount
assigned to the Bank’s stock relative to its peers was unwarranted given that management
was planning to “use [the year] 2000 to tighten its operational focus and cost structure
after several years of acquisitions…” In my view, once Community First proved to the
market that (1) it would no longer engage in questionable acquisitions, (2) it would
instead use excess capital to repurchase stock and increase dividends, and (3) it was
capable of growing earnings organically at a reasonable rate, the discount the Bank
traded at relative to its peers would narrow considerably.
In fact, this is exactly what happened. Over the following three years, Community
First’s EPS grew by 9% annually (versus my 10% estimate) and its P/E discount
narrowed from 29% to 5%. Coupled with a dividend yield that was 1% greater than its
peers, Community First provided a total return of 120.7% between the date of the initial
report and the end of August 2003, as compared to a total return of 93.6% for the
Nasdaq Bank Index over the same period.
In essence, my recommendation on Community First was a pure fundamental trading
call. The “angle” was that the market was unduly penalizing the Company for past sins
(its acquisitions) that were not going to be a part of the company’s strategy going
forward. In addition, the market questioned Community First’s ability to grow
organically. In hindsight, we can see that Community First executed its plan and the
market eventually rewarded the Bank with a higher stock price.
(Epilogue: On November 1, 2004, BNP Paribas and Community First completed a
previously-announced merger in which BNP acquired Community First for $32.25 per
share in cash, resulting in total deal value of $1.2 billion. Between the date of my initial
report on Community First and November 1, 2004, Community First’s common stock
provided a total return of 158.0% to its shareholders, as compared to a total return of
128.9% for the Nasdaq Bank Index over the same period.)
CNB Bancshares, Inc.
At the time I initiated coverage of CNB Banchares, the Company was a $7.2 billion-asset
bank holding company based in Evansville, Indiana. CNB was a very profitable, well144
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run bank with an attractive franchise and a particularly shareholder-friendly management
team.
The investment thesis for CNB was two-fold. First, I thought CNB was moderately
undervalued relative to its peers on a stand-alone trading basis. Second, and more
importantly, the valuation disparity between CNB’s stock and the stock of its most
logical acquirers was as wide as it had been in several years. Combined with a
shareholder-friendly management team, this valuation disparity led me to believe that
CNB’s management would ultimately start evaluating potential acquirers for the
franchise.
As fate – and some degree of luck – would have it, CNB announced it had signed a
definitive agreement to be acquired by Fifth Third Bancorp on June 16, 1999, just six
weeks after I initiated coverage of the Bank. CNB shareholders ultimately received
$61.78 per share in Fifth Third common stock when the transaction closed on October
29, 1999. Importantly, the fact that this number was just 22 cents below my estimate of
CNB’s takeout value (in the research report) is mostly coincidence. Typically, getting
within 5%-10% of a bank’s actual takeout value is considered a good result. I don’t ever
expect to get as close with a takeout value estimate as I did in CNB’s case.
Between the date of my initial report on CNB (April 28, 1999) and the completion of its
acquisition by Fifth Third (October 29, 1999), the Company’s stock price increased by
49.5%. In contrast, the Nasdaq Bank Index declined by 4.0% over the same period.
My recommendation on CNB was primarily a takeout speculation and secondarily a
fundamental trading call. Make no mistake, however, that the serendipitous timing of
the actual acquisition was to some degree a matter of luck. Rarely will things work out
so nicely when you’ve identified an acquisition candidate.
Hamilton Bancorp, Inc.
As you will see, my coverage of Hamilton Bancorp was a debacle, to put it mildly.
However, it is out of the ashes of great debacles that great learning experiences arise.
When I wrote the research report included herein on Hamilton – now referred to as
“Scamilton” by those of us once involved with the Bank – the Company was a $1.7
billion-asset bank holding company based in Miami, Florida. Hamilton appeared to be a
very profitable company that focused on financing trade between Central America,
South America, the Caribbean and the United States.
What attracted me to Hamilton’s stock were the following characteristics:
•

At 1x book value and 5.5x estimated earnings, the Bank’s stock appeared to be
cheap.
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•

•
•

•

Management had a long, successful history in banking and trade finance.
Hamilton’s CEO had been in the trade finance business for over 30 years and
the Bank’s loan losses over the years had been minimal, even during times of
economic stress in Central and South America.
Trade finance is a niche lending market and in Hamilton’s case appeared to be
more profitable than more commoditized lending lines.
Because trade finance receivables are short-term in nature, Hamilton turned over
its loan portfolio an average of two times per year. Consequently, it stood to
reason that loan problems, if they existed, would be hard to hide for extended
periods of time.
It appeared that Hamilton’s stock price was discounting too heavily economic
problems in South America, in general, and Ecuador, in particular.

At the time, as the research piece notes, my primary concerns were that Hamilton’s loan
loss reserve appeared to be a bit light, and the Bank’s exposure to Latin America was
considerable. Nevertheless, it appeared that the stock’s pros heavily outweighed its cons.
To cut to the chase, Hamilton was seized by regulators on January 11, 2002 based on
increased worries about its problem trade-finance loans. Ultimately, both its common
stock and preferred stock were worthless.
So, the obvious question is: What happened? First, from an operating standpoint, it
appears that in its quest for growth, Hamilton stretched too far for loans – that is, the
Company made bigger and riskier loans than it had previously underwritten and priced
these loans below the market in order to get volume. Second, from an economic
standpoint, Ecuador, a country accounting for roughly 4% of the Bank’s trade finance
business, was a complete mess. Finally, from an oversight standpoint, it appears that
there was substantial fraudulent behavior at Hamilton that went undetected outside the
Bank (as detailed below).
Unfortunately, the operating issue – that Hamilton was stretching for loans – wasn’t a
complete surprise. An analyst and friend of mine with contacts at a large trade finance
company told me that these contacts said Hamilton was getting business by
underbidding the competition. The problem with such complaints is that they are often
without merit. Virtually every banker in every market complains about his competition
doing something stupid with respect to pricing or terms on loans. So, such comments
should be taken with a grain of salt unless corroborated elsewhere. Nevertheless, in
Hamilton’s case, the accusations turned out to be true.
The economic issues were apparent to all. Ecuador had recently defaulted on its Brady
Bond obligations, the first country to do so. And certain other Central and South
American countries were clearly struggling. The extent of the problems as they related
directly to Hamilton’s customers, however, was hard to determine.
Despite
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management’s protestations to the contrary, the situation was clearly worse than it
appeared.
Finally, the alleged fraud was virtually undetectable. While fraud is very difficult to
detect from public financial statements, close scrutiny of Hamilton’s 10-Q filings during
2000 revealed that regulators were deeply suspicious of management and the Bank’s loan
portfolio. Furthermore, when Hamilton was eventually ordered by regulators to
implement additional credit and money-laundering controls, the Company took the
extremely unusual tact of suing the OCC. Even though actual fraud couldn’t be detected
from outside the bank, taken as a whole, there were enough suspicious complaints and
activities to suggest that something was very wrong at Hamilton.
I suspended coverage of Hamilton and the other companies I followed when I left
Podesta. But, as fate would have it, I had a chance to peruse Hamilton’s third-party loan
review a few months prior to the company being seized by the regulators. It was not a
pretty sight. Most of the Bank’s pass-rated loans were Pass 3’s and many of these loans
would have been downgraded even further in a more stringent loan review.
After the bank’s seizure, among other issues, it was revealed by the Miami Herald that:
•
•

•

•
•

“…during bank regulators’ yearly examination of the bank in 2000, [it was
discovered that] nearly $2 million in deposits arrived in sealed pouches from
Latin America;”
“…about $28 million in loans and wire transfers was funneled to a Mexican
construction and real estate businessman, and the loans appeared to have no
legitimate business purposes. The OCC claims the moves were part of a
patchwork of lending intended to wipe bad loans off the books by issuing
new loans;”
“The bank’s records concealed the true nature of many multimillion-dollar
loans, which were often originated in the names of shell companies to pay off
or finance the purchase of other delinquent or poorly underwritten loans and
thereby disguise the true financial conditions of the bank;”
“’There are a plethora of unmonitored suspicious activities suggestive of
money laundering that are being conducted through accounts at the bank and
with the active participation of bank employees,’ bank examiners wrote.”
“Documents allege that Hamilton lent to companies that had no means of
repayment and insufficient collateral.”1

Finally, on June 22, 2004, the United States Department of Justice announced “the
return of a 42-count indictment for conspiracy, wire fraud, securities fraud, false filings
with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), false statements to accountants,
obstruction of examination of a financial institution, and making false statements to the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC") against three former senior
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executive officers of Hamilton Bancorp and Hamilton Bank.”2 (See Exhibit 11A for
more details.)
In summary, the lessons one should take away from the Hamilton debacle include the
following:
•

•

•

•
•

Because a bank has a successful track record does not mean that its
success will continue. I was comfortable with Hamilton’s track record

because it had maintained low loan losses even during times of economic
duress in Central and South America. But, alas, past is not always prologue.
Be particularly suspect of banks that engage in niche lending. Niches are
only as good as the risks they entail and the ability of management to hedge
those risks. I’ve made investments in niche lenders that worked out quite well
and, obviously, in the case of Hamilton, things went horribly wrong. The key is
to truly understand the niche in question from the standpoint of profitability
and potential hazards. In Hamilton’s case, I underestimated the risks involved.
Listen to a bank’s competitors. Often competitors will badmouth a bank in
the spirit of competition (or jealousy). When specific allegations are made
regarding loose underwriting or aggressive pricing, however, one must dig
deeper.
Fraud is very difficult to detect from outside a bank. Hamilton kept
regulators, who had access to all of the Bank’s internal records, in a haze
regarding its underlying problems for over a year.

Regulators, while helpful in general terms, will often be late to detect
catastrophic problems. If a bank’s management team really puts effort into

committing fraud and evading regulators, they will generally be able to get away
with it for some period of time before getting caught.
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Exhibit 11A
Hamilton Bancorp: U.S. Department of Justice Indictment of Former Executives
U.S. Department of Justice
United States Attorney Southern District of Florida
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

99 N.E. 4 Street
Miami, FL 33132
(305) 961-9001
........................................................................

June 22, 2004

FORMER HAMILTON BANK SENIOR EXECUTIVES INDICTED FOR DEFRAUDING
INVESTORS AND BANK AND SECURITIES REGULATORS THROUGH ACCOUNTING
FRAUD SCHEME

Marcos Daniel Jiménez, United States Attorney for the Southern District of Florida; Thomas
C. McDade, Special Agent in Charge, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Office of
Inspector General ("FDIC-OIG"); and Dennis S. Schindel, Acting Inspector General of the
U.S. Department of the Treasury Office of Inspector General ("Treasury-OIG"), announced
today the return of a 42-count indictment for conspiracy, wire fraud, securities fraud, false
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), false statements to
accountants, obstruction of examination of a financial institution, and making false statements
to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC") against three former senior executive
officers of Hamilton Bancorp and Hamilton Bank. The named defendants are Eduardo A.
Masferrer, chairman of the board and chief executive officer; Juan Carlos Bernace, president
and director; and John M.R. Jacobs, senior vice president and chief financial officer.
Masferrer also was charged with insider trading.
The Indictment alleges that in 1998 and 1999, Masferrer, Bernace, and Jacobs fraudulently
inflated the reported results of operations and financial condition of Hamilton Bancorp and
defrauded the investing public and the bank and securities regulators, so that they would
unjustly enrich and benefit themselves through higher salaries, bonuses, and stock options,
and would facilitate an upcoming registered securities offering to the investing public.
Masferrer made nearly $2 million in bonuses, and Bernace and Jacobs each made more than
$100,000 in bonuses while the fraud was concealed.
Hamilton Bancorp, a publicly-traded company in Miami-Dade County, Florida (listed on
NASDAQ under the symbol "HABK"), was a bank holding company and conducted
operations principally through its wholly-owned subsidiary, Hamilton Bank, N.A., which was a
trade finance bank in Miami-Dade County. In September 1999, during the annual bank
examination of Hamilton Bank, bank examiners from the OCC discovered questionable
transactions in Hamilton Bank's books regarding the bank's 1998 swap transaction involving
the sale of the Russian loans and the bank's purchase of Latin American and other nonRussian securities during the same time period. The OCC began to investigate, and, in
January 2002, after determining that Hamilton Bank had operated in an unsafe and unsound
manner, the OCC closed Hamilton Bank. As a result of the Bank's closure, the FDIC lost
approximately $160 million.
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The Indictment, which was a result of a two-year criminal investigation by the FDIC-OIG and
the Treasury-OIG, alleges that Masferrer, Bernace, and Jacobs participated in a fraudulent
scheme whereby they falsely inflated the results of operations and financial condition of
Hamilton Bancorp in the SEC filings, obstructed OCC's examination of Hamilton Bank, and
lied to the investing public, the bank and securities regulators, and their accountants
regarding the true financial health of Hamilton Bancorp and Hamilton Bank. The Indictment
charges that in 1998 and 1999, Masferrer, Bernace, and Jacobs engaged in swap
transactions (or "adjusted price trades") to hide Hamilton Bank's losses, including $22 millionplus losses in 1998, and falsely accounted for the transactions to make it appear that no
losses had been incurred. While Masferrer, Bernace, and Jacobs falsely reported the nature
of the swap transactions to the investing public and the regulators, the Indictment revealed
internal tape-recordings in which Masferrer, Bernace, and Jacobs openly discussed the
transactions as swaps. In addition, the Indictment charges that while the fraud was
concealed, Masferrer engaged in illegal insider trading in Hamilton Bancorp's stock through
the use of trust accounts. During 1998, Hamilton Bancorp had a market capitalization of more
than $300 million.
If convicted of wire fraud, the defendants face a statutory maximum term of imprisonment of
thirty (30) years and a fine of up to $1 million for each wire fraud count. If convicted of
securities fraud, the defendants face a statutory maximum term of ten (10) years'
imprisonment and a fine of $1 million for each such count. If convicted of conspiracy,
obstruction of examination of a financial institution, or making a false statement, the
defendants face a statutory maximum term of five (5) years' imprisonment and a fine of up to
$250,000 for each such count.
U.S. Attorney Marcos Daniel Jiménez said: "This prosecution demonstrates our vigorous
efforts to prosecute corporate fraud schemes designed to defraud the investing public and
regulators regarding the financial condition of publicly-traded companies. Prosecuting
corporate frauds is one of this Office's highest priorities. Officers and directors of publiclytraded companies have the duty to disclose truthfully the financial condition of their
companies, and if they fail to do that, they will be criminally prosecuted."
Mr. Jiménez commended the investigative efforts of the FDIC - OIG and the Department of
the Treasury - OIG. This case is being prosecuted by Assistant United States Attorneys
Richard Hong and Kurt R. Erskine, with assistance from AUSA William Healy on the asset
forfeiture charges of the case.
(Source: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation)

Southwest Community Bancorp
Southwest Community Bancorp began as the brainchild of Frank Mercardante, a longtime Southern California banker. Before getting too far along in the process of starting
the bank, however, Mr. Mercardante accepted a position as President and CEO of
another bank.
Rather than abort the idea altogether, Southwest’s investor group brought in Howard
Levenson, owner of a San Diego-based broker-dealer, to help continue the process.
Shortly after its grand opening, Mr. Levenson convinced Mr. Mercardante to leave his
bank and join Southwest as President and CEO.
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As of year-end 2004, Southwest Community had grown to $533 million in assets and
$483 million in deposits. Southwest’s progression from a small de novo bank to a
sizable, highly profitable bank is a perfect blueprint for how de novo banks should be
managed and grown.
Exhibit 11B illustrates Southwest’s financial progress between 1999 and 2004. A few
items are noteworthy here. First, notice that the Bank lost money through 1999. As
mentioned previously, it’s perfectly normal – and expected – for a de novo bank to lose
money for anywhere from 18 – 30 months. (Although in Southwest’s case, much of the
initial losses can be attributed to the Bank’s decision to form a data and item processing
subsidiary. Profitability would have been reached sooner had Southwest not devoted
capital to that particular venture, although this subsidiary has turned out to be a good
investment.) Second, notice that Southwest’s ROA declined for a couple of years after
2001. During the years Southwest was losing money – 1998 and 1999 – the Bank built
up net operating loss carryforwards. Thus, once the Bank started making money, it
enjoyed an artificially low tax rate until these net operating losses had been used up by
2002. So, in reality, Southwest’s ROA was artificially high in 2000 and 2001 because it
wasn’t bearing the full burden of its “normalized” tax rate. Finally, notice that the
Bank’s shareholders’ equity has grown at a far quicker pace than earnings over the
period. This is the result of several follow-on offerings that Southwest undertook after
its initial round of funding.
Exhibit 11B
Southwest Community Bancorp: Selected Financial Data
Assets (Year-end in 000s)
Net Loans (Year-end in 000s)
Deposits (Year-end in 000s)
Equity (Year-end in 000s)
Return on Assets
Return on Equity
Basic Shares Outstanding (Year-end)
Earnings per Share*
Book Value per Share (Year-end)*
Stock Price (Year-end)*
Year-end Stock Price/Book Value
* Adjusted for stock splits

1999
47,545
30,906
42,238
4,586
-1.43%
-10.40%
1,808,898
$
(0.27)
$
2.53
$
5.87
232%

$
$
$
$

2000
87,201
63,365
78,241
7,857
1.12%
10.91%
2,247,774
$
0.31
$
3.50
$
6.94
198%

$
$
$
$

2001
123,074
82,908
112,856
8,775
0.87%
10.77%
2,247,774
$
0.37
$
3.91
$
7.21
184%

$
$
$
$

2002
250,898
125,856
231,995
16,177
1.05%
14.55%
2,888,994
$
0.63
$
5.60
$
12.68
226%

$
$
$
$

2003
338,815
186,204
308,379
18,962
1.03%
16.88%
2,902,494
$
0.85
$
6.53
$
18.69
286%

$
$
$
$

2004
532,874
279,856
482,762
38,888
1.20%
17.57%
3,485,066
$
1.25
$
11.16
$
40.05
359%

$
$
$
$

This last issue is worthy of a bit more analysis and discussion. Southwest’s initial round
of funding in December 1997 took place at $3.56 per share (adjusted for subsequent
stock splits). Over the ensuing seven years, Southwest added net retained earnings of
$2.38 to its per share book value. Assuming that Southwest did not raise any additional
capital over the period, but that its profitability and trading ratio relative to book value
remained the same (slightly unrealistic, yes, but not altogether so), the Bank’s stock would
have traded at $21.43 per share ([$3.56 + $2.38] x 359%) at year-end 2004. Clearly, such
a scenario would have been a home run for the original investors, as such appreciation
represents an IRR of approximately 29% over the period.
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Exhibits 11C and 11D, however, illustrate how management turned a mere home run
into a grand slam. The simple explanation is that Southwest’s management was able to
raise subsequent rounds of capital at substantial premiums to book value. Consequently,
these offerings were all substantially accretive to the Bank’s original investors (or, more
specifically, to those holding the stock prior to the most recent offering) from a value
standpoint.
Exhibit 11C
Southwest Community Bancorp: Offering History
Amount
Date
(000s)
12/01/97
$
5,406
01/08/99
$
1,245
04/21/00
$
2,502
06/24/02
$
5,500
08/31/04
$
15,000
* Adjusted for stock splits
** Pro-forma (approximate)

$
$
$
$
$

Price/Share*
3.56
4.44
5.92
8.67
30.00

Price/Book**
100%
159%
177%
167%
277%

Exhibit 11D
Southwest Community Bancorp: Value Accretion
Book Value per Share at 12/01/97
Retained EPS thru 12/31/04
Accretion to per Share BV from Offerings
Book Value per Share at 12/31/04

$
$
$
$

3.56
2.38
5.22
11.16

Clearly, Southwest’s management has done an exemplary job both operating and
growing the Bank. The icing on the cake from a value-creation perspective, however,
has been management’s ability to raise capital on increasingly favorable terms. As such,
Southwest’s year-end 2004 stock price of $40.05 represents an IRR of over 41% for the
Bank’s original investors.

Thus, while many professional bank investors avoid investing in de novos for the
reasons mentioned in Chapter 10, one should not dismiss such opportunities out
of hand. At those times when all the stars align properly, as in the case of
Southwest Bancorp, de novos can turn out to be spectacular investments.
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APPENDIX VIII
THE SAVINGS AND LOAN CRISIS
The Savings & Loan Crisis of the 1980s and early-1990s was such a pivotal event for the
nation’s financial system that any book on banking would be incomplete without some
mention of the debacle. The S&L cleanup was Congress’ response to the greatest
collapse of U.S. financial institutions since the Great Depression and, as such, is a case
study in and of itself. Like many other topics covered herein, entire books have been
written on the S&L Crisis, so the following is merely a “Cliff Notes” version of events.
Between 1986 and 1989, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC),
the insurer (at the time) of thrift industry deposits, closed or otherwise resolved 296
thrift institutions with total assets of $125 billion. Following FSLIC’s efforts, the
Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC), the entity created to finish the cleanup, resolved an
additional 747 institutions with assets of $394 billion between 1990 and 1995. All told,
the crisis cost taxpayers roughly $124 billion and the thrift industry an additional $29
billion, for a total loss of approximately $153 billion.1
The causes of the thrift crisis have been documented and debated by scholars for more
than a decade. Most observers agree that the primary causes of the collapse were a
combination of the following:

Interest rate volatility: In October 1979, Fed Chairman Paul Volcker and his
compatriots at the Federal Reserve began a series of historic increases in short-term
interest rates in an effort to reduce the rate of inflation. This eventually resulted in an
enormous interest rate/duration mismatch for many thrifts, which at the time held
primarily 30-year fixed rate mortgages in their loan portfolios. In other words, most
thrifts at the time were extremely liability sensitive; that is, their liabilities were repricing
at a much faster rate than their assets. The Fed’s interest rate policies gave rise to an
inverted yield curve (one in which short rates were higher than long rates) that prevailed
from 1980 to 1982. This made life very difficult for thrifts, who faced the prospect of
funding long-term assets (30-year fixed rate mortgages) sporting lower yields than their
short-term deposit funding costs. Clearly, this was a recipe for disaster.

By 1981, thrift presidents were caught between a rock and a hard place. To do nothing
might spell bankruptcy. While paying out 14% on (new) deposits while taking in 6% on
(older) mortgage loans wasn’t sound way of doing business, at least the institution’s
doors were still open. By 1983, short rates had fallen below long rates, and the thrift
industry was trying to grow its way out of catastrophe. By that time, the average thrift
could underwrite new mortgage loans at 14% and fund them with deposits at 11%.2
Many thrifts layered millions of dollars of new loans on top of millions of dollars of the
old loss-embedded loans, in the hope that the new would offset the old. That this
strategy was incredibly irresponsible – the fundamental problem of borrowing short and
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lending long had not been remedied, after all – was somewhat irrelevant to the S&L
executives. They were simply trying to keep the doors open.3

Federal ban on adjustable rate mortgages: Until 1981, thrifts were prevented by law
from underwriting ARMs. Clearly, this magnified the problem of S&L maturity
mismatching from an asset-liability management perspective because thrifts could not
issue mortgages on which interest rates could be adjusted upward during periods of
rising rates. As mentioned previously, many thrifts were earning less on their loans than
they paid on deposits during periods of high interest rates.

Regulation Q: Under Regulation Q, the Federal Reserve since 1933 had limited the

interest rates banks could pay to their depositors. Reg. Q was extended to thrifts in
1966. Reg. Q unintentionally created a cross-subsidy, passed from savers to home
buyers, that allowed S&Ls to keep interest rates artificially low and thereby continue to
post adequate net interest margins for some period of time on the fixed-rate mortgages
they had underwritten at lower rates many years earlier. The extension of Reg. Q to
thrifts was a critical precursor to the S&L crisis because it perpetuated S&L maturity
mismatching for another fifteen years. Reg. Q was phased out after the accumulation of
insurmountable problems finally sank the industry in 1980.4

The deregulation of depositories: State and federal deregulation of depository

institutions allowed thrifts to enter riskier loan markets with which they had limited
experience and expertise. In order to obtain higher-yielding assets, many thrift managers
began underwriting commercial real estate loans (as opposed to less risky residential real
estate loans) about which they did not have a complete understanding. This led to
substantial losses down the road.

Thrift industry tax legislation of 1981: In a misguided effort to stave off disaster –

obviously, it didn’t work – Congress passed a tax break for the thrift industry on
September 30, 1981. The new tax legislation allowed thrift executives to sell their
portfolios of old, low-rate loans at losses and amortize such losses over the remaining
life of the loans. The thrifts would then re-deploy the sales proceeds into higher-yielding
loans. In addition, the aforementioned losses could be offset against any taxes the S&L
had paid over the previous ten years, such that the IRS returned old tax dollars to the
thrifts. The new tax breaks incented thrift executives to generate as much in losses as
possible through the sale of their mortgage portfolios. This is where Wall Street entered
the picture by providing the liquidity for this unprecedented volume of mortgage trading.
Wall Street’s extraction of more than a few pounds of flesh from the thrift industry
during this period is documented entertainingly in Michael Lewis’ Liar’s Poker.5

Changes in real estate tax law: In an effort to stimulate the economy, the Reagan
administration in 1981 backed tax changes that doubled the allowable depreciation on
real estate investments, among other things. These changes made real estate investments
more attractive, and real estate investors created new partnerships and sought loans from
the thrift industry. Dramatic overbuilding ensued. The real estate partnerships largely
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disappeared after Congress enacted tax changes in 1986 which made such partnerships
less desirable. Among other things, the new legislation returned allowable depreciation
back to its regular schedule and capital gains lost their previously-favored status. Many
thrifts ended up foreclosing on buildings with enormous embedded losses.

Restrictions on branch banking: Legislation restricting nationwide banking prevented

S&Ls (and banks, for that matter) from expanding across state lines. Consequently,
thrifts were unable to geographically diversify their credit risk and became overexposed
to regional economic downturns.6
While the S&L crisis was a disaster for many depositors and investors (and all tax payers,
obviously), it was a boon to many investor groups that put up the resources necessary to
recapitalize the industry. Among those that made hundreds of millions picking up the
pieces after the thrift industry’s implosion include financiers Ron Perlman and Gerald
Ford, and former Treasury Secretary William E. Simon, to name just a few.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Accretion: The amount of increase in per share earnings, book value or tangible
book value resulting from a particular transaction, as expressed in either dollar or
percentage terms.
Arbitrage: The purchase of an asset on one market for immediate resale on another
market in order to profit from a price discrepancy between the two markets. (See
also “Risk Arbitrage.”)
Arb Spread: The spread that exists between a seller’s market price and its acquisition
price after the acquisition has been announced publicly.
Asset Sensitive Bank: A bank whose assets reprice faster than its liabilities.
Board Resolution: An informal commitment developed and adopted by a financial
institution’s board of directors/trustees, often at the request of an FDIC Regional
Director, directing the institution’s personnel to take corrective action regarding
specific noted deficiencies.
Cap: The maximum interest rate permitted over the term of a loan.
Cash and Balances Due from Banks: The total of noninterest-bearing balances of
coin and currency and coin, and interest-bearing balances (including time certificates
not held for trading).
Cease-and-Desist Order (C&D): Issued by federal bank regulators to halt
violations of law committed by an institution as well as to require affirmative action
to correct any condition resulting from such violations.
Charge-offs: Write-offs or write-downs of problem loans.
subtracted from the Loan Loss Reserve.

Charge-offs are

Civil Money Penalties: Monetary penalties assessed to sanction an institution or
Institution Affiliated Party according to the degree of culpability and severity of the
violation and also to deter future occurrences.
Commercial Paper: A negotiable, short-term unsecured promissory note. Only the
most credit-worthy companies can issue commercial paper.
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA): A law that requires financial institutions to
meet the credit needs of low- and moderate-income populations in their
communities.1
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Confidential Memorandum: Document created by an investment banker during
the acquisition process that provides detailed information about the seller. This
document is distributed to potential bidders.
Core Deposits: Generally, those deposits that are not Jumbo CDs.
Core Deposit Intangible (CDI): In an acquisition, that portion of goodwill created
that is assigned to the value of the deposit base alone. The CDI is typically
amortized over 7-10 years.
Core Deposit Premium: In an acquisition, that portion of goodwill created that is
assigned solely to the value of the deposits acquired in the transaction. The Core
Deposit Premium is typically amortized over 7 to 10.
Core Earnings: Earnings adjusted to exclude the impact of non-recurring items
such as restructuring charges, securities sales, etc. Many analysts add back the
amortization of core deposit intangibles to calculate core earnings.
Credit Union: A non-profit financial institution that is owned and operated entirely
by its members. Credit unions provide financial services for their members, including
savings and lending. Large organizations and companies often organize credit unions
for their employees. To join a credit union, a person must ordinarily belong to (or
have a “common bond” with) a participating organization, such as a college alumni
association or labor union. When a person deposits money in a credit union, he/she
becomes a member of the union because the deposit is considered partial ownership
in the credit union. Credit unions do not pay corporate income taxes and, thus,
often offer lower loan rates and higher deposit rates than for-profit banks and
thrifts.2
Cross Selling: Selling multiple banking products and services to a single customer.
Definitive Agreement: Agreement between the buyer and seller in an acquisition
that details the legal responsibilities of each party.
Demand Deposit Account (DDA): Noninterest-bearing transaction account
(checking account).
De Novo Bank: A start-up bank.
Depository: An institution such as a bank, thrift or credit union that holds people’s
money in the form of deposits.
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Dilution: The reduction in per share earnings, book value or tangible book value
resulting from a particular transaction, as expressed in either dollar or percentage
terms.
Due Diligence: The process of investigation undertaken by the various parties to a
financial transaction that serves to verify material facts.
Earning Assets: Assets that bear interest or pay dividends, such as loans,
investment securities, and money market assets.
Efficiency Ratio: Recurring non-interest expense (excluding goodwill amortization)
as a percentage of net revenues (net interest income plus recurring non-interest
income). This ratio measures the percentage of net revenue absorbed by operating
expenses.
Equity/Assets: The ratio of common equity to total assets.
Fairness Opinion: The professional opinion of an investment bank, provided for a
fee, regarding the fairness of a price offered in a merger or takeover.
Fannie Mae (Federal National Mortgage Association): A congressionally
chartered corporation that buys mortgages on the secondary market, pools them and
sells them as mortgage-backed securities to investors on the open market. Monthly
principal and interest payments are guaranteed by Fannie Mae. Although the
securities are not explicitly backed by the U.S. Government, many investors feel that
they have the implicit backing of the U.S. Government.3
Federal Deposit Insurance Company (FDIC): A federal agency created in 1934
that insures depositors’ accounts up to a certain amount at member institutions
(currently $100,000 per bank depositor).
Federal Home Loan Banks: The Federal Home Loan Banks are wholesale banks
that traditional banks and thrifts turn to for a source of funds. Federal Home Loan
Banks provide banks and thrifts with advances that range in maturity from 30 days to
5 years.
Federal Home Loan Bank Borrowings (Advances): Advances from the Federal
Home Loan Bank system that range in maturity from 30 days to 5 years and are
priced at small spreads over comparable Treasury securities. The collateral for such
advances is typically, but not always, traditional mortgage loans.
Federal Funds (Fed Funds): Funds that commercial banks deposit at Federal
Reserve Banks. Banks must meet legal reserve requirements on a daily basis by
maintaining a specified total amount of vault cash and deposits at Federal Reserve
Banks. A bank with excess reserves on a particular day may lend the excess, at an
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agreed upon rate of interest (the fed funds rate), to another bank needing funds in
order to meet its reserve requirements. No physical transfer of funds takes place; the
Federal Reserve Bank charges the seller’s reserve balance and credits the buyer’s
reserve balance.4
Fed Funds Purchased: Liability that arises from a bank buying federal funds. The
purchasing bank will usually pay back the selling bank with interest (at the federal
funds rate) the following day.
Fed Funds Rate: The interest rate, set by the Federal Reserve, that banks charge
each other for the use of fed funds.
Fed Funds Sold: Asset that arises from a bank selling federal funds. The selling
bank will usually be paid back with interest (at the federal funds rate) the following
day.
Federal Reserve Banks: System of twelve regional banks established to maintain
reserves, issue bank notes and lend money to member banks. The Federal Reserve
Banks are also responsible for supervising and regulating member banks in their
areas.5
Federal Reserve Board: The central monetary authority for the United States,
created by the Federal Reserve Act of 1913.
Freddie Mac (Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation): Governmentchartered corporation that buys qualified mortgage loans from the financial
institutions that originate them, securitizes the loans, and distributes the securities
through the dealer community. The securities are not explicitly backed by the U.S.
Government, although many investors feel that they have the implicit backing of the
U.S. Government.6
Financial Intermediary: A third party that facilitates a deal between two other
parties in the financial services industry.
Floor: The lowest interest rate that may be charged over the term of a loan.
Formal Actions: Measures taken against financial institutions by the FDIC as a
result of serious regulatory infractions. (See Chapter 7.)
GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles): A widely accepted set of
rules, conventions, standards, and procedures for reporting financial information, as
established by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).7
General Reserves: That portion of the loan loss reserve set aside for the aggregate
performing loan portfolio.
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Goodwill: In an acquisition, goodwill appears on the balance sheet of the acquirer in
the amount by which the purchase price exceeds the net tangible assets of the seller.
Prior to 2003, FASB required companies to amortize goodwill; today, companies are
no longer required to amortize goodwill, but it must be tested annually for
impairment. If goodwill is found to be impaired, it must be written off to the extent
of such impairment.
Informal Actions: Voluntary commitments made by the board of directors/trustees
of a financial institution at the behest of regulators. (See Chapter 7.)
Initial Public Offering (IPO): The initial sale of stock by a company to the public.
Intangible Assets: In the case of banks, intangible assets typically consist of
goodwill, core deposit intangibles and securitization residuals.
Interest Expense: Interest paid on deposits and borrowings.
Interest Income: Interest received on loans, securities and other short-term
investments held by a bank.
Internal Capital Generation Rate: Net income before extraordinary items less all
dividends as a percentage of common equity. This ratio measures a bank’s ability to
increase its capital base through retained earnings.
Jumbo CDs: Large time deposits sold only in denominations of $100,000 or more.
Lease: A form of financing under which a bank or leasing company allows a
customer to use a fixed asset for a specified period of time and rent.
Leverage Multiplier: Reciprocal of the equity-to-asset ratio.
Leverage Ratio: Tier 1 capital as a percentage of average tangible assets.
Liability Sensitive Bank: A bank whose liabilities reprice faster than its assets.
LIBOR (London Inter-Bank Offered Rate): The interest rate that the banks
charge each other for loans (usually in eurodollars). This rate is applicable to the
short-term international inter-bank market. LIBOR is officially fixed once a day by a
small group of large London banks, but the rate changes throughout the day.8
Liquidity Ratio: Cash and equivalents held by a bank as a percentage of the bank’s
total deposits.
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Loan Loss Provision (Provision): A charge against income that is added to the
loan loss reserve. [Recall that: Loan Loss Reserve (Beginning of Period) + Provision
– Charge-offs + Recoveries = Loan Loss Reserve (End of Period)]
Loan Loss Reserve (Allowance for Loan Losses or ALL): A reserve that is
intended to absorb loan charge-offs. In theory, the loan loss reserve approximates
potential future loan losses embedded in the loan portfolio. [Recall that: Loan Loss
Reserve (Beginning of Period) + Provision – Charge-offs + Recoveries = Loan Loss
Reserve (End of Period)]
Loan Loss Reserve/Loans: Total loan loss reserve as a percentage of gross loans
held for investment.
Loan Loss Reserve/NPAs: Total loan loss reserve as a percentage of
nonperforming assets.
Loans/Deposits: Total gross loans as a percentage of total deposits.
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU): An informal agreement between an
institution and the FDIC that is drafted by the FDIC’s regional office staff to
address and correct identified weaknesses in an institution’s compliance or
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) posture. An MOU is typically used in place of
a board resolution when the FDIC has reason to believe that deficiencies noted
during an examination may not be addressed adequately by an institution’s board
resolutions.
Money Market Account: A deposit account in which the depositor’s money is
invested in a mutual fund comprised of investments in short-term fixed-income
securities. The yield on money market accounts is typically above that of NOW
Accounts and below that of CDs, but this is not always the case.
Money Market Assets: Highly liquid, low risk, short-term investment securities like
federal funds sold, eurodollar deposits, securities purchased under agreement to
resell and commercial paper.
Mortgage-backed Security (MBS): Security backed by a pool of mortgages, such
as those issued by Ginnie Mae and Freddie Mac. The securities portfolios of most
banks have some exposure to mortgage-backed securities.
Mutual Savings & Loan: A thrift that is owned by depositors, as opposed to
shareholders.
Mutual-to-Stock Conversion: Process by which a mutual thrift converts into a
shareholder-owned institution.
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Net Charge-offs: Charge-offs less recoveries of previously charged off loans. Just
as charge-offs are subtracted from the loan loss reserve, recoveries are added to the loan
loss reserve. [Recall that: Loan Loss Reserve (Beginning of Period) + Provision –
Charge-offs + Recoveries = Loan Loss Reserve (End of Period)]
Net Charge-offs/Average Loans: Net charge-offs for the period as a percentage
of average gross loans held for investment (annualized).
Net Interest Margin (NIM): Interest income and dividends (fully-taxable
equivalent) less interest expense as a percentage of average earning assets.
Non-accrual Loans: Loans on which the borrower is so far behind in interest
payments that the bank has ceased accruing interest income.
Non-interest Expense: Operating expense, exclusive of interest expense and the
loan loss provision, plus amortization of intangibles.
Non-interest Income: Service charges, fees, trading revenues, gains on the sale of
assets and other non-interest sources of revenue.
Non-performing Assets (NPAs): Non-performing loans (see below) plus Other
Real Estate Owned.
Non-performing Loans (NPLs): The sum of problem loans on which the bank
has ceased to accrue interest plus problem credits that have been restructured as to
principal and/or interest payments plus accruing loans that are 90 days or more past
due.
NOW Account: Negotiated Order Withdrawal Account – an interest-bearing
checking account.
NPAs/Assets: Total non-performing assets as a percentage of total assets.
(NPAs + 90s)/Assets: Total non-performing assets plus loans 90 days or more
delinquent as a percentage of total assets.
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC): The office within the Treasury
Department that is responsible for the overall supervision and examination of
national banks.9
Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS): The primary regulator of all federallychartered, and many state-chartered, thrifts.
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Overdrafts: Checks written in excess of a bank deposit balance. The fees that banks
charge customers when overdrafts occur are a significant source of non-interest
income.10
Overhead Ratio: Non-interest expense less non-interest revenue as a percentage of
average earning assets. This ratio represents the NIM needed to break even before
the loan loss provision.
Prime Rate: The interest rate banks charge their most creditworthy borrowers.
Proxy Statement: A document that the SEC requires a company to send to its
shareholders that provides material facts concerning matters on which the
shareholders will vote.
Real Estate Owned (REO): Real estate properties on which the bank has
foreclosed plus real estate loans not yet foreclosed on in which the borrower no
longer has an equity interest (“in substance” foreclosures).
Recovery: That portion of a loan previously charged-off that is subsequently
recovered.
Regulation B: Implements the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) of 1974,
prohibiting lenders from discriminating against credit applicants on the basis of age,
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status or receipt of income from
public assistance programs.11
Regulation BB: Implements the Community Reinvestment Act. (See Community
Reinvestment Act.)12
Regulation O: Implements the insider transaction provisions of the Financial
Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate Control Act of 1978. Reg. O places
restrictions on the extension of credit by a Federal Reserve member bank to its
executive officers, directors and principal shareholders. 13
Regulation U: Implements the rules related to financing the purchase and pledging
as collateral of publicly traded stock. 14
Regulation Z: Implements the Truth in Lending Act, which requires borrowers to
provide, in easily understood terms, the obligations of a borrower under the loan. 15
Removal and Prohibition Order: An order for the removal of a director, officer,
employee, controlling stockholder or agent (Institution Affiliated Parties, or IAPs) for an
insured depository institution. The prohibition may be for specific activities or may
be industry wide.
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Repurchase Agreements (Repos): A transaction in which a money market
participant acquires immediately available funds by selling securities and
simultaneously agreeing to repurchase the same or similar securities after a specified
time at a given (higher) price, which typically includes interest at an agreed-upon
rate.16
Reserve Coverage Ratio: A bank’s ratio of loan loss reserves to nonperforming
assets.
Restructured Loans (also Troubled Debt Restructurings or TDRs): Loans on
which concessions have been made to the borrower as to interest rates and/or
principal repayments in order the make the loan more easily serviceable for the
borrower.
Restructuring Charges: Non-recurring costs related to some restructuring of the
bank (e.g., severance for laid off employees) or acquisitions made by the bank (e.g.,
severance, legal and investment banking fees, professional services, etc.).
Revenue Enhancements: Additional revenue that an acquirer is able to generate
out of an acquisition target as a result of offering additional products and services or
superior marketing of such products and services.
Reverse Repurchase Agreements (Reverse Repos): A transaction in which a
money market participant releases immediately available funds by buying securities
and simultaneously agreeing to sell the same or similar securities after a specified
time at a given (higher) price, which typically includes interest at an agreed-upon
rate.17
Return on Average Assets (ROAA): Net income before extraordinary items less
preferred dividends as a percentage of average assets. This is the most commonly
used measure of bank profitability.
Return on Average Equity (ROAE): Net income before extraordinary items less
preferred dividends as a percentage of average common equity.
Risk-adjusted Assets: A regulatory calculation in which assets are weighted
according to the regulators’ assessment of relative risk among asset classes. This
calculation is used as the denominator in the risk-based capital ratio. (See Exhibit
7D.)
Risk Arbitrage: As arbitrage is, by definition, riskless, “risk arbitrage” is something
of an oxymoron. However, in general financial parlance, risk arbitrage refers to
buying the securities of a company that is being acquired and shorting the securities
of the acquirer in order to capture a price discrepancy (known as the “spread”) that
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reflects both the time value of money as well as the likelihood the deal will close as
announced.
Savings & Loan (Thrift or S&L): A federally or state chartered financial institution
that takes deposits from individuals and funds principally mortgages.
Savings Account: A deposit account at a bank or savings and loan that pays
interest, but cannot be withdrawn by check.
Securitization Residual: An asset that represents the present value of the expected
receipts from the excess spread (the average yield on a portfolio of securitized loans
less the average rate paid to the bondholders financing the loans) of a securitization.
(See Appendix IV.)
Short-term Borrowings: Short-term non-deposit liabilities including federal funds
borrowed, securities sold under agreement to repurchase, treasury tax and loan
account borrowing, and commercial paper.
Short-term Investment Securities: Securities with maturities of less than two years.
Specific Reserves: That portion of the loan loss reserve set aside for specific
problem loans.
Suspension Order: Issued to Institution Affiliated Parties of a bank who are
charged with felonies involving dishonesty or a breach of trust pending the
disposition of criminal charges.
Takeunder: An acquisition announced at a price beneath the seller’s prevailing
market price.
Tangible Equity/Tangible Assets: The ratio of tangible equity (Total
Shareholders’ Equity – Intangibles) to tangible assets (Total Assets – Intangibles).
Taxable Equivalent Adjustment: The amount by which nontaxable revenues (e.g.,
municipal bond interest) must be “grossed up” to make them comparable to taxable
sources of revenue.
Temporary Cease-and-Desist Order: Issued in the most severe situations to halt
particularly egregious practices pending formal hearings on permanent C&Ds.
Temporary Suspension Order: An order for the temporary suspension of an IAP
pending a hearing on an Order of Removal if the individual’s continued participation
poses an immediate threat to the institution or to the interest of the institution’s
depositors.
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Tier 1 Capital: Principally, common equity plus non-cumulative perpetual preferred
stock less goodwill. (See Exhibit 7B for a more detailed definition.)
Tier 2 Capital: See Exhibit 7B.
Trust Preferred Securities (TPS): Hybrid securities that combine features of
preferred stock and corporate bonds. TPS count as Tier 1 Capital (with limitations)
and have a minimum maturity of 30 years. The interest paid on TPS is tax
deductible. (See Appendix II.)
Unearned Loan Fees: Nonrefundable loan fees that are amortized into interest
income over the expected life of a loan. The balance of such fees is recorded as an
asset on a bank’s balance sheet.
Wholesale Funding: Use of funding sources such as Federal Home Loan Bank
borrowings and Jumbo CDs that are available quickly in large amounts.
Yield Curve: A curve that shows the relationship between yields and maturity dates
for a set of similar bonds, usually Treasury securities, at a given point in time.
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FOOTNOTES
As I mentioned in the Introduction, I have little pride of authorship and, consequently, I
borrowed liberally from other sources in writing this book. Because it’s messy to have
an excessive number of quotation marks littering a document, in many of the areas
where I’ve borrowed verbatim from a source, I’ve merely marked the passage with a
footnote in the body of the text and noted the verbatim usage here in the footnotes with
an italicized “vv,” which stands for “virtually verbatim,” at the end of the footnote. I
almost always changed/edited some part of a borrowed passage’s wording, but not
enough in the case of “virtually verbatim” passages to consider them merely
“paraphrased.”
Chapter 1: Introduction to Banks and Bank Investing
1

Bank Stock Valuation and Analysis, The Chicago Corporation. (Publication date
and author unknown.) (I was given an incomplete copy of this document a few years
back by a former broker at The Chicago Corporation. He does not know who authored
the report or the date of its publication. The Chicago Corporation is no longer in
existence.)
2
George E. Ruth, Commercial Lending (Washington, DC: American Bankers
Association, 1999), p. 30. (vv)
3
Ruth, p. 32.
4
Ibid
5
Ruth, p. 33. (vv)
6
Ruth, p. 34. (vv)
7
Ruth, p. 33. (vv)
Chapter 2: The Balance Sheet – Appendix I
1

Ruth, pp. 230-235. (vv)
Daniel Cardenas and Brad Ness, Research Report: Trust Preferred Securities – A
New Frontier for Community Banks and Thrifts (Chicago: Howe Barnes Investments, Inc.,
December 19, 1997), p. 1. (vv)
3
Cardenas and Ness, p. 4.
2

Chapter 5: Asset Quality and Reserve Coverage
1

Bank Stock Valuation and Analysis
Ibid
3
Ibid
4
Ibid
5
Ibid
2
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Chapter 6: Accounting Shenanigans – Appendix IV
1

Edward F. Gotschall, White Paper: “Gain on Sale Accounting,” May 1998. (Mr.
Gotschall was CFO of New Century Financial at the time of publication.) (vv)
2
Ibid (vv)
3
Ibid (vv)
Chapter 7: Regulatory Environment – Appendix V
1

Ruth, p. 14. (vv)
www.wikipedia.com (vv)
3
Ruth, p. 15 (vv)
4
Ruth, p. 16 (vv)
5
Ruth, p. 15
6
www.dcrac.org
7
Federal Reserve Board
8
www.wikipedia.com
9
Ibid
2

Chapter 8: Bank Acquisitions 101 & Appendix VI
1

Warren E. Buffett, 1981 Berkshire Hathaway Annual Report, 1981.
Steven J. Pilloff and Anthony M. Santomero, Working Paper: “The Value
Effects of Bank Mergers and Acquisitions,” The Wharton Financial Institutions Center,
1996, p. 24.
3
George Soros, The Alchemy of Finance (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1994), p. 48.
4
Soros, p. 56.
5
Ibid
6
Soros, p. 57.
2

Chapter 9: Valuing Bank Stocks
1

Peter L. Bernstein and Robert D. Arnott, “What Risk Premium is ‘Normal’,”
Financial Analysts Journal, March/April 2002.
2
Eugene F. Fama and Kenneth F. French, “The Equity Risk Premium,” Working
Paper No. 522, Center for Research in Security Prices, April 2000.
3
Ibid
Chapter 10: Common Investment Strategies
1

Joseph A. Colantuoni, “Mutual-to-Stock Conversions: Problems with the
Pricing of Initial Public Offerings,” FDIC Banking Review, 1999, p. 2.
2
Ibid
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3

“Interest Rates and Price Performance,” Research Report: 2004 Outlook: Playing
Defense (New York: KBW, Inc., January 2004), pp. 20-21.
4
Robert E. Rubin and Jacob Weisberg, In an Uncertain World (New York: Random
House, Inc., 2003), p. 82.
5
John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money
(Amherst, New York: Prometheus Books, 1997), p. 163.
6
Jeremy Grantham, “The Countdown Continues,” GMO Quarterly Letter, October
2004.
7
Arne Alsin, “Being a Great Stock-Picker,” www.RealMoney.com, December 28,
2004.
8
Ibid
9
William Fleckenstein, “Fannie: She Ain’t What She Used to Be,”
www.fleckensteincapital.com, January 19, 2005.
10
Ibid
Chapter 11: Case Studies
1

Jane Bussey, “Seized Miami Bank Gave Millions in Suspect Loans,” The Miami
Herald, March 11, 2002.
2
“Former Hamilton Bank Senior Executives Indicted for Defrauding Investors
and Bank and Securities Regulators Through Accounting Fraud Scheme,” fdic.gov, June
22, 2004.
Appendix VIII
1

Timothy Curry and Lynn Shibut, “The Cost of the Savings and Loan Crisis:
Truth and Consequences,” FDIC Banking Review, 1998, p. 26.
2
Micheal Lewis, Liar’s Poker (New York: Penguin Books USA, Inc., 1989), p.
106. (vv)
3
Ibid (vv)
4
Bert Ely, “Savings and Loan Crisis,” www.econlib.org, 2002.
5
Lewis, pp. 103-104.
6
Ely
Glossary of Terms
1

Ruth, p. 325. (vv)
www.investorwords.com (vv)
3
Ibid (vv)
4
Ibid (vv)
5
Ibid (vv)
6
Ibid (vv)
7
Ibid (vv)
8
Ibid (vv)
9
Ruth, p. 331 (vv)
2
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10

Ruth, p. 332 (vv)
Ruth, p. 333 (vv)
12
Ibid (vv)
13
Ibid (vv)
14
Ibid (vv)
15
Ibid (vv)
16
www.investorwords.com (vv)
17
Ibid (vv)
11
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